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ABSTRACT 

Memory for the context of a learning episode (source memory  ̂was 

investigated in four experiments using event-related brain potential (ERP), 

accuracy and reaction time measures. Four questions were posed about 

the relationship between item and source memory: a) whether source 

infonnation is automatically retrieved when an item is remembered; b) 

whether item and source retrieval involve different brain activity; c) whether 

ERPs recorded during source retrieval are unique or generalizable across 

sources; and d) whether perceptual source attributes such as the voice of a 

spoken word are qualitatively different from self-generated attributes such 

as one's own actions. The results showed that studied items elicited more 

positive ERPs than unstudied items at all scalp sites, beginning relatively 

eariy after stimulus onset. Source information was retrieved only when 

required by the assigned task, and only after item information had been 

recovered from memory. When source information was requested, studied 

items elicited an additional, late prefrontal positivity which was independent 

of the accuracy of the source memory judgement. This result suggests that 

the prefrontal effect reflects the mere attempt to retrieve source information. 

The success or failure of source retrieval was evident at more posterior 

scalp sites; this effect also began several hundred milliseconds after the 

initial differentiation between studied and unstudied items. ERPs recorded 
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posterior to prefrontal cortex were also sensitive to source content. In two 

experiments, participants studied objects. In the source memory test, they 

were asked to recall what they did with the objects during the encoding 

phase: perfomned an action, watched the experimenter perform an action, 

imagined an action, or estimated the cost of the object. Objects studied 

under different encoding tasks elicited different patterns of brain activity 

during the source retrieval task, but not when the objects were simply 

judged as studied or unstudied. Even during the source memory test, the 

ERPs elicited by perform-encoded objects were similar to those elicited by 

watch-encoded objects, although both were different from imagine-encoded 

and cost-encoded items. Thus, memory for self-generated actions and 

observed actions did not show a fundamentally different pattern of brain 

activity in the present woric. 
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INTRODUCTION 
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With the focus on "infonnation processing" approaches to cognitive 

psychology in the 1960's and 1970's, theoretical views about 

encoding/retrieval interactions and context effects in memory emerged. 

After Tulving's (1972) initial distinction between episodic and semantic 

memory, a host of finer grain distinctions between various episodic memory 

processes and systems were made (for review see Schacter & Tulving, 

1994). Thirty years later we continue to wrestle with identifying the 

processes and systems engaged during episodic memory. 

The focus of this dissertation is a particular type of episodic memory 

- source memory. This temi was first introduced by Johnson and 

colleagues to refer to memory for how an item was learned, as opposed to 

memory for the item itself (Johnson & Raye, 1980; see Johnson, 

Hashtroudi, & Lindsay, 1993 for review). An item memory task may ask 

participants to detemnine whether a test stimulus was previously studied or 

not (recognition), or to provide the answer to a question which coresponds 

to a previously learned fact (recall). Source memory tasks demand retrieval 

of additional detail, for example whether a male or female experimenter 

presented the stimulus originally, whether the stimulus occunred in List 1 or 

List 2, whether the word was studied in the auditory or visual modality, 

whether the fact was learned during the course of the experiment or 

previously known, and so forth. Source memory tasks thus place high 
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demands on the ability to conrectly combine attributes, particulariy given 

that one attribute (Ihe source") is typically paired with many other attributes 

(Ihe items") during the initial study phase - a female voice, for instance, 

may have spoken many different words. Note that recognition or recall 

tasks can be unambiguously described as "item memory tasks" or "source 

memory tasks" based on the instructions and response options offered to 

experimental participants. Which attribute of a given stimulus should count 

as the "item" and which corresponds to the "source" has not always been as 

cleariy defined. I adopt the most common nomenclature of using "item" to 

refer to a stimulus attribute which occurs only infrequently during an 

experiment (e.g., the identity of a word), and "source" to refer to an attribute 

which re-occurs across multiple stimuli (e.g., a particular voice). 

Overview of the experiments 

Across the three experimental Appendices A-C, some of the central 

empirical questions are: a) whether source information is retrieved 

automatically when an item is retrieved, or only when it is requested; b) 

whether item and source retrieval involve different brain activity; c) whether 

the event-related potential (ERP) effects observed during retrieval of 

different source attributes are unique or generalizable across sources; and 

d) whether perceptual source attributes (perceived in the external worid) are 

qualitatively different from internally-generated attributes such as one's own 
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actions. The first study (Appendix A) uses spoken words as items, and the 

speakers' voices as sources; this includes one main experiment and a 

necessary followup experiment which evaluates some methodological 

issues. The next two studies (Chapters 2 and 3) use physical objects as 

items, and the subjects' encoding tasks as sources. Specific findings of 

each study help to clarify component processes of source memory tests 

and their neural substrates. 

Automatic or strategic retrievai processes 

A question common to the first two studies is whether 

contextual/source infonnation is retrieved automatically in the course of 

remembering whether or not an item was presented during the study phase. 

This question is addressed by having the same individuals participate in 

separate memory tests for items only (old/new recognition) and source 

memory tests in which conrect responses can only be made on the basis of 

source infonnation. This simple question is relevant to the broader issue of 

whether a unitary engram is formed during encoding, which includes all the 

richness and detail of an episode. For the particular domain of voice 

infomnation, this conclusion has been strongly argued by several 

researchers (Cole, CoKheart & Allard, 1974; Craik & Kirsner, 1974; 

Palmeri, Qoldinger, & Pisoni, 1993). Altematively, encoded infonnation may 
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be stored in a distributed fashion, so that different attributes can be 

retrieved separately. A corollary to this alternative hypothesis is that some 

brain regions may be critical for binding separable attributes back into a 

record of a single episode. This latter view is more compatible with 

neuropsychological studies indicating that although patients with prefrontal 

damage suffer little impainnent in simple recognition tests (Wheeler, Stuss, 

& Tulving, 1995), they have disproportionate impaimients in source memory 

tests (Janowsky, Shimamura, & Squire, 1989; McAndrews & Milner, 1991). 

Similarly, item and source accuracy rates are dissociable within individual 

patients (Schacter, Harbluk, & McLacklan, 1984). 

Similarity or differences in retrievai of different sources 

Another theme across the three studies is material-specificity in 

retrieval processes. One methodological benefit of using separate item and 

source memory tests within the same subjects is the possibility of teasing 

apart processes which are generic to source tasks (which may include 

recovering two attributes, binding them, and evaluating the conjunction) 

from processes which are specific to particular source attributes. Generic 

processes are isolated by comparing ERPs elicited in item versus source 

memory tasks. Specific processes are isolated in two ways: by comparing 

trials in which the participants successfully recovered source infomiation to 
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those in which they failed to indicate successful source retrieval, and by 

comparing successful retrieval of different source attributes within a single 

memory test. Aside from the studies in this dissertation and another study 

from my laboratory (Van Petten, Senkfor, & Newberg, in press), only one 

published experiment has exploited the power of administering item and 

source memory tests to the same subjects (Ranganath & Palier, 1999; see 

Johnson, Kounios, & Nolde, 1997 for a between-subject design). 
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PRESENT STUDY 
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The first study (Appendix A) compares two source attributes which 

were not predicted to evoke material-specific memory processes because 

they were very similar to one another, a male voice and a female voice. In 

contrast, the second and third studies include disparate source attributes 

which arise from the participants' activities during the study phases. In 

Appendix B, memory for one "source" is hypothesized to contain motor 

information while a second source does not, because subjects are asked to 

remember whether they actively manipulated an object during the study 

phase, or estimated it's purchase price during the study phase. Unlike 

memory for two different voices, memory for one's own actions may differ 

qualitatively from memory for the purely cognitive activity of cost estimation. 

Appendix C expands this comparison by using a memory test which 

requires discrimination between four disparate sources: perfonning an 

action, imagining an action, watching the experimenter perfomi an action, 

and cost estimation, all with interchangeable sets of objects which provide 

no clues to the initial study-phase activities when re-presented attest. 

The two action memory studies may also be fmitfully compared with 

the initial voice memory study on another dimension. At least as 

implemented here, there is no intrinsic relationship between a given word 

and the possible voices that might speak it: the item and source attributes in 

this experiment were highly separable. In contrast, the objects used in 
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Chapters 2 and 3 necessarily constrain the range of actions they allow, 

particularly since the participants were asked to perfomrt "typical actions" 

(e.g., a calculator allows button punching, whereas a doorknob allows 

twisting). The items (objects) and sources (actions) in these experiments 

thus allowed a more integrated encoding process than words and voices. 

Memory for one's own activities 

The two action memory studies additionally address several specific 

issues about the content-specificity of memory retrieval. One of these is the 

relevance of a "self versus other" dichotomy as a fundamental attribute of 

memories: whether source attributes generated by the subject are more 

similar to one another than they are to externally-generated source 

attributes which do not include self-agency. Another is the extent to which 

brain activity during retrieval recapitulates brain activity during encoding. Of 

particular interest in these studies was a search for a specifically motoric 

memory attribute. 

DISCUSSION OF RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS 

Memory for episodic events and their sources succeeds much to our 

delight as well as fails, much to our chagrin. Albeit a small consolation 
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sometimes, one can remember an item with or without its source. The 

dissociable nature of memory for an item from its source has been reported 

in patients with damage in frontal or temporal areas, amnesia, or elderly 

populations (e.g. Glisky, Polster, & Rothieaux, 1995; Janowsky, 

Shimamura, & Squire, 1989; McAndrews & Milner, 1991; Milner, Corsi, & 

Leonard, 1991; Shimamura & Squire, 1987;1991). In general, while patients 

with damage to frontal cortex exhibit normal fact recall, they make 

disproportionately more source errors compared to controls or patients with 

damage to temporal regions. 

Converging evidence from ERP studies presented here and in the 

literature are in good accordance with the dissociation between item and 

source memory (e.g. Trott, Friedman, Bitter, & Fabiani, 1997; Van Petten, 

Senkfor, & Newberg, in press; Wilding, 1999; Wilding & Rugg, 1996;1997). 

The experiments presented in the Appendix A and Appendix B used voice 

in one experiment and two disparate sources (perform a typical action 

versus cost estimation) in another, both experiments included item and 

source recognition tests and yielded clear and dissociable pattem of results. 

Responses to studied items were slower when participants were asked to 

retrieve both the item and source compared to only the item. 

The timecourse of the ERPs suggested that the successful retrieval 

and evaluation of item and source information proceeds hierarchically. Both 
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item and source recognition tests showed a spatially consistent difference 

between old and new items, beginning around 300-400 ms, an item 

retrieval effect However, around 700-800 ms a second positivity over 

prefrontal cortex emerged for studied trials. That is, during source 

recognition retrieval of source information not only required additional time, 

but also enlisted either another brain circuit or a circuit that was not active 

to the same level during item recognition. From the location (Van Petten, et 

al. in press), voice (Appendix A), and the first action (Appendix B) 

experiments, the late prefrontal positivity was interpreted as a search effect. 

In voice (Appendix A), location, Van Petten et al (in press), and the second 

action (Appendic C) experiments, the prefrontal positivity was the same 

whether item and source infomiation were successfully retrieved (Hit/Hit) or 

item but not source information successfully retrieved (Hit/Miss). The 

success or failure to retrieve source infomiation was reflected at more 

posterior sites, but not until around 800 ms. The conjunction of these results 

reflect a timecourse difference. Item and source retrieval occun'ed 

hierarchically and engaged qualitatively different neural circuitry. 

The generalizability of the item retrieval effect, the seamh effect, and 

success and failures during retrieval of item and source information 

presented here and by Van Petten, et al. (in press) was evident despite a 

whole host methodological differences: verbal and non-verbal stimulus 
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materials (spoken words, objects/photos, and linedrawings), auditory versus 

visual materials, method of testing source (perceptual matching of 

same/different voice or location, recognition test for source attribute 

(same/different as study) versus recall for the source attribute (encoding 

task), content (voice, location, encoding task), and study list length 

differences between item and source sessions. 

Across experiments, the results demonstrate: a) source infomfiation 

is not automatically retrieved, b) item and source infonnation contain 

dissociable components and process that engage different neural circuits 

during retrieval. 

Similarity or differences in retrieval of disparate sources 

Another contrast across the three studies was the use of similar 

versus disparate sources to identify material-specific processes that were 

distinct from the more general item-source processes. The voice and 

location experiments employed two voices and nine locations. As predicted, 

no differences were found between voices or locations during item or 

source recognition tests (same voice/location or different voice/location 

from study to test). 

The experiment in chapter two included two encoding tasks that 

were specifically selected because of the distinct attribute differences -

motor actions versus a non-motor semantic task of cost estimation. No 
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encoding tasks differences were observed during item recognition. During 

source recognition, ERPs at all but prefrontal sites showed perfonn-

encoded trials elicited more positive ERPs than cost-encoded trials. 

The difference between trials from two encoding tasks was tested 

further with the inclusion two additional action tasks, for a total of four tasks: 

perfonn, watch, imagine, and cost. It was predicted that memory for the 

three action tasks would elicit similar ERPs in general. Action task 

differences at test were expected over central/parietal areas with clear 

attribute contrasts of execution (perfomi versus watch) and overt versus 

covert execution (perform versus watch versus imagine). These predicted 

differences were based on reaching and grasping neuroimaging activations 

discussed in Appendix C. The commonality across the three action tasks in 

the ERPs was only seen at frontal sites and all three were different from the 

non-action task - cost estimation. The data indicated a clear separation of 

the ERPs between overt and covert actions at posterior sites, with both 

perfomn- and watch-encoded trials eliciting almost identical ERPs. 

The results exemplify a basic notion about memory. To code leamed 

infomnation in tenns of its commonalties and differences senses a very 

important developmental process of integrating new information into a 

series of categories and existing memories - else many four-legged animals 

would still be called "doggie". To remember actions in terms of their 
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similarities, whether performed, watched, or imagined, creates a very 

difficult problem for remembering your participation in the worid - hence the 

Reagan example presented in Appendix C (Korda, 1997). Thus, the 

differences between encoding tasks offers a very important conclusion - we 

create memories filled with differences so as to hopefully increase our 

success rate for remembering episodic events. 

Self- versus other-generated source encoding 

Memories filled with differences cleariy aid our abilities to discem our 

actions from others. Yet, in the final experiment with perfomi and watch 

encoding tasks qualitative differences were not obsen/ed, only quantitative. 

While perform-encoded actions responses were faster and better 

remembered than watch-encoded action, the ERPs differed only for a short 

200 ms time window before the two tasks elicited almost identical ERPs. 

This failure to obsen/e any qualitative difference in the ERPs was 

perplexing. It will be of great interest to compare memory for these two 

encoding tasks in another neuroimaging technique with better spatial 

resolution. 

Recapitulation of motor encoding 

Two experiments were intended, in part, to address a motor 

recapitulation hypothesis. In both experiments, neither confinnation or 

disconfirmation of this hypothesis seems warranted. A clear "hand tag" 
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effect was observed for all three action tasks with somewhat different 

spatial distributions. The hand results reported here maintain a cautious 

view until issues of handedness and spatial resolution provide additional 

evidence to confimi or reject a motor recapitulation hypothesis. However, 

anecdotal reports from participants that included incredible detail about 

which hand the object was delivered to and many of the action choices 

made and/or rejected because they required to use only one hand. 

Identifying the nature of these memories in temns of motor or other fornis of 

memory engrams will require converging evidence from other paradigms, 

patient populations, and neuroimaging measures. 

Contributions and conclusions 

In 1993, Johnson and colleagues summarized the source memory literature 

(Johnson, Hashtroudi, & Lindsey, 1993). Three source memory studies 

presented here have added some dynamic features to our understanding of 

source memory. These three ERP studies have consistently illustrated the 

timecourse of a successive retrieval process whereby item infonnation is 

retrieved initially, followed by source. Additionally, the results presented 

here reflect clear separation between processes and circuits associated 

with the attempt to retrieve source information at prefrontal sites and the 

reflection of success or failure to retrieve source infonnation over more 
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posterior sites. Diversity within encoding tasks was varied and largely 

reflected at more posterior sites. Thus, the prefrontal positivity associated 

with source search was not modulated by encoding tasks. Lastly, the final 

study cieariy suggested that source memories do not cluster around 

similarity for who generated the source, instead source memories clustered 

around attribute similarity. Based on these results, one relevant dichotomy 

for action tasks is overt versus covert motion. Further inquiry into identifying 

other and/or more global source dichotomies are indicated. 
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Who Said What? An Event-Related Potential Investigation of Source 
and Item Memory 

Ava J. Senkfor and Cyina Van Pecten 
Univenity of Arizona 

Evem-relutd poicniiaU (ERFt) woe recorded during iccogniiioa asia for tpoken words 
alone (iienu) or for boUi woids lad (he voice of (be speaker (sources). Nei(her perfonnaiice 
not ERP measures suggested (bat voice mfomaaon was reaieved iu(ama(icaUir dunng the 
Kem-Rcogniaoa task. In both tasks, coirectly recognized old words elicited more positive 
ERPs than new words, beguuing uound 400 nu poststimulus onset In the source task only. 
old words also elicited a Focal prefronial poimvity beginning about 700 ms. The gMcftonul 
task eflea did not distiggtiisb trials with iccuiaie and inaccurate voice judgments and is 
inteipreted as reflecong the search for voice information in memory. More postenor lecording 
sites were sensitive ui the successftil recovery of voice or source infonnaDon. The results 
udicaie that word ind voice information wete tciheved hierarchically and distinguish 
Rtiievai attempt from remeval success. 

Everyone has had the experience of remembering i fact 
without being able (o recall how it was learned. Remember
ing (he source of one's knowledge is not always impoitant, 
but in some cases, it may be critical for one's subsequent 
actions, tf you own a cellular phone, it is important to 
remember wheiiwr the link between such phones and brain 
tumors was reponed In the ffew England Journal of 
Medicine or the National Enquirer. Source memory can be 
broadly defined as memory for the context of a learning 
episode, encompassing perceptual features (e.g.. the voice or 
face of a speaker who conveyed some information, visual or 
auditory modality of a word), spaoat locadon. temporal 
sequence of events, and whether an event wis imaging or 
actually tookplace(forareview.see Johnson. Hashnoudl. Jt 
Lindsay. 1993). 

A few recent neunpiychological studies have suggested 
that source memory Is dissociible 6om other forms of 
memory. In a group of patients with amnesia subsequent to 
brain damage. Sdiacter. Haibluk, and McLachian (1984) 
found that the level of impiinneBt for cemembering trivia 
facts was uncomlaicd with petfannance in remembering 
which experimenier cooveycd the facta that were recalled. 
Shimamura and Squiie (IW. 1991) leponed similar find
ings in both amnesic padenu and ihM with temporaiy 

Ava J. Senkfor aad Cyna Van Ptocn. Depanmeat of Psychol
ogy. Univenity of Aiinna. 

Eaperiment I wai pisMBiid u a posor at die oeetingi of the 
Society forCogttitt«cNewn»deaG*.MaRli l99S.aaddicSocieiy 
for Psychopliysiatcgical ReiaaRh. Octoiar 1995. Hnancial sup
port was pnviM by die Nadooil Instiaue of Nratal Diiorden aad 
Stroke (CinntNS30l2S). 
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Remioger for aasisaaee widi tdldag stimuli. 
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Ibcson. Ariaooa U72I-0(MI. Ekcanoic mail nay be sent io 
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memory impairment fallowing elecnoconvulsive iherapy. 
Janowsky. Shimamura, and Squire (1989) obtained a particu
larly clear dissociation between item and source memory in 
panents who were not generally amnesic. Padenis with 
damage confined (o the frontal lobe exhibited normal recall 
and lecognition of trivia facts learned in the laboratory but a 
disproponionate number of errors of attributing their knowl
edge to an extnexperimental source. This demonstranon 
that frontal cortex is critical for accurate source memory 
conliimed and extended a number of previous stiidies 
showing that patients with frontal lobe damage are impaiied 
in tasks requiring memory for temporal context, including 
reconstruction or Identification of the sequence of previously 
presented items, frequency judgments, and recency judg
ments (Ladavas. Umilta, i Provincial, 1979; McAndrews 
Sl MUoer. 1991; Milner. Corsi. ft Leonard. 1991: Shi
mamura. Janowsky, & Squiie, 1990; M. L. Smith St MUoer. 
1988). 

Comparisons of item and source memory have also been 
conducted in neurologically intact individu^. with a wider 
variety of source tasks, not all of which involve temporal 
judgments. In particular, many studies of healthy elderiy 
adults have required source jtidgmenis for perceptual fea
tures. including the voice that inidally spoke a word, 
auditory versus visual word picsenialion. the color of line 
drawings, and the spatial location of objects (Kausler St 
Puckelt. 1981; Lehman St Mellinger. 1984; Li^t. LaVoie. 
Valencia-Laver. Owens. St Mead. 1992; Park St Puglisi. 
198S; Senkfor & Van Peaen. 1996; Uttl St Graf, 1993; for 
general reviews, see Light. 1991; Spencer St Raz, 199S). 
Tliese snidies have generally shown paitial dissodalions 
between item and source memory in that aider adults tend to 
have lower perfonnance than young adults in item-memory 
auks and alM make disprofnttionaiely more source erron. 
PoMmonem studies, as well as mote recent in vivo measure
ments widt neuoiioiging methods, have intltcairri diat 
prefrontal coitex is more susccplible to age-iclaied declines 
in neuron size and conical volume diaa aie many odier brain 
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areas (CafTey et al.. 1992; Haug. 1985: Martiii. Fruion. 
Coiebauh. i Frackowiak. 1991; Raz. Totiei. Speacen & 
Acker. 1993; Teny. DeTeresa. St Hansen. 1987). It has been 
suggested that the neurological and behavioral findings ate 
causally related, such that aging impairs all forms of source 
memory through its impact on the frontal lobe (Craik. 
Morris. Morris. It Laewen. 1990; Spencer & Raz. 1994). 

One obvious objecticn to this conclusion is that source-
memory tasks ate typically mote diffictilt than item tasks, lo 
that the apparently specific deficit in elderly adults may 
reflect a general memory failure rather than i dissociable 
component of memory. A recent study by Clisky. Polster. 
and Routhieaux (199^ addressed this issue by harnessing 
the variability found within the healthy elderly population to 
obtain a double dissociation between item and source 
memory. Participants were inidally categorized by factor 
scores summarizing performance on neuropsychological 
tests thought to be sensitive to frontal versus medial 
temporal lobe damage. Performance on a source-memory 
task of judging whetlier or not a sentence was presented in 
the same voice at study and at lecogmtica differed between 
participants with good versus poor scores on the "frontal" 
banery. Recogmtion of the sentences themselves did not 
differ between the high and "low frontal" groups, tn 
contrast, the ability to discriminate smdied versus unstudied 
sentences differed between participants with good versus 
poor scores on the "tempo^" battery, but the temporal 
score was unrelated to source-memory performance. 

Although explicit source-mcmory paradigms have ptt>-
vided strong evidence that memory for voice information 
can be dissociated fiam memory for verbal content, another 
set of studies has suggested that voice infmnaiion is 
autORiaiicaily stored and recovered. In an early study. Cole. 
Coltheart. and AUaid (1974) asked paracipaois to make a 
same-different judgment for pairs of letters presented at 
short delays (up to 8 s). Reaction times were faster when the 
two letters were ptesenied by the same voice versus two 
different voices, lie audmrs concluded that leiuts pRsentad 
in the same voice benefited (torn a "physical code which 
preserved ... the physical characterisiics of the auditory 
stimulus" (Cite et^.: <>74. p. S). whereat letters presented 
in a different voice ootiidM itly on the physiol code and 
mandaiedatime-coasuinuigconvenioninloa "nainecade." 
Two other studies uMd continuaus recofnitioa paradigms 
with longer delays, ta both studies, pancipints weie asked 
to indicate if each word in a U« was old or new. with wocds 
repeated at lags raging firam I to 32 (Cnilt ft Kitsncr, 
1^4) or &om 1 to 64 inietvcning woidt (Palmeii. Goid-
inger.&Pisoai, 1993). Both studies obuined higher lecagni-
tion accuracies for words tepeaied in the sane voice than in 
different voices, across all lap. Sane-vom words also 
elicited faster reaoioit dmet ia both studies. These studies 
thus demoasinued penistence of voice informaiioD over 
several minutes whw it was noc tequited by the assigned 
recognition task, giving rise u the idM that word and voice 
are stated togetiw: Paineti et aL thus concluded that "voice 
is not a coaiextuii aspect of a woid; rather ... it is aa 
intcgnl caapaactt of the stored menory reptesentaiiaa 
itseir(p.323). 

These studies present an interesting contrast to the 
source-memory smdies reviewed above: If voice infotma-
tion is automatically recovered with words, why ate judg-
ments about a word-plus-voice linkage always less accurate 
than comparable measures for word memory alone (Craik It 
Kin net. 1974; Ceiselman It Crawley. 1983; Glisky et aL. 
199S;Mmetietal.. 1993)? Thecitcumstances that drive the 
encoding and retrieval of voice infonnadon have been a 
matter of some controversy. Schacter and Church (1992) 
have argued that the percepual attribute of voice influences 
primarily perceptually driven tasks such as word-stem 
completion and that tiie evidence that voice manipulaaons 
influence explicit memory for words is "not exactly over
whelming" (p. 928). 

Research to date has been convincing m demonstrating 
that source-memory tasks are distinct fhim other memory 
tasks but also has raised a number of questions. L'nder whu 
circumstances is voice intbrmation automatically stored and 
recovered, and how does such auiomatic retrieval differ 
from effortful source-monitoring tasks? If prefrontal cortex 
is essendal for Unking an item with its context, is this part of 
the brain involved during encoding, at retrieval, or both? 
And finally, is "source" memory different from the standard 
definition of "episodic" memory as consisting of "multifea-
Rire representations in which numerous different kinds of 
information—spatial, temporal, contexnial. and so forth— 
ire bound together with the individual's awareness of 
personal experiences in subjective nme" (Schacter It Tulv-
ing, 1994, p. 28)? 

No single experiment will resolve these issues, but the 
present study touches on each quesoon by exploting whether 
item- and source-memory usks elicit differential brain 
activity in pamcipants with neither suspected nor diagnosed 
neurologic^ problems. The voice of the speaker was used as 
the perceptual source for spoken words, followed by epi
sodic recogaidon tasks for the words alone (items) or the 
telationship between words and their voices (sources). In 
both tasks, some words were presented in the same voice at 
swdy and at recognition whereas other words chaa^ 
voice. Reaction times and event-related brain potentials 
(ERPt) were recorded during the snidy and recognition 
phases of both tasks. The data were an^yzed in terms of 
quantitative differences between tasks, which may reflect the 
difficulty and time course of mnemonic ptocesses (e.g.. the 
ampUtu^ and latency of memory effects), and qualitative 
differences between tasks, which may suggest the involve
ment of different neural circuits (e.g. the spatial distribution 
of memocy effects across the scaJp). .Vext, we review the 
sensitivity of ERPs to mnemonic processes. 

ERPs and Memory 

The neurophysiology of cognitive processing caa be 
investigated in humans by the noninvasive recording of ERP 
activity &om the scalp. ERPs ate small volta^ fluctuatioos 
in the electroencephalogram (EEC) that are time locked to 
sensory, motor, or cognitive events; these potentials ate the 
scalp reflections of siimmated synaptic activiqr (for reviews, 
see Coles. Graitoo. It Fabiaoi. 1990; HtUyifd & Picton, 



1987; Kuof* Via Pran. 1994: Nunez. 1990).Amiinberof 
iiudiei have shown ilMi wmdi lememlwed during I leeog-
oiBOD test elicit * mote positive wavefotm itiaa cocicctly 
identified new wofds or uaitcognizad old wonli. be|ianiag 
at 300-400 ms posuiinniiut onset (Bennin, Rifdnun, ft 
Cniner. 1991; Ftriedmta. 1990; Run ft Ni|y. 19(9; M. E. 
Smiib ft Hai^ 1919; Wu Peaea ft Senkfor. 199fi). In 
individual! with uninpaind T*"*"?! a similv laie poiiiiv* 
iiy is eiidud by iicnu ibat Me icpeaied in a viricty of 
noHiBemoty taikt sudi at leiieal deciiioa. rcadtng for 
compreheniton. or seoianiic judgnieait (Beniin ft Peied. 
1990; Besson. Kuias. ft Vu Peiten. 1992; Ruu> 1990; Van 
Penen. Kutat. Kluendcr. MitdinBr. ft Mclsaac, 1991; Van 
Penen ft Senkfor. 1996). A number of snidiet indicate ilie 
laie pasiiive memocy efbct reflects conscious tecoUecnve 
pioceiaes raiiicr dun pacepaial pcianng (PaUer ft Kiiiat, 
1992; PaUer. Kutas. ft Mclsaac. 199S; M. E Smidi. 1993). 
Whether an ERP sipaose of perceptual ptiming exists is a 
(opic of ongoing reseaRh with no clear consensus (PaUer et 
aL. 1995; PailerftCroH. in piess;Rugg ft Doyle. 1994; Vka 
Penen ft Senkfor. 199S).'nieEltPliicnnKeonaiematy for 
printed woida and pictues is faiily extensive, but ody a 
handful of studies have used spoken words. To date, audii^ 
snidies have yielded results limilar to the visual modality: 
itepeaied words in aoamemory lasks and okl wofds in 
recognition taiki elicit a larger laie posiiiviiy than new 
words (Feriaao. Cdnie. ft GeniikMio. 1993; Rugg, Ooyle, 
ftMelan. 1993; Rugg, Doyle, ft WUls. 199S). 

ERPs ttcofded dming the snidy phase of stody-w 
experiroenls are also sensitive to some aspects of inilial 
encoding. In particular, studied words that ve later remem
bered typically elicit a noie poniive ERP than words that 
are unrecalled or unrecognized in subsequent lesa (Bessoa 
ft Kutas. 1993; Fabiani. Katis. ft Donctnn. 1986,19^ Fox. 
Michie. ft ColtheHi. 1990; Neville. Kutai. Oiesaey, ft 
Schmidt. 1986; PaUer. 1990; PaUer ft Kutat. 1992; Palkr. 
Kuus. ft Mayes. 1987; Saaquist, Rohtbaugh. SynduUn. ft 
Undsley, 1980; Vaa Praea ft Senkfor. 1996; Wyao. AUen. 
Booeia. ftAndMmy, I99S). Ike comparisnB of sudy-phiae 
ERPi contingent on subaaqueni meataiy is typicaily (eftncd 
to asadtfTerenoe-accardiag-io-mcaMfy (Dm) analysis. The 
magnitude, or even fxistence, of a Dm efftct hai beea 
vafiaUe acrou imdtw depending on dw nttm of die 
study-phase cask and ita maeawnic sBHegie* applied by ibe 
patiicipaais (Fabiaai et aL, 1986, 1990; Vim Psm ft 
Senkfor. 199Q. So, aldMngh dm Dm eflbct necessarily beat* 
some relaiionahip u lemmag, (be exact coffiiive pnoeu it 
may reflect i» an uamabad isaue. la das sttidy, we aaalynd 
the snidy-phaae data (tar sips of diflSncaiiai cwnriing of 
words a^ voices later recopicad venua lo^aBea. 

Expaimntl 
MtOud 
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Fnillih ipaakat widi mmai hearing. 1VMaty-«Mi patikipaui 
weie riffei-ftaodad (OldMd, 1971): 7 ot Otm nponsd kaviag a 
lefk-haadsd ramUy aisnhet (panat or libUni). IWo (wiieipanis 
wemleit-lHadsd. I ofwhoanponsdhaviagsleft-liaadHlfamily 
member; Mae addibaoai individuals begm the expoiaam hut did 
iMcomptai it because of sxGSiiive eye onvemctttaiitas in d» 
Orw Mssioa. diMomtat widi d» elacaoda cap, or UJuR ID nnn 
foraUfovMiiioas. 

A iMai of 1JMI coocna ooiiat lacorded in ludi a male nd 
t linnaic voice. The man duraboa wu <21 ms (ranis ' 276-1J26 
ois). Mean ftcquncy of usage wu 17 per millioodiaie-0-769; 
sum of aU ifguiariy inflacied fonns according ui Frnds ft Kuceti. 
1912). Ihe words wen inidaUy lecoedad ooio ioalog tapes 
(EleuruWce ltEt6 micTDphone. Sooy TC-WMTES tape dsî ). 
dien low-pus Mnred at9 KHz(Bunstwonh 6-pole). uddigiiaad 
u a sampliat me of 20 KHz by an uala|-di|iiai card (Ur 2BI) 
under die conoot of a psnooal cooputtr; Each digiial Sle was 
edited 10 same food lyncbnaiiaiioa hatween tbe bagiaaini and 
die endlag of die file and hemeett dK aeooadc ooMt ̂  offiet of 
dM wori. The iawuity of all iiiDuli was icalad to aquaie dM 
naiimum peak-io-peak values acnm words. Mag die expari-
meat, die wimuli were played batfcdaougb die lanie malm digital 
caid and filler to an audio monilor (Yamaha MS202). V>lunie levels 
wem set to a comfoitable lisMung level foreach paiicipaat. 

EUctropkytiologieai Methods 

EECs warn teccided fom da elacBodss lecured in a canuner-
cially avaiUMe cap (Elecaocap Imanatioaal). Raconliag lims 
included midline fionial (Ft), central (Cz). ad pariatal (Pz) 
togsdHr wiib lanni occipiial (OI. 02) icalp liiea as dsfinsd by dî  
10-20 lynsm (Jasper, 19SI). Bghtoonsiaadart laaral liaa wae 
included aad wen approximaisly over imfniaial conn (?IL, PfR), 
Broca's aea ad ita rigki-linniiphst* homalotas (BL. BR), 
audilofy coriei (TL. TR). and Wnichn's ana and its niM-
lianiiHii— homotofue (Wl, WR).> PO. and PtR wan pl̂  
above the naaionO* of die nesina-tp-injoBdlstanse) aad MoT 
d» iMsraural distance laiarally. BL and BR wan midway between 
F7 sndT3 sad Fl sndT4. tmp^vely. in the 10-20 lysnm. IL and 
TR wen lecasad 33« of ifle imannl dUiaace Isianl lo Cz. WL 
and WR wan lecaad 30* of die iMataunl diaianee laml to Cz 
aad 12J« of the aaiion-io-iaioa liiiiance poaariar lo Ci. An 
irirtliiiinal active elecoode was plaeed over d» rigbt -T— 
><wical eye movimsals sad blinks wasaauniwed by malacwda 
placed below die light eye (Le). The icelp nw and vatiical 
alecmocukwim elacaode wen leftnated to dw left masHid 
dining lecordbg but wen imftnnoed off-line e aa avange of d» 
left aad right aasaiids. Hooaoatal eye movements wan maaiMid 
by a righMo-laft bipolarinoaiage at d» exienal csadd of die two 
eyes. The EEO wae aoplifiad by aCrasa Modsl 12 polypaph widI 
h -̂eaphnide cusoA of 0.01 aad 100 Hz. dlgidasd on-line at a 
lampliag rata of 230 Hz. and nond on optical diak along with 
itimuhia codas for fubsaqaant avenging. THala widi atifaos due 
CO eye uiovsasat or anpUfler nnaatiSB wen iijeciad prior n 
averigini. 

Partidpaiat ' The eeoesofelacandetiM an deacriptive to convey a tough 
idea of dair location on d» xalp. No decmde aame ihould be 

Hanging in age tan 19)0 30 jeen lafesa n inviy dat it dasads dscafcal Ktiviry only in the 
" .AOwi - . . . . 
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Procedure 

He eiptrimeet wM eeeduced anon fwieiiieet iMdei fboul 
15 lir eack. Tbe (int nra leniaai comitirt of iMm nudjr aotf 
Rcoinitiaa HMi: itK Mcoad iwo aeniau caonnad of wmt audy 
and racofmaaa leta. Tbe iMm-onany imitwi wm •hnyt 
conducted fim. bifim paiiripinw mm* iafoiaad ibout dtt 
sounc-meany aifects of d» widy. Durinf die item leniaai, 
(MRidpaaci imrtM a Mt of 136 coaana aouai. half is da naia 
voice ad half is die ftmak voice (laadoaly iatainixed). pie-
tenied uatw of 1 evcqr 3-5>-Duriag dM mdy plui*, patkipaaia 
Hiere insanicicd to foim a neaial ioafe of each otiea 1^ dtdde tf 
ilwuIarproruBaUetdiaBa lO-in. X 10-ia.(2S.4cm x 25.4cni) 
square located in 6aot of ibem. Keypnues widi ihe rifht ud left 
index finicn woe uied to indicwe "laqa" uid "imaUer." 
respectively; die oapping betweea hand ud tesponie was counter-
balanced between leuiou. The recopitioo teu included all the 
toidied woidi (136). half ia die sane voice ai loidy and half in die 
odier voicc. Presentation rate waa 1 wofd every 5 s. These wen 
iotenuud widi in equal niimherof new words equally divided 
betweea the two voicei. Pndpenta made keypinies widi die 
right and left index Snfets to indica> whed» die wotdi were old 
or new. respecnvely. Paiticipanu were instructed to balance speed 
and accuracy. Reqmuc hands were counlerbalaaoad between 
lessions. BefoR each item snidy list, pmcipana received a 
practice let of 35 words for laiie-saaU judgnana and wen 
ioformed aboul die upcaaing recognitioa test forwards, but they 
received no insmictians conoennng die ipeakcts' voices. No 
raendon was made of die voice-cliaage maaipulatioB for old words. 
A few pankipaou menaoned die voice dianie Iran study to 
recsgniDon and wtR told It waa not iclevani to die tecognitioa 
task. 

The diiid and fotitll aessiaas used die same raidy tasku die Sm 
two lessions. except diat paiticipaatt were informed diat die 
tpeakers' voices would be included m die recognidoa teat. Tlie 
recognition phase was also similar in diat each tin included all of 
the old words (half in die laoe voice as ttudy and half in die odier 
voice) mixed widi aa equal number of new words.' hnicipeatt 
used dw index snd secaod lingan of one hand n indicaia "old, 
same voice" and "old. diffimnc voice" and die index flofarof die 
other hand to iadkaie "new." Pilot work indicaad dial the 
lourca-reeogniboe task waa euch tBore dUHcult diae word neogni-
tion akne. Study lists of 17 wotda wan used in dH soHBca-nenwy 
sessions to ensm renaooaUy high levels of voiee-iecopiDoa 
Kcuracy. A practice study and Rcognidoa lest was administetcd at 
ilie begimiag of each lasaioiL Eight stndy-neoglidoa blocks took 
place in each sesiiaa. so diat d» total aumher of words waa die 
same as in die itam aessiou (136 imdiari words sod 136 new 
woids). 

Across all four Masioas. dan wert eighl sdBulus caaegories of 
136 old (atudiad) woida foraed by cmaaiat dK task (iiam or logrca 
tecognidon) and die voice^haofa nuifpyiadaa (lamn or dUCaiaai 
voice as snidy for oU worti. aid mala or faaaia voicc for old aad 
new words). Sixtaea iligiutnt adiaulus lists w«m cansmcted n 
counaaibalaaGe taak. oM-naw words, mala Ibinala voice, and 
same-difltom voice at t»ragBitio«. Acnns 2* partdpaats. each 
list was usad oaca; die flaal I paBlcipaBU tscaivad Uats Adly 
counaatbalaacad figr task, old-oe* woads. aad sane-diflkteai voice 
but incompltiely for male vetios (ienule voice. 

Rtsuitz 

The tcsulia m piciCBiatl ia six sccikma dcacribing (a) 
behaviotat petftaniaace in the iieai- and louice-twmgninnn 

Tablet 
Bthavionit Ptrfiumimet 

Accuracy (%) Reactioatime(ms) 

Stimulus H H S fflp 

Itam-iecogaitioa task 
Old 16 0.9 1.126 17 

Sane 17 l.t 1.122 24 
Oifltaot M t.4 1.129 26 

New 92 1.1 1.215 40 

Source-recogmdon task 
Word 

OU (hit-hit hit-miss) 96 0.8 1.666 48 
Same 96 0.9 1.683 50 
Diffeiem 95 0.9 1.650 X 

\A>ic« 
Old (coodiiional) 79 2.6 IJ70 29 

Same 86 1.9 IJ21 41 
Different 72 3.7 1.619 39 

New 99 OJ Ull 26 

Koi*. Hit-hit bodi word aad voice judgmenu were comet. 
Hit-miss » an old word was recognixed as old. but die same-
diffcRnt judgment for voice was incomcL Cbnditiooat accuracy 
measuR for voice judgmeus on old words • hit-hit divided by 
(hit-hit f hit-miss). 

uuks. (b) ERPs eliciied by lOKlied vetius unanditd watds. 
(c) compariioas between die two tecofnitioa tasks, (d) 
analyses of sessioe eSiKts. (e) ERPs comingeai on the 
siKcest or &iluie of die source judftnenc. and (0 ERFi 
elicited duiiag die study phase. 

Recognition Ptfformcmce 

Accuracies and reactioo timea for both tecofsilian tasks 
aie shown ia Table t. Overall accuracy (old and aew words, 
hits plua cotrect rqectioas) for die item-iecogmtion task 
avenied 89%. For old woiila, neither hit rate nor teacnon 
time waa influcnted by the voice-cbaaie manipulaaoa 
(ft<l). 

tn the souice-recognition task, responset to old words 
were classified accocding to (wo levels of accuracy depend
ing on whether both die word and die voice were coriecdy 
categotoed or if only Uie word waa trmgniffd Hit-hit 
tesponses consisted of cotiect "old. same voice" and "old, 
different voice" judgments. Hit-oiisa Biala included old 
words judged aa old but incorrectly assigned to die same-or 
diflbent-voice categories. Tbe sum of die hit-hit and 
hit-misa categories provides a measoie of word recognition 
during die source task when combined with cortea le-
iponses ID new words. lUs averaged 96%. a higher 
ptopoRion dian in die item-fecogmtion task using longer 
study lists, f(l. 23) = 65.70. p < .0001. MSE = 16.8. For 
old vrards, diere was a small (U%) accuracy advantage for 
dwse presented in the same voice during study and tecogni-

'More precisely, four of die recognitioa tesu coatained nine 
words ui die sea* voice and eight in die Oder voice; four contained 
eight words ia die same voice and nine ia die odMr voiee. 
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don. f(l, 23) = 4J1. p = .05, USE = 3.77. but teacn'oa 
times were equivilettt for same- and diffeteot-voice words. 
f(l.23) = 1.77. 

Only when a word was classified as old could patncipaats 
proceed to evaluate whether the speaker's voice had chuged 
from study to tesL Soutce-memocy accuracy was thus 
computed as a coaditionai measure exctudtog unrecognized 
old words; the number of hit-hit tesponses divided by the 
sum of hit-hit and Mt-miss responses. Source accuracy 
averaged 79% overall and wu higher for same-voice words 
than fcrdifferem-voice words. Fll. 23) = 26.10,/) < .0001. 
MSE ~ 89.7. This effect may represent i true memory 
advantage for same-voice wonis or a bias to respond 
"same." There were too few &lse alarms to new words to 
evaluate same versus different response bias. Hit-hit re
sponses to same-voice words were also faster than those to 
(Cerent-voice words. Fll, 23) = t6.20.p < .001. MSE = 
7.155. 

Analyses of the reaction time data supported the tnniition 
that the source-tecogniiioB task was p^ormed hierarchi
cally. with an initial (covert) memory judgment about each 
word preceding a decision about the speaker's voice. 
Responses to remembered words (hit-hit and hit-miss trials) 
in the source-recognitian task were more than 500 ms slower 
than the corresponding hit tesponses in the item-recognition 
task. f(l. 23) = 113.90, p < .0001, MSE = 31.064. In 
contrast, correct responses to new words (which never called 
for a voice judgment) were more than 100 ms faster ia the 
source task than in the item task. f(l. 23) 19.90. p < 
xaos.MSE=6m. 

EKPsto Snidied Versus Unstudied Words 
Item-rtcotniiitm task. The ERPi elicited during the 

item-recognition task are shown in Figure 1. to every ERP 
figure, negative voltage is ploaed upward. Both old aiid new 
words elicited early peaks typical of the tespoase to acoustic 
stimuli; a small amplimde positive wave peaking at about 20 
ms posistimulus onset, followed by larger negative aad 
positive peaks at about 100 ms aad 200 ms (Ml aad P2).The 
later poftioB of the wavefanaa was cfaatacteiixed by a broad 
neganve wave at all icaip lofiiioaa. faUawed by a posiiive-
going wave most evident at pariciat aad ocdpit^ siiet. 

The differeace between conect old aad aew wotils (hits 
vs. correct tqectiaas) coBiiited of moic posilive ERFi for 
old words, begianiag amaod 400 ms poststimulua onset aod 
extending beyond 1,200 tat at most elecmde sites. Tins 
old-new diltneace, or wonl retrieval effect, waa evident at 
all scalp sites. The word recogniiian effect was quaatified as 
the mean voltage within two Qme windows, 400-800 tos aad 
80(^1 JOO ma. boiii telaiiv* to a I0(^ms pieaiimulua base
line. The iaitial aaalysit of vatiaoce (ANOVA) using 
variables of old venus aew wonls, dme window (2 levels), 
and scalp site (13 levels) revealed a maia effect of old versus 
new words. F(U23) * 63.9a p < .0001. MSE = 5.19. A 
second analysis unag only the laicnl scalp sites waa 
conducted to discribe tbe time coune aad the scalp dlstriba-

tion of the word recogninon effect in the item task.' This 
ANOVA used variables of old versus new inirds. dme 
window, and laterality (left vs. right) aad a variable reflect
ing the anterior-posterior location of the electrodes (5 
levels). Like die initial analysis including the midline sites, 
the greater positivity elicited by old words was reflected in a 
main effect of old versus new. f(l, 23) - 61.90,p < .0001, 
MSE = 14.80. This recognidon effect was of equivalent 
amplitude in the two dme windows and varied little in 
amplitude across the scalp sites (Old-New Words x Time 
Window, Old-New Words x Laterality, and Old-New 
Words X Anierior-i^Mienor Location: Fs < 2). 

Rgure 2 shows that responses to correctly recognized old 
words were not influenced by the voice-change manipula-
don. An ANOVA with the variables same versus different 
voice, scalp site (13 levels), and time window (0-400 ms, 
400-800 ms, and 800-1.200 ms) revealed no main effect or 
interacdons involving the voice<hange variable (Ft < 
1.20). 

Souree-rtcogniiim task. We inidally examined re
sponses in the source-recognidon task ind^ndent of accu
racy in recognizing the voice of the speaker. The hit-hit and 
hit-miss trials were thus collapsed to form a category of 
recognized words that was equivalent to the hit category in 
the item-recognition task. Hgure 3 siiows that the difference 
between old and new words was generally similar to that 
observed ia tbe item task. Compwed widi iinsnidied words, 
correctly recognized old words elicited greater posidvity 
across ^ scalp sites, beginaiag at about 400 ms postsdmu-
lus. However, Figure 3 also shows that the difference 
between old and new words wu characterized by a lay 
posidvity at pRftontal scalp sites dut wu much less evident 
in the iiem-recogniDon task. The tecogniiioB effect during 
the source tuk wu inidally evaluated in the same manner u 
for the item task: the two tccognidan tuks ate explicitly 
compared ia the next secnon of this article. 

An ANOVA including data fttmi all scalp sites ia the 
saurce-recognidon tasl^ yielded a significant maia effect of 
old versus new words, fO, 23) = 43.70, p<.0001, 
14.40. An analysis of the data from the latinl scalp sites wu 
petfotmed to assess the dme course aad die scalp disctibu-
don of the retrieval effect, usiag variables of old versus new 
words, dme window (400-800 ms vs. 800-1,200 ms), 
laterality, and anterior versus.pof tenor locatioo. This analy
sis yielded a number of interacdoas indicating that the 
diffinence between old and new words varied both across 
dme and acrou scalp sites. Tile laqp amplitude positivity at 
piefionial sites led to an interaction between old versus new 
words and anterior venus posterior scalp sites, F(4.92) =• 

> He midline elecmxks woe ftdudwl fhn analysts whoc 
scalp disiribiiiion wu of inanst because OM all of the laiirai pairs 
were acconpaniad by a midline silt. Tb«e is. for instance, ao 
"ttnpoial mtdliat" to maidi dM left aad right temporal sites. It is 
•ISO typical for ERP tflbcit 10 be tagm at nidliat Sim (pttkapt 
because dust coabtat Mivity fim die right tad left btmi-
sphnn). so dial dit stymmnty of riptrimtnttl tfbcts is bat 
luesMd in analyses iacludiag oaly luanl siitt. 
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ITEM RECOGNITION TASK 

PfL  ̂L- PfR 

3.0 mV 

SOO ma 

Hit 
Correct Rejection 

Figun I. Cfiod (vciiit evcm-iclaud poinoals (ERFi) from 24 paiticipuii dufiag itie 
iicm-icca|aiiioa ink of Expainnl I. ERP> elicuol by coficctl)r cuegoriicd old ud ntw itemi 
mn compwad M lU ekcmda sicn. Sim over dw left side of die head ire shown in die left coliuna 
(no BMBlarCiopI to po«(rior(baaDia). midUiie NNA in die middle COIIUBU. ud rifht scalp sites in 
die rifht cofaHBo. Ne^ve voliafe ia plooad up^onl. Pf concspoodi lo piefitoiuil. B to infenor 
pnftaMl (BvDca's). T lo tenponl. W to parietotempacal (Wcnucke's). and O lo ocdpiial. Le 
dnon • eiacmde silt balow die rigbt eye. Fz. Cz. and Pz an locaod at die litaniiL ceunl. and 
paneat nidliae, tespacovely. 

U.40. p < .0001, <* = .47. MSB > t J3. Hie laie onset of 
the pieiiontii effect led to an inienctioo between old venus 
new wofds. dme window, and anlerior venus poiterior scalp 
sites. F(*, 91) = 51.40. p < .0001. t =« .49. USE = 0.41. 
FiiMlly. this analytic indiciicd diat tiie latenliiy of the 
old-new diffetence varied aoott time. Old-New Words x 
Time Window x Liitniicyr f(l. 23) = 5J0, p < .OS. 
MSE = 0J5. Fbllow-up analyses siwwed that the old-new 

diRcrence wu lat|er over the left than the right scalp in the 
earlier but not the later latency window. 400-800 ms: F(l, 
23) = 10.70.P < .005. USE = 0.41; 800-1.200 ms: F < 1. 

'The Huynb-Rtldt epiiloo uaieuioB for inhomofeaeily of 
variance wu used for all F values widiinoR than one dcfiM of 
ftiedam in die nuniaaiac 
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ITEM RECOGNITION TASK 

lOll 

PtL 

3.0 mV 

800 m« 
OZ 

Hit: Same voice • 
Hit: Different voice 

Figun 2. Cfiad avcnat evou-nlMd pomnils (EKh) liom 24 pwiciptDa duriof the 
iicm-iccopiiion nukof Eipaiatu t. ERPi didiid by concctly recoinued old wonli picienied io 
die Mos vote* durtof nuiiy lod CM •( oounMni Willi comclijr i«co|ni»d oM wocdi pmemed in 
adiStem voice iticn. UAmlp «•* ndiqiliyed ia tbi leftcoluina. nidliiic sites in ibe nuddk 
coiunia. aad Klip iiM ia die liibicaliBm. fiom mottanariordop) o laou posieriar(boiiiin». 
PT coneipaadi n picftnnL B u iateior pnCtoaiil (Braca'i). T to tenvonl. W to pnettxenipacil 
(Wmida'i). iod O to occipinL Le deaoHt aa elecaode liie below die niht eye. FZ. Cz. and Pz ue 
locaed u die ftoaiil. ceanl. aad pvietil tnidine. lespcaively. 

FiguR 4 suneut tfaKike e«ly atyinmcay of the oU-oew 
diffeieiice wu piaeiit ia both tecagniiioa wkt. althouib it 
WIS lUosiicaUy lignificant only in the source tatk.' 

Compaiamt btrntn <ht tuo ncognitioH uuis. The 
otacrvaiioa of mofe poriiive ERPi for soidied lhaa unnud-
ied woidt in bodi tfcogniiimi aikt wai expected givea 
simiiv tesuit* in a amnlicr of previous imdlw reviewed 
above, alibouih noit of tboK snidiet were coaducicd in die 
visual modaitly. Of pcater toiereit IKR it whetber the 

tequiicineat to make a souice-tecogninon Judgment elicits 
an ERP si|iianiR distinct fram the basic item-recognition 

' A Ie(t-tai|iMhaa.nght aiymmesy for the diflineace between 
old and new iiens hii beea obiened ia odier ERP menwcy snidiei 
mini pnaMd ndier dun ipokaa wofds (AUaa. Doyle, it Riiig. 
t9M; Allan *Ru|t, 1997: Via PefleaetiL. t99t).T1ieialliicace 
of hiHkdntii on nenioty ftliiad aaynunetqr has not been 
iavadpled. However, it ii dear dUK icalp aiymoeajee (or a 
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SOURCE RECOGNITION TASK 

PfL PfR, 

3.0 MV _ 

01 
800 nw 

Hit 
Corrtct Rej'tctUm 

Fifn J. Oimd noiii evtai-nlMid pomiils fhn 24 (Wddpiaii durinf ihs 
wccpihoi M of EipiilmiM 1. "(01" inrlmlM all iiiala widi nccaiAiily ncofnisd votdi, 
iadipndni of ite aeoney of iki vcio judpaaat (C.I.. hit-kit plui hiiHBisi). Uft icalp lim an 
diiptajfid ia da laft cotaioB. nrtrtHm siiat is cbi middk GOIUIBO. ud riiht am io da ri|fei 
cnliWi tarn aaat iwailiM (ap) lo mou poHnter (booom). Pf coiapoadi to pRftcaal. B lo 
iaiiaiw |wl>iatil (Bwo'iKTw aaporal. W lo patkiuaiupuiatOiltemcte'i). nd O aotdpinL La 
daaoaa •alacuodiiiabalo«rdarigl»aya. feOnndPtait lociad«daftoBMl.can îad 
paianl aidliaa.mipacti«al]r. 

difliBtat compoMat of tka ERP (A* NMD) •« moK pnaouacnl 
fotnilK-hndadiadindualawidMWlaft-luiidadpaRalioriibtlap 
(KUÎ  VM Peoaa. * Baaaoa. tM». Aaalyat da pmaat data 
revaatad a liaalar piBan of ranta. Ha laitwaad uymMsy of da old-oaw clIiKt obanad ia da 400-W0-iBa tioa wiadaw waa 
sipiOcaat for da 15 ri|bi-haadad panfcipaaii tarn axduivaly 
tiiht-haadad faoiliaa. ftl. 14) - S.24. p < .05, bat at far da 9 

ho wan laft^aodad or bad laft-baadad faaily i(F< I). 

patilivity.Aco0panioaofFi|uict liBd3iti||eii(lliatitae 
moit pnatioent diffaeace betweea cbe two taaia wu 
otncived at the pfeftowal scalp sites. In both tasks, old 
words elidtat a more positive ERP than new wotda. 
bcgianiag 30(M00 ins posisamulus ooset. This word re> 
Bieval eifect waa fairly similar aooss tasks and aoon 
decsode siiea unlit abm 700 nu poslsliiniiius. the later 
potiiaa of the cecordiag epoch was marked by a latfe 
prefhntal poaiiivify elicited by old wordi ia tte source-
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Asymmetry of the recognftfon effects 
2.0-

1.5-

t.o-

OJ-

MV 
0.0 — 

I I Lift 
B^Rtaht 

400-000 mi 800-1,200 

Item Task 
400-800 8(k>-l.200 

Source Task 

Figun 4. Men iin|ilini«tt of dit diflinac* lain— hiD lad conm rajtciioai aamnd in mo dm windows. 400-W0 au <nd 100-1,200 m pnwimulia ooMt (claive 10 • tOO-ou pmiiaiuiiu 
hMfliat Meuum tn eollipud IQDU ifat Bttriar-fosiBtar iHirwninn ID duw Itft-ciifet nymmwriti, 

recofiiition cuk. The pcfioflul ofat-new diffettace teacM 
muifflum ampUnide it ibout 1,000 nu, subtnuuUy liKr 
ihin ilie buic tccogniooo effect obMived ia both luki it 
oUicr electnde sites but well befoie the tvenie leaciiaB 
dine in ifae iource-iccogiiitioa uik. The focal mlp diiiriba-
tioo and itae iHe ouct of ifae pRfioani effect m iUuMniMl 
iaFtgureS. 

The ifflpKt of lecopitwo uik WM evaluMid by la 
ANOVA uiiag talk (imi vs. souice). old vcnuf new wwdt, 
ind tune window (400-100 ms vs. 100-1.200 ns) as 
variables, lofeihcr with icalp liia vitiibks of latenliijrnd 
aniaior venui poMcriac Much of this amlyiis replkilid 
those teporad above; dMnfoR, only thMe suBoniM iavotv-
ing the uuk variable or cl«ifyia( the pRvknis laaiyses «e 
noced. The diflieRaee bennca iiudied lod uaaudiad ««di 
was slightly lifgcr ovenll in the louKe-ncopiiiaa talk 
thaa ia (he item-ncogBiiioa wk. Task X OU-Ncw Wonis; 
f-(l. 23) « 4.48. p < .05. MSE - 4.19. Hie iaiiiai phase of 
the ol^oew difftnace (lOO-WIVms bne wbdow) was 
Iai|cr over the left thsB (he light, wheiaa the late pbaM WIS 
symmenievOld-N'ewWDfds x llaK Window x Lamliiy: 
f(t. 23) > 6.7a p < .02. MSE > 035. AUtaagli the 
indepeadeat nalysea of dte ileal aad sowce tasks leponed 
above iacltided a signilkaat teftwani asyniaeiiy in ody the 
uuice task; the pmeat cnmhiaid i^ysis levealed no 
inienctiads iavotva^liMk X Lamlity (see Figure 4). Hie 
late pRfioaol posiiiviqr efiriwd by old woids ia the 
sowce-recopiiiaa task pradueed sigaificaat iuefaciioos of 
Task X Otd-Nnr Wads x Anterior-Posieriar Locaoon, 

F(4.92) » 14.10, p < .0001, e = ,53, *fS£ » 0.77. lai' 
Task X Old-New Wofds x linie Window x Antehor-
PMleiior Location, (̂4,92) > 29J0, p < .0001, c  ̂.44, 
M5£:>0J6. 

StssUmifictt. The two item-iecogniiioa sessioes were 
conduned befiDR the two wuice-iecogninon sessions 10 
avoid possible contsmination of the iteai-nieinaiy aieasuns 
by cKiyovereffecnfioni the souice task. The Older of 
the item-sad sautce-tecogaiiioa sessions raises the possibil
ity that die source sessions were subject to eiihera beneficial 
eflbct of piaciice or a deniaieniil efRm of intetftteace fitxa 
previously studied iiens. Some aspects of the otpniaicat 
suggest tte bodi possibilities iie slight: (a) Each seasiaa 
begaa widi a pnctice study-ncognitioa list; W the sessiotts 
were conducted on diflimnt days; sad (c) for a givea 
psRicipaat, no wofds snieawd ia more thaa one sessiaa. 
However, the nonspecific impact of time-on-tisk can be 
empiiically evaluated by sssessing whether say of the 
psifiiimsme or ERP meaiaqr measures changed between 
Sessioa 1 sad SessioaZarbeweeaSessioaSaBd Session 4. 

For iwn-iecognition petfixniiaoe. neither hit nor (onect 
tejiciion ntes chaaged from Sessioa 1 to Sessiaa 2 (main 
effea of session, A < I). In the two source-iecognilioa 
sessions, neither item accuracy (hit-hit plus hit-miss rste, 
comct rqecdoa riH) nor source sccutacy levels changed 
between Session 3 sad Session 4 (fs < 1). 

The infitiencr of sesiioB on the ERP measures was 
laalyzed by tepeadng the most ceaml analyses presented 
show widi icnion ss a vsriaUe. The item-tecognition 
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Scalp dtstributfon of th« rceognWon affaett 

Item Task Souret Task 

2.0' 

t.o-

-1.0 

• 400-SOO ms I 
- • 800-1.200 ms A 

-

\ ^ 

<-1 

Ant«ffor< > Poattrfor 

Fi/iirtS. MCM ampUiudt of itediffeRaee btnrcen hiisud coma rtjcetioat ntuund in tw) 
iiniew]idowi,40(M00RU<iidl00-I.200(iupotiilimuluaaiu(t,nlidveto* lOO-mi pnimmilut 
bueliat. Uft aad n(bt eltorodt liin ac iveninl to iliow icalp disotbuboa la ilit amcrior-
ponehot dimtuiaa. VMeat Unci dqiia siaadail enon of dH nau. FT. B. T. W, and O oc locaud 
it UK pRfnoial. ufcfior pRftauil (Bnca'i). tcnpafal. parietoanipafal (Mraicke'i), and ocopitil 
Kalp siw. itspeciivcly. 

measures were analyzed with a repealed neaaufcs ANOVA 
on the lateral elecmde sites. uaiiicicssiaa(l vs. 2). old-new 
(hit vs. cotiect lejeciioii). ome vnadow (400-BQ0 ms vs. 
800-1.200 ms). taietaliqr (left vs. rigitt). aad aaiehar-
pasierior(S levels) u vanables.Tbe ovenli aapUmdeof the 
recogninoo effect did not change acrt>Hiessiaiu(Sessiaa x 
Old-New. F < 0.60). Changes in the timiin or scalp 
disttibuiioa of the recastiiiaa effect acreu lesaiaas would 
be reflected in intenclioiia involviaf ScssiaB x Old-New 
and one of the other variables in this analysts. The nuyority 
of the three-way and fout^wiy imenctiaas. as well u the 
five-way iaMractkw. were aoosiaaificaat (Ft < US). The 
sole exceptioa was • snail shift in tiw lamlity of the old-
new effect at the nan potwrior etacnude am fiom the fiitt 
to the second lessiaa. u sees in 1M* 2. Sessiaa x 
Old-New X Laienlicy x Aneriat-tawriaR F(4, 84) 
5M.p < .OUe* J3,MSE > 0.52. Aiinularanalysisof the 
cwo soum-ncogniiien sessioos yielded no sigai&aat imcr* 
actions involving Session X Oh^New (fs < 1 J). Bwaiiir 
these analyses laA not niggest that the recofniiion efliKt 
became either later in time or mote focused at the pRftooial 
elecmde sites acron the multipie ifssions, ihey did not 
qualify the diffitieaGts between item and source recognitiao 
desciibed above. 

Ritritving voice in/bnnoiiMi.- Thtmcctaorfaik  ̂
tomtt judgmtia. Thus far. we have considend only 
successfiil recogniiioa of old verms oew words. However. 
piRiflpania made aiough ana of source lecognition (o 
examine the ERPs coetingeBt on the success or failure of this 
discnmination.* Rgure 6 shows that the hit-hit trials elidted 
mote positive ERPi than hit-miss trials duting the source-
reo^don task. Hiis voice renieval eflto was of late onset, 
beginninc about 800 ms poitsBmulus. The voice retrieval 
effea waa largest at midline and temponl sites but essen
tially absent at pRfhmial (PfL, PfR) sites. 

An initial ANOVA tai^ dale from all the scalp sites 
revealed a significant efltet of voice-retrieval accuncy. 
hit-hit versus bit-miss: f(t. 23) » SST, p < .OS. MSE = 
12.10. A moie detailed analysis of the latoil scalp sites used 
variables of voice teoieval (hit-tait vs. hit-miss), time 
window (400-800 ms vs. 800-1.200 ms).amcriar-potterior. 
and lateraUcy. The main efltet of voice rorieval was 
significant. f(l. 23) ^ S.OO. p < .05. USE > S.85. The late 

* Thm woe an avoatt of S7 orals ia lbs Mt-adss cMttny (or 
esdi partdpaM. lUa wat dK ansUast caegoiy or ioMmt ia lbs 
f ipniiiiiaial dssiga aad did oat allow a sMviaiQ* by mtioB 
widioui an uaacctpiablt dacnait ia d» ligaal-eMoiae iMio. 
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Table 2 
Mean Amplitudes (in Microvolts) the Old-New 
Difference in Event-Related Potentials Elicited During the 
Two Item-flecogmtion - •sions in a Latency Window 
of400-1,200 ms Posuumulus Onset 

Bectrodesite Session 1 Session 2 

PfL 0.0 1.0 
PfR OJ 1.0 
BL 0.4 0.7 
BR l.O 0.7 
TI. 0.9 l.I 
TR 1.3 0.8 
WU 0.1 0.9 
WR 1.1 0.6 
OL 0.1 1.1 
OR 0.6 0.6 

Sou. PfL • left ptefraniai: PIR " (ight prefitonial; BL « left 
infenor prefrontal: BR • nghi infenor prefranial; TI. • left 
tonporal: TR •> nghi temporal: WL • left pineiotempcral; WR • 
nghipineioieRiporal:OL - left occipital: OR - nght occipital. 

oiuet of the voice retrieval effect wai reflected in a 
significanc InteractiGB of \6icc Retrieval x Time Wiodow. 
F(i. 23) = 15.80. p < .001. MSE = 1.07. toteractioiu 
involving the interior-poterior variable were not signifi
cant in this analysis, but post hoc tests on each of the five 
pain of lateral electrodes indicated that the voice retrieval 
effect was null ac the prefronial sites but significant at each 
of the other lateral pain (see Table 3). 

Sununaryofihertcogniiiimrtsulis. Three distinct expm-
mental effects wete observed. Pint, in both recognitioa 
tasks. successfiiUy lecognized old words elicited more 
positive ERPs than coriect rejectiooi from 400 ms to 800 ms 
poststimulus onset Hie renievat effect in this early 
time window was uniform in ampUlude 6am anlerior to 
posterior recording sites but wu somewhat larger over the 
left than the right scalp. Second, in the souiee-cecognitiaa 
task, recogniiirt old words elidied a loie (800-1.2^ ms) 
prefrontal posidvity as compMed with cotrect new woids. 
The prefrontal posidvity or voice leanh effta did not 
distinguish between oU wotris accompanied 1^ conect 
versus incofiect source judgmetus. Third, trials with correct 
source judgments (hit-tuts) eliciied maicpasiti*eEm than 
those with inconeet sowce judgments (hit-misses). This 
voice retrigval ^fKt was evident oniy laie in the lecordiag 
epoch (80O-li00 ms) and oniy at the moie posterior 
recording sites. 

ERPs During the Study Phase 

ERPs elicited by words that were subsequendy recog
nized during the item-ncognidoa test were compi^ with 
those eliciied by woids not recognixed in tbe subsequent 
test. We did not observe a typical Dm effect of a larger late 
posidvity for remembered words. Instead, sub^uently 
remembered words elicited slightly more oegodve ERPs 
over the recording epoch. F(l. 21) » S.49.p = XO.MSE =• 
8 J9. In the source-iecognitiaB tasks, too few words were 
unrecognized to conduct a similar analysis. The source 

snidy-phase trials were sorted according to the accuracy of 
the sitbsequent voice judgment—hit-hit venus hit-miss 
trials. No ERP signature of successfiil voice encoding was 
observed in any latency range. 

During recognition, the ERPs recorded at the prefrontal 
sites differed between the item and source tasks, but this task 
effect was not contingent on successful retrieval of voice 
information. It was of some interest to determine if a similar 
task effect occurred during encoding, so we compared ERPs 
elicited during the item and source study phases, indepea-
dent of the success or failure of later recognition. Figure 7 
shows that words presented during source soidy elicited a 
slighdy larger Nl peaking at 100 ms. followed by generally 
more positive waveforms from about 200 ms on. The Nt is 
sensitive to maiupulanons of selective attention, so that 
largK amplinides In the source snidy phase may indicate that 
participants were more attentive when they were forewarned 
about the difficult source-recognition task (Hillyard. Hinfc. 
Schwent. St Picton. 1973; Naatanen, 1990). However, the 
small Nl task effect was only marginally significant as an 
interaction between task and electrode site rather than as a 
main effect of task. f(l2.276) = 3.72.p < .005. e - .41, 
MSE = 0.30; analyses of individual electrodes yielded task 
differences, withp < .05 at BLand BRindp < .10 atFz. 
Cz. TL. TR. Wl. and WR. The broad positivity was' 
statistically reliable but did not demonstrate a focal scalp 
distribution (mean amplimde = 200-800 ms). main effect of 
task: f(l. 23) = 2Z60. p < .0001. MSE = 1.74; no 
significant interactions with scalp site. 

Discussion 

The results provided no evidence that voice information is 
retrieved automatically when a word is recognized. Accu
racy, reaction time, and ERPs recorded faring the item-
recognilioa task did not differ between wonis presented in 
the same venus a different voice than during the study 
phase. Instead, comparisons of the reaction times when 
pardciponis were asind to retrieve only words venus both 
words and voices suggested that the two pieces of informa
tion were accessed hietarchically. Responses to old words in 
the source task were considerably slower than in the item 
task, although responses to new words (which did not 
require a voice de^on) wete not. This pattern of results 
suggests that recovering the linkage of ward-plus-voice is a 
time-consuming praceu diat wu perfonned only when 
necessary. However, one altemadve account is also compat
ible with die reaction dme data. A "horse race" account 
would specify that pa^el tetrieval pnocsses for the wonlt 
and the won^iH-voice linkages wcie inidaied at die same 
tine. Decisidas about new words in the sowEe task and all 
words ia the item task could be based OB die outcome of die 
more rapid word retrieval process, whereas source decisions 
about old words would have to wait on the outcome of die 
linkage search. 

The latencies of the ERP memory efftos provided 
additional information about the time course of resieving 
word and voice information and suggest diat die hierarchical 
retrieval model provides a better description than a horse 
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SOURCE RECOGNITION TASK 

ptu Vx:::" " VX: 

3.0 III* T 
800 riM 

02 

Hit/Hit 
Hit/Miss 

Flpm 6. ami mnat cvm-mMid poMiU ftom 24 paiicipiatt durini ilir wurcc-
wotnUlBi Mifc cf EifwiMMt {."Wt-taiCanlt in thowia which iteMwvionlmpaaicwu 
cooMt M lo tamk te iw Md ite «>un»-«aiet. "Hit-miu'* null Mc ibOH for whkh ite word wn 
comoiy judiid * old but dit mac* judiBUt wM imccwMe (ei» judgnenu of "old. Mnt" for 
•w»l. u-i>. f-~~ rf "nM Am-rnrn," in 
dis IBM vote H Midy Md II •«). Ltft Klip liw ac displaytd ia die left column. OBdliae silti in 
ite middlt eoluBD. lad ri||it Kaip liKt ia die riiht cotaiOBU (rmb snu UUBMC (up) to moit 
pouoior (booam). Pf eoniinads 10 pnftoanl. B u iafmrfnftaaat (Bn>Ga'i).TB Mpaol. W 
10 paiHoMpMi (Wnvicfcs'i). ad 010 ocdpini. L* dcoom • elMad* tiB brio* ihe riifet eyt. 
Ft. Ct. Md Pt locMd « da fnial. coBii. tad paiMil nidiae. mpKlivdjr. 

race model. The ERPi elicited by cotiectly cueionzed old 
and aew woids began to diveqe it about the same tine in 
the item- and souRe-iaciiiaiy laiks. Both laiks sbowed a 
word rttiinal tfict a> early as 400 ms poMWimiUui onset 
(oa average, some 200 ms belote the offiet of the spoken 

words and 700 ms before (he behavioral cesponse). The 
ERPs lecoided during the moce-teci^tiott task luggeu 
that retrieval of the coniexlttal voice i^onnaiioa not only 
took additional time but eagi|td a bnia circuit that was not 
stipngly activaicd diiring item ncogniiion. In addition to the 
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Tabk3 
Hit-Hit VnvaHit-MialiiaU a thtLattnl 
EUamdt Pain 

EkctrodetiB Fd.a) P< USE 

Pnfiaiual (PfL. Pfl() IJl lU OJS [nfcticr ftoatal (Bt, BR) 8  ̂ .01 0J6 Teiiipiinl(TL.TR) 19.70 .ooos 0J4 ParmDMBpotll (Wt, WR) 17.00 .ooos OJl Ocdpital (Ol. 02) 5.IS OS OJS 

banc word lenievai eflta obimed in both laiki II all icalp 
lites, old words in die lource-iecagiiiiiaa tuk elidied 1 later 
positive poteadal tesniciid lo die (xefmatal scalp sites. We 
inietpiet dus late pRfioatal positivity u a voiw jmicA i;0itct 
diat occuned only afler ideadfyiag a word u a studied item 
requiriog a voice judfont. The similarity of die prefniatal 
ERPs for hit-hit and hii-aiisi trials indicates diat it wu die 
attempt to lecover voice infiinaatian diat triueied die 
piefnntal positivity tadier dian die success or Ailine of die 

I—H 

*ja M»r 
tJOO ma 

Ittm. study 
Source study 

fT(wv7. EvotHiliiadpoMiilstlidMdbyaUwafdsdyriitdM 
item vaiw Murat laidy inks, tarn die pnthnni lod nidliae 
lolp siM. P(L «d PHI a* Wt sad f<|bt pnlroaial icalp sins. 
Rspactivdy. FK Cb Md Pt •• locMsd K Ike ligataL cnoaL ad 
paittal Bidliae. iMpuMy. 

aaempc. The ERA also diflereatiatcd successful (hit-hit) 
fitm unsuccessful (Mi-min) recoinitiaa of voice iafomia-
don. but only at mote posterior scalp sites and not until some 
TOO-Wn ms postninnilus oaset. Because die pRfiontii effst is 
related to cffott radier dian die outcome of die source-
memory judgmnir, its latency is tennane to die question of 
when participants first attempted to recover die linkage of 
word-^us-voice. The delayed onset of die prefrontal voice 
search effect relative to die word retrieval effect sugfests 
diat source retrieval processes began only after old and new 
words had been successfully distinguished. 

In die snidy phase* of die experiment, we observed litUe 
sip of an ERP diflierciice betwm successfully and unsuc
cessfully wmdcd item or source informaiico. This finding 
wu surprising given die number of previous snidies repott
ing largR late poaidve componena for subsequendy iccog-
nized words (Dm effect). The laige majority of die previous 
studies were conducted in dw visual modality, but one 
prelimioaqr tcpoct (kscribnd a simiiv phenoaienon widi 
spoken words (W^att et aL. 199S). so diat die null effea here 
if unliiiely to reflect a fiindainental diifacnce between 
primed and spoken word*, fnstcsd, die absence of a typical 
Dm effect heie can probably be attributed to die snidy-phaae 
task of size jiidgmrm Wis have previously aai |̂diat 
study-phaae trials accompned by slBimative judgments 
(e.g.. "living" or "edible") elicit much larger Dm effects 
diM dwse accompanied by negative judgments (eg., "aon-
Uving" or "inedible": Paller et sL. 1987; Van Petten ft 
Senkfor. 1996). In die present etpcriment. die study-phase 
judgments of "large" or "small" did not include an obvioua 
afBnnaiive-negaiive polarity. Similariy. one pRvious study 
usinf a sixe judgment task yielded a small a^ statistically 
n'mtigniftrint difRtence between subsequently recognized 
and unrecopiaad words (Mler ft KUK 1^). Furdier 
(acwdi will be tcquind to miJcntaad d» fiiDctiaail 
significancB of ERP efHtcis cotielaied with successful 

Before elaborating on how die racognidoa-phase results 
might be related to oiber snidies of source memory, we 
repoR a second experiment designed to adAeu two poe^le 
coafaunda in die design of die first experiment. Shorter 
study Usta were used in die source-memory task in an 
attempt to equate performance actoss die two recognition 
latks. No previous raaeawh has niggested diat the scalp 
distrihutiaa of ERP memory efftca is IIK 
length. But it remaia* a poasibility diat list lengdi cootrib-
uted to die prefionial positivity, pwhapa by increaaed 
confidence in recognition judgments fior die short source 
lists of 17 words u competed widi die long itam lists of 136 
words. The item- and sowce-ncagnidaa tasks also differed 
in dietr tespoose tequittmantt. During item tecoffitioa. 

uaed only (wo kq« to indicM* "old" ar "newi" 
During soMce nwigiifirw. di^ used dwe dUSwet wponae 
keys to inScam "oMiaeae"; "oid,di(bRai";ar "oew.^Hie 
tendn indicaiBd diat wad retrieval was iaitiaBd befiae voice 
rcaieval. but it is pnssiWr dui SOBK aapact of DC t 

.Vmt bodi of daae 
UsB of 17 wonts were used ia ds snriy 
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plme fir bo* ienHeooydboe ed loiieMeeopirion uda. Ia 
Ihe ewrceHeeoiiiiiien phee, no new worii we* pmeaed, ed 
pvncipM were inmotd 10 npood ooiy "sane" or "differ
ent" oa itae bans of ihe ipcikcr'i voice; Hie cemni goel of 
Expoiinent 2 wa D mne lecureiy link the Ine pRfioant 
poeiiivity with ioune nmilorinf by niliaf out exmneota tak 
diffiaeoces. 

Experiment 2 

Method 

Participaitts 

Ei|hcineoud8wsnBiraB|in|ina(efna 19 to 30 yean (M • 
25 yean) panicipiied ai paid volumecn. All paiiicipaaa wen 
native Eailish ipcakan with aofmal heniof. Fifteca panidpaau 
woe righMiaik  ̂ 5 of iheie panictpaaB leponed haviof a 
left-handed family member (pueot or siblinf). One panicipant was 
lc(t-handad and icpoftcd haviaf a Icft-haaded family member. The 
data fiom two additioaai patidpaats were not analyied becauie of 
an cacessive number of eye movemeat aiifacts. 

Stimuli 

Four huadicdaadciibt of dtt stimuli fitomEipatimant 1 woe 
used. Mean dutaooa and tiequeacy of usage wem equivalent to 
those in Eapamneat 1. 

Procedurt 

The eaperimant was finiduciad ia one session lasnn| about 3 J 
hr. The lirst half of dK lessiaa coesisad of iKm snidy sad 
recoinitioa; the taiid half of die lessioBcoasisied of source snidy 
and tecognidoa tests. E!|fei seidy-H«cofailkm cycles wcR used ia 
each phase of die expanaient. All aspects of sbmuUis piesewaboe 
and tasks were idndcal to dioae in Eapiriaent U widi dm 
eacepiMm of shomr woid lists ia dM item pirn and die abaeace of 
new words ia dm souna-rscoiaiiioa lasia. 

Rr bad! <• iMa aid saace pbsaa. da sndy lias coaaiad 17 
wosds aach (half male sad haVtaale voicaa); laoMecopiiiaB aas 
amsad of 3« worts: Half wae new aods  ̂oae quaar wssi old 
words ̂ adleMSBa»^^caaari)̂ aidoael|lai• aiseoldwadsiada 
odar voioe. As ia Espaimaa I. padc^paa lapadid "otd'or "new' 

wants, half pnaaaad la da ana veice a aidy and hatfa da odar 
voice. Mc^paa nm feawsnad dae at of da wa* ia da 
soac^aoapHna Mk wae old Sid wa* iqaaad a aspnod only 

ElgbtdUfawasiinahaHsMwewcoaawadacouaatbelaace 
task, old-new words, sad saaa-diiraea voice a ircngniiinii 
Acrou 16 patili ipsas, la h Ua wa used twice. Eleumpliysiologi-
cai mednds wen idsadcal H dne used ia Eapariaaat I. 

Ktsuitt 

Recognition Petfifrmane* 

Accuracies and leactioa dmei for both lecoiniliaa tasks 
are shown in Table 4. Overall accuracy (hiu plus correct 
tqectioos) ia the ilem-iecagBilkMi ts  ̂ avetafed 9S%. 
higher diaa that in Eaperinieat t with lonier lists but 
comparabie u) wotil-ncofaiiiaa accuracy ia the source task 

of that experiment (964). For old words, hit nie was not 
infltaiiMid by the voice-ciiange minipulaiion (f < 1.3). 

No new words were included in the source-recognition 
task, so that nw accuracy rates for responding "same" or 
"different" voice indexed source accuracy. Source accuracy 
averaged 77%, quite similar to that in Experiment t (79%). 
As in Expeiuneat 1, source accuracy was higha for 
same-voice trials than for difTerent-voice trials. f(l, IS) ^ 
4J8.p<.05..W5£= 184. 

All aspects of the reaction time resulu were also similar to 
those of the previous experiment. In Experiment I. correct 
responses to old words in the source task were 540 ms 
slower than in the item task. In Experiment 2, same-
difleient judgments about the voice of old words were 537 
ms slower thu recognition judgments for old words in the 
item task. f(1.15) => 90S,p < .0001. MSE = 25.449. In the 
Item uuk. reaction times were not influenced by the voice-
change maaipuiation (F < IJ). In the source task, "same" 
judgments were fisster than "different"judgments, f(I, 15) = 
14J.p<.002.M5£= 10,061. 

ERPs 

titm-rtcognition uuk. During item recognition, ERPs 
elicited by same-voice trials were indistinguishable from ; 
different-voice trials. The ERPs did not vary significantly in 
any time window; for an ANOVA with variables of same-
different voice, time window (0-400 ms, 400-800 ms. and 
800-1JOO ms), and electrode site, all main effects and 
interactions involving same-different voice yielded A < I. 
Figures (left column) shows a word recognition effect much 
like that in Experiment 1 but beginning somewhat earlier, 
around 300 ms poiutimuliu onset In both the 4a0-800-ms 
and 800-1,200-ms time windows, hits elicited more positive 
ERPs than correct rejecnons. but the effect was larger in die 
early time window. Old-New Words x Time Window x 
Becirode Site: F(I2. ISO) » 24.4, p < .0001. t " 2i. 
USE « 0.23. A foUow-up ANOVA with only the preftontal 
sites showed that the difference between hits and correct 
rqectioas did not significantly change fnim die early to later 
nme window at these sites. fTl. IS) " 2.25, p > .15. The 
similarity of these results to diose of Experiment 1 con-

Table 4 
BehanoTttl PafamoKt in Experimeitt 2 

Accuracy (%) Reactiantime(iiu) 

Stimulus M SB~ M SE 

Item nrngnilinaiask 
9S as 1.0S2 24 
97 0.S 1.047 33 
95 0.7 1,057 3« 
95 IJ 1,144 50 

Source-ftcngnidnn taak 
Hit rt 23 IJS9 4S 

Sua 83 1J22 63 
Diffineot 73 *3 t,6S« 70 

Hit 
Old.saaB 
OULdiffenat 

New 
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PfL 

WR 

Cz 

4.0 

Item hit 
Itm CR 

• Sourct hit 
Itam CR 

• Source hit 
Item hit 

Ft$i§nS. OnadivwiQievcat-wlwdpnmiiiltfrom 16[mtidimuiaEipwiintBt2.pwfBmal 
ud audliat jcalp iiw. n aad FIR n Mt ad rigbt pteftoaiil s«alp Sim. ntpeoivtljr. ̂  Cx. lad 
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firmed our hypodieiisihK lilt leafthhai tittle impact OD the 
dmio( or scalp diMribudoa of Ike woid retrieval tfect 

lum veraif umnt uut Tht Mcood pwpaic of ihU 
experiment was 10 diicniiiBe if the Huice talk would elicit a 
laie pteftnual poaiiiviiy (ivea a dkbomiKMa mpoiue 
requiicneiitequivakatio liiatuied ia liie iiem-ncagiiiiiaa 
talk. If the picfioaial poaidviiy tcfhctt a leaich for voice 
iofbniaiiaa. it should be eikiM by all woidi ia the ioufce 
talk lelaUve to dw iam tMk. The ofeMtvad laicacy of any 
diflcfcaoe betweui die i«w laikf it rclevatt lo a seeood 
iinK. If panidpaatt muat tat lacogniit a wocd befim 
atterapiiiit to leniew voice iafixmadm. (he laik effim 
should be delayed tclMive 10 the baiic wofd icBieval effiKt 
obietved in the item-recogoiliao laik. Altenalivcly, it oiay 
be pouible to immcdiaiety cafiie voice seaRb-icirieval 
pncenes gives (hat all the wonts io ihe soHiGe-ncofniiiaa 
task weff old. TWo itariMiral coopiirisaas aie tekviat to 
bodi the scalp disatiboiiaa lad laiea  ̂issues. 

The fint comparison is between old words (ail) in the 
soufce task sad new woids (cotiect lejectioes) in the item 
task. Tlie middle column of Hfure 8 shows diat the old-aew 
diflerence begin about 300 ma posuiimttlus oniet but was 
mariied by a Iiie piefiantal poeiiiviiy not evident in the item 
cask alone. The early phase (400-800 ms) of the old-aew 
difleieace did not vary acnas scalp sites, main efliKt of 
old-aew; F(l. 13) » 27.1. p < .0001, MSB = 7J0: 
Old-Nw X Amerior-Rasterior F < L The laie phase 
(800-1.200 ms) was fiontally disiribMBd and largest it the 
piefroaial sites, old-aew; ft(I. IS) =• tl.8,p<.aOS.MS£» 
S.90;0ldp-Niew x Anttrior-RMterior F(4.60)» I9.6.p < 
.0001. r ' Jl. M5£ 2.IS. An ANOVA. including both 
time windows thus ̂ ided an Old-New xTimeWindowx 
Anterior-PDsteriorinteraction. f(4.60) • 29J.p < .0001. 
e = .43.*JE-0.70. 

The second comparison—old woida in the item task 
versus old words in the source task—providaa a diiect 
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coanK between nukiag item ud louiGe judineiiit iboot 
pieviously studied woids. The right column of Ftguic 8 
ihowt ifaat the ERA elidied by old woids in the two tuki 
wete very similar up to ibout tiOO mt. RespoosM to old 
woids in the sowce taak became man positive ate ibout 
<00 ms, paiticuiaily ft fionlal stie*. An ANOVA uiiBf tailc. 
ome window (40l>-<00 an and 800-1JOO mt), anicriar-
potterior, and laniality u variables thus includ  ̂a sipifi-
cantTasIc x TUae WiMbw x Anienor-RifKiiariiileraEtioB. 
f (4, 60) = 4.07. p< <05. e = .55. USE = 0.44, without a 
main effect of t  ̂or Task x Time Window interaction 
(ft<l). 

Diseusiwa 

OveiaU, the results of Expetiment 2 replicated (he critical 
findings of Experiment I.Oecieasingihenumberofsnidied 
words in the item-recognitian task ftom 136 to 17 yielded a 
higher accuracy rate equivalent to item-recognition accuracy 
in the ihon-list source task of Eaperiiaent I. The change in 
list length did not. however, alter the scalp distribution of ihe 
old-new effect in the item-recognition task. The lecond 
procedural difference between the experimeats wu the 
deletian of new words 6om the source-recognition task, so 
(hat panicipanu had only two lespoose opiioiu of "sane" 
ind "different voice" radwr than ihree altemativef of 
"same." "different." and "new." This altentian also had 
remarkably little impact Source accuracy rates wete ocKly 
unchanged, snd responses to old words in the source task 
were soil mote thu half a second slower dian in ihe 
item-tccognilion task. Finally, the source-recognidatt taak 
elicited a large pte6onial positivity not observed in the 
item-recognition task. As in the fitK experiment, the onset of 
(he prefrontal task diffeitnce wu delayed well beyond the 
onset of Ihe basic old-new difference, or woid tcirieval 
effto. The delayed onset of the prefrontal task diffooce 
suggem that whedier or not an old-new judfcmeat is 
explicitly lequiied, partcipmua poatpoM source-meinacy 
pfocesses until an item haa been recogidaed. 

CScDCfil Diicuaioa 

ACTQU ihe two expnimeao, two ccstral findings emergBd: 
(a) Words and their asioriMrt voicea wen not retrieved 
limultantwusly but ia saqiMaen, and (b) the anempt to 
lecover soum infbnnaiian engaged a neint ciicuit that waa 
distinct fiam that requiiid (or wcfd naieval alone. Thea* 
two findings an discinaad in nm. 

WhmlsVaictlnfamatUmRtaiMnd'! 

Weitticr expetiment luggniad ihatvoica infamaiion waa 
recoveied automalicaUy, widmut an explicit taak require* 
ment. In d* item-noo^itioB tasks, wseda dMt chupd 
voice from snidy ID ttat did not dUler from sane-voice 
woida in atcwn^y, tcactiaa one, or ERFl elicited These 
tesulta are unlike dnae of eooiiauaat mcogniiim pan-
digna. showing pcamr accuney and fatter renciian timea 
forsame-voicewaidt(CiaikftKitsncr. t974;Palmerietal., 
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1993). Neidier the number of voices nor the lag time 
betwm sudy and test providet obvioua explanadoox of this 
discrepancy. Pahneri et aL obtained similar results with 2 or 
20 voicea and with lags of up to 64 intervening items 
(conpanble to Experiment 2 using soidy lisn of 17 and 
WCTgniiinn lists of 34. fir an average lag of 25 items). One 
diftrence among itudiea is diat continuoua ncogiiiinn 
paradigms do not have a sepatate encoding phase, unlike a 
study^-tecogmtioo paradigm. It is pouible that in the ab
sence of a specific encoding task, perceptual attributes such 
as voice beoome a central focus du^g die encoding of each 
episodic event. In contrast, our site judgment snidy task 
focused anenn'on on the semantic aspects of each word 
radier than die voice. Glisky et aL (1995) repotted a similar 
null effect of a voice-change manipulation on recognitian 
speed and accuracy in an experiment using a semantic snidy 
task. 

Aiecent study by Goldinger( 1996) supports the idea diat 
voice-change eflwts ia word recognition ate best observed 
when initial nicn<Hng emphasizes auditory or phonetic 
aspects of die snmuli. In a snidy-test patadigm, participants 
who petfotmed gender or phoneme classificanons during the 
soidy phase wete faster aaid mote accurate (by about 11 %) in 
tfcnpiiring same- than in recognizing different-voice worts. 
In contrut, patiicipanta who p^otinetl a symactie classifi
cation task at snidy showed no reaction time facilitation and 
a smaller accuracy advantage of about 4% for same-voice 
words (Goldinger, 1996). Schacter and Quitch have also 
competed recognitian accuracy for words studied widi 
auditory (pitch judgment) venua lemannc encoding taska 
and ob^ed lai  ̂voice-change efbcts after shallow study 
tasks. However, ia dua series of experiments, none of the 
voice-change effbcts OB recopition accuracy (tanging from 
0.8% to 6.4%) reached statisdcal significance under any 
encoding conditiim (Qiufch ft Schacter, 1994; Schacter 4 
Onireh, 1992: SchKter, Church. * IVealweU, 1994). Be
cause iep>»ted tcaaaef advantage* fbr same-voice words 
hover ataund 10% under optimal conditions (Goldinger, 
1996: Palmeri et al., 1993), quant::-, .-.f the t^uence of 
encoding manipulatinaa is a difficult endeavor lequiring 
large aunben of niala. panicipants, or bodi. The piesent 
observitiont diat changing voice fiom sudy to teM did not 
influence explidt wont recognitiaa we tedtawn from a large 
sdmulua set (272 and 136 words studied ia die item tasks of 
Experiments I sad 2. tes|mvcly) and 40 patiicipaata. The 
residta suggest diat voice infonaaiion it not relied OB during 
die recogniiian of words diat have been lemantically 
encoded. 

Although voice tctricval waa not apparnt or required in 
die item-recognitiaa task, wotd and voice itttieval was 
requited for lucctssful perfonnance in the source task. 
Compatisont acroa die two recogaidoa tasks suggest a 
hieraichical rettieval pncess. The response times for cor-
recdy remembered old wocda wete skiwer in the source task 
at competed widi the item taak, aldnigh new wotda wete 
saaewhat bster. This pattern of tesultt suggests diat pattiGi-
pamt did not asseas whedier a panicular linkage of wotd and 
voice was previously encountered until they li  ̂estshlished 
diat die wotd itself wet a studied item. This hicraichicai 
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ictiiml view ii funhcr MfpoRad by ERPIaicBcy OMSiiiBn. 
to bodi neafailim (iikt. the diflbcace bewcca old ind 
oew wMds begia Mouad 400 ns It lU Klip sites. However, 
when voice itfonnaiiaa WM etitBd for. IIM bene old-ocw 
eflect wM followed by • pRfioonl poriiiviqr begiaaiaf 
naaad 700 nt. BecMne dw laic pRCmoal poiiiiviiy wm 
equivaieat (or Ut-hic «d Ut-mitt mait, we imerpmad it a* 
a voice leaiclt efltet. At dM OMiie poMmor lina. neeeaalU 
voice itniaval waa obaoved in die diilbcaoe benrnaa 
hit-hit and ta't-miH oriaia. which did oot begitt until aiound 
SCO ma. Monover. the tetnporal lequeace of item and Murce 
renieval pnceaiea wu not abend even when die panici-
pania wen given only old iienx in (he source oak. (a die 
source laak of dw secood expeiiineai, panicipem* VVCR 
tnfbmed diat all die wotda weie old and diat diey nereiy 
needed n judge die voice. The ERh were Moilar to dMic in 
Expainent 1 in diat a woid tecognitioB effect began 
subtiandally befoie die pRfional voice seaRb etita. 

A leceat Mndy using a diffisRM soutee manipulaiiatt also 
suppona die view dial feirievai of source in/onnaaoo occun 
after ilea recogmdon-Xohaaoa. Koumo*. and Reeder(l994) 
evaluaied die dne coune of lealiiy moaitoriag dmugb a 
rtfartliw nethodology-. Panidpuia were mpnicd to make 
ncogaiiiOB judgnenia at various time points tingiag 6aia 
300 10 t.̂  ms posiadmulua onset. Probe wotda ia die 
recognitiaa test ccftited to pictures diat had been studied 
(old, peicepiual), neaial images fotned during study (old. 
imagine), or wen new. OU-oew diacnniaanooa exceeded 
chance levels beginning at die 300  ̂responae dtartlinf. 
but source discriminadons between peiceivcd and •'••T'—* 
pictutn did aoi exceed chance lev  ̂until about 900 ma. 
These icsultt iadicaie dial "iiema" and "sources" can be 
dissociable compooenu of an episodic event 

One {Rvious ERP study fxaminfd meaoiy fiir woida 
venus oiodality in which di  ̂were studied (Wading, Ooyle, 
A Rugg, 199S). A nixed set of spoken and writm woida 
waa sudied, foUowed by either a visual racogaidai teat 

nKtiay ' 
2). Each old-new iwogniiioii judgment waa foUowed by a 
sepeme sudy-aodaliiydiacriodaatiim. Although die expaci-
ments were daaipad to diidagniah petEepual fliiaaey tarn 
conscious lecoUectiao, dMy can ate be viewad a  ̂dii-
cusaed as a souice-aiciaoqr taat Wildng et aL'a saidy did 
not iactude die pnteMai raceiding tiM uaad haR, bat die 
succett or fidluR of die modaUty judfMat caa ba coegpand 
widi the voice judgnaat of dm peaaaat sndy. Bodi expari-
menia yielded a gaaanl old aew eAct much like dMt 
observed bate. Ia Wildiacci aL'a tat exparimaat, bodi wold 
and modaliiy jnrigBMiaia WOK nere aegame for mada 
pn lamed viauaily at md mt, so diat dia widan-
modality oooditiea eoauiMd too few Ui-miaa triala la fim 
reliable ERA. Ia d» cnea^odat eoodiiiaa. hit-adia Biala 
did not dilftr bom aew twat at any poiat ia dia-ieeaniiflg 
epoch. Thia nault ia dittiact bm die pnaaat obaervaiian of 
a laie (MD-1JOQ laa) daet-way diflenaea betaeea die 
caiegarias of bii-hit, hjt-wita, aad oooact iqaeiida. How
ever. dia partupaatt ia WDdiaf et aL's tat fipariment 
showed gaaanUy weak BMaonr for die cmaaHaadal wiada 
itgBdlaas of die modality judgmcat: Hie hit mtaua 6be-
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alann ra« waa 331( as compand widi 78% for diffaent-
voice weida in Experiaent I of die piesent study. The 
siioilaiity of die BtPs eticiied by hit-miss and coirect 
Rjectica niala may only indiMe i  ̂hit-miss trials wen 
accoBipaaied by a very weak memory trace. Memory 
peiliaiiiawB waa belter ia Wildiag et aL's secoad experi-
meai, mi dMe lesulis were similar to our obaervaiiaas; 
Htt-Utaad Mt-mia trials were similar ia die 4a0-l00-ma 
lange (bodi distinct &am new words), but hit-hiu elicited 
more poaidve ERPs ia a latency range of 800-1JOO ms 
postsdniulus. Overall, the results of Wil^g et aL's study are 
coaaiaienl widi die pieaeat results using a speaker's voice aa 
a souice manipulaiioa. 

Frontal Cortex and Source Memory 

In bodi of die piesent experinentt. a late posidvity at die 
prefitiMlal scalp sites waa observed in die source laak and not 
ia die item taak. Because we observed a focal prefitontal 
poaidvity during source tecognitioa and not ia die piecedtttg 
snidy pioae. die preieat dau suggest diat prefrontal cortex ia 
piefaemially involved in linking items aad dieir sources 
during renieval. The focal scalp distribudoa of dot task 
effiKt it coasitieat widi die type of memary deliciis ob
served ia peiieatt widi froa  ̂ damage. RmgaitiaB ia 
typically iotact ia patients widi fioatal lobe damage whik 
source judgoMnts are impaired (/aaowsky et al., 1919; 
Wheeler, Siuaa, it TUviag. 19 .̂ However, it ia not 
pceaible to derive preciae aaatomical IncaliraiinB from scalp 
diaaibutiaB iafonaaiiaa alone hecausr die spanal distribu
doa of scalp poteatiala ia detetmiaed by both die lodlbn 
and geomemc orientadon of acdve neurooa in a convoluted 
cortex (Dale ft Sereao, 1993; Nunez. 1981.1990). Tliere are 
no neurapaychological stuiBet using voice aa a souice 
maaipnlaiiottio diat it would be iafonnaiive ID lecoid ERFs 
ftom patkma widi frootal lobe damage ia die cuncat 
pentfpL If dm leaich for voice iaformadon is conducted 
 ̂piefroaial canex,(diea die laie prefiontal poaidvity seea 

ia aonaal peradpaats should be pcatly reduced or abaeat ia 
patieats widi fronal loba damage, aad dieir source parfor-
mance should be impaiied. Diteet oeampeychelagical evi-
deaca of dm son will ba aaeeiaaqr 10 aaoncly liak die voice 
seaich aflba at piefiaatal scalp sitea widi prefrontal conex. 
Acomhinaiioe of aeutopaychotogical aad electiophysiekigi-
cat appiuaLliai will be panicalarty friadU ia die snidy of 
souiee meoMcy because ERP medwds caa diflareadam 
mrndiag fina raoieval pnceaaaa more eaaily diaa sndiaa 
widi padaaia. Source-mamoay rewlta from bodi padeata aad 
oeumlogically iatact panicipaata will be of paiticalar impor-
taacawheaammpnagtomakBgenatalifartniisacioadiese 
twoUteraBoes. 

FiaKdoaal neuroimayg techniques such aa poaitron 
eausaiaa lomogtaphy (P  ̂are able lo idendfy biiia 
icgiooa diffineadally acdva acioss coodidaos widi reaaon-
abie spatial reaoludoa. To dale, no PCT studiea have 
compawd item- aad aouRaHaamaiy laaka, but sevenl 
stadiaa sappoR our roarluaion diat prefraatal conex is 
liakad to retrieval eftiL A raceat ianeat ia difliieat aapectt 
ofdiereaievalpiimii Miemptversusiirrcii haigivea 
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rile to iJie bypotbctit dut ptefiaoul cofint it pnfocniiaUy 
involved io the ineinpt. wheceii nediil lempanl legiaat 
are aciivaiBd by succeufiil teaieviL Nuiiicrau* PET nudiet 
have shown bodi pRfiDoui lad mediil temponl leiiviiiaat 
durinf nco|Diiiaa lam of memoty (Cabm et aL. 1997; 
FleichcrctaL. 199S;Gnii)retaL. 19M;K^iiirctal.. I99S; 
MoacoviKh. Kapur. Kbhkr. & Hoiiie. 199S; Nybcrg ct aL. 
1995; Roland, iEawiahima. Gulyac. & O'Sullivao. t99S; 
Schachttr, Altaen. Samiie. Rauch, ft AlbcR, 1996; lUvint 
et aL. 1994). A priori, iheie activated bfain re|ioM may 
reflect the retrieval attempt, the succeu of this attempt, or 
both. One limitation of the PET medtodology is die inability 
to wit trials contingent on participants' memoty perfor
mance; in d)e ftamt ERP study, the comparison between 
hit-hit and hit-ffliu trials wu critical for diseniangling 
retrieval utempt ftom retrievii success. Tliiee less direct 
approaches have been used to disdnguish between reoieval 
attempts and retrieval lucccstes in PCT snidiesr varying the 
piDpoitionofoldand new items during the scan, concladng 
recogBiiiao accuracy with Mood flow acrots individual 
participants, and manipuladng the hit rate by tnuldple 
piwentations of the study item prior to the tecognitiao test 
These approaches have sugfested that pieiianial cones is 
anoriaied widi retrieval attempt, and medial temporal 
regions widi retrieval success. Kapur et aL varied dw 
prepoitian of old-new item and fmuid dut lisa with 8Sft 
old items eliciicd gieaiar blood flow in nmfial tempotil 
regions than lisa widi tS% old items. Blood flow in 
prefrontal regions did not dife between die lists. Similar 
designs have produced consisient resuln. aldiough dua 
finding hu also been subject to debate (Fletcher. Fridv ft 
Rugg. 1997; TUving, Markowiisch, Ciaiic. Habib. ft Houle, 
1996). The cocTBlaiioa appiunUi has yielded a positive 
relationship between hit caie and aedi  ̂ lemponl Mood 
flow, lending ftirther suppoit u die "suocetsfiil retrieval" 
interpretation of medial tempotil aniviiy (Nybt^g. Cabria, 
ft Tulving, 1996). Finally, Schactar ct aL (1996) obaetved 
differences in both ptifmnial and medial icmpanl Mood 
flow between two tests of wotd-siam complctiooi When 
paiticipnnts were allowed to Mudy words ooiy ooce ptior to 
die scan, fiewer word imm* wen coapkud widi sndiad 
items dian after lour pnaaaniioos of the soidy list. Tim low 
recall condition was anaodnlid widi laaaar Mood flow in dM 
medial teapotal lobe, aoibuiBd ID die smallar number of 
flrials with succauful ncalL llawevcr. this low recall 
conditiM was alao aainriaiid widi pnaiar blood flow in 
pretannl itgiiNa.Thi« iMuU waa aoiibuiad to pMarefliDR 
expendad in dw aotmpit 10 neiU smdied imu afkr only a 
single ptiorpnicniaiioa. 

The (CT sndiH in luml apMmem widi die pRseat 
EKP daa in rnggBWing dat puftBUl COBW is involved in 
the anampi u torievn infetoMini butdoM not teflact die 
succeu or Mhm of diaae aoampia. Wt concludad diis after 
mmii'm wiri. .Mtll nn -̂ incy 
ERPs were idmiifal fbr triala widi cnmct and incotnct 
voice judgMtiMtiallhwigh mow poaicHCt recording siiaa did 
reflect die aecuney of diia j~'r—* Thit analysis is not 
currently poaaihle widi PET, but desupmerspedalteaolif-
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don of fimctiooal imaging techniques complementi d* ERP 
technology. However, the PET studies described above 
investigated only memoty for words, much like our item 
task. During die item-recognition laak. we observed a 
spMially difliuj word lenieval eAct (I«|Bst w^potally). 
whereu die soutce-iccegnitioa taakeliciied a focal prefion-
tal positivity. It is possible diat ihe iiem-rnrognirion tuir also 
engaged prefiontal cones to some extent but to » much 
lesser degree than die source-recognitian task. Further 
research will be necessary lo reconcile observations about 
human memory and brain fimction provided by electrophysi
ological and blood flow measures. 

ptesent study demonstrates diat item and source 
memoty diflv in both dme course and neural circuitry in 
Dotmal young participttnts. The present datn support die 
pcoposal dial linkage of voids and voices, source memory, 
requires retrieval of one attribute before anodier. The 
strengdi of die aoribuie linkage is reflected in die succeu or 
failure lo retrieve dw attributes presented in conjuction widi 
each odiei: Some impotiant questions remain lor (iinhcr 
research. We hope lo find diat odier source manipulations 
(e.g., tempotil order, spntiitl location) yield similar dissocia
tions in time course and scup distribudon. 
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Long term memory includes many different sorts of information about 

prior experiences which people use routinely to make their way through the 

worid. In everyday life, it may be especially important for people to have 

accurate memory for their own behaviors. Explicit memory for one's own 

activities can be essential for resuming a task that has been intenrupted, 

tackling a familiar problem, or teaching someone a well-practiced 

procedure. Despite its obvious importance, there are relatively few 

laboratory studies of memory for self-initiated behavior. This under-

representation may be because it is simpler to make participants passive 

recipients of stimuli to-be-remembered than active participants in various 

memory episodes. Furthemnore, it is difficult, to control and/or match 

experimental conditions when participants are allowed to engage in 

spontaneous motor or cognitive activity. What studies have been conducted 

have revealed that active engagement with items to-be-remembered 

improves both their recall and their recognition. For example, memory for 

the same words, facts, numbers, and pictures is better if the rememberer 

generates the item overtly as opposed to merely seeing or hearing it on 

initial exposure (the generation effect, deWinstanley, 1995; Gardiner & 

Rowley, 1984; Peynircioglu, 1989; Slamecka & Graf, 1978). 

Over the last twenty years, numerous reports have indicated that 

asking people to perform some action with an item during initial study is a 
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highly effective way of increasing the likelihood that the item will be 

remembered later. Enacting a bodily movement ("wave your hand"), 

pantomiming an action with an imaginary object ("brush your teeth"), and 

manipulating a real object ("break the toothpick") all lead to better recall and 

recognition of the action phrases than simply listening to them; we refer to 

this as the enactment effect {Arar, Nilsson, & Molander, 1993; Backman & 

Nilsson, 1985; Cohen, 1981; Engelkamp & Krumnacker, 1980; Engelkamp 

& Zimmer, 1989; Quttentag & Hunt, 1988; Komii-Nouri, Nyberg, & Nilsson, 

1994; Nyberg & Nilsson, 1995; Svenson & Nilsson, 1989). It is important to 

note that the memory advantage in these action studies accrues to the 

verbal phrases which elicited the actions, and not the actions themselves 

(as participants are not asked either to recall or to reconstruct the 

perfonned actions). 

A smaller number of action studies have asked participants to make 

a source judgement - that is to recall which encoding task accompanied an 

item they studied earlier. In a source memory paradigm, participants are not 

asked to report on the specifics of their prior activities, but rather to indicate 

how an item was first studied (e.g.. by performing some action versus some 

other task). The results of these studies have indicated that source 

judgements are more accurate for items initially encountered during an 

action task as opposed to other encoding tasks such as imagining an action 
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or watching the experimenter perform one (Cohen & Faulkner, 1989; 

Hashtroudi, Johnson, & Chrosniak, 1990). 

The memory benefit from action encoding is both large and robust. 

Increases in free recall of 25% or more are commonly reported, and 

recognition accuracy after enactment is reportedly neariy perfect for up to 

80 items (Englekamp & Zimmer, 1997; Englekamp, Zimmer, & Biegelmann, 

1993; Knopf, 1991; Knopf & NIedhardt, 1989; Mohr, Englekamp, & Zimmer, 

1989; Nom's & West, 1991). In fact, some studies have found that action 

encoding can dramatically reduce or eliminate age differences in item recall 

(Backman, 1985; Backman & Nilsson, 1985; Norris & West, 1991), although 

others have obsen/ed that action encoding is equally effective across the 

age range (Quttentag & Hunt, 1988; Kausier, Wiley, & Phillips, 1990; Knopf 

& Neidhardt, 1989). A performance boost after action encoding is also 

evident in neurological populations with memory impaimnents (recall and 

recognition in Alzheimer's patients: Bmstrom & Ober, 1996; Heriitz, 

Adolfsson, Backman, & Nilsson, 1991; Karisson et al.. 1989; recall and 

recognition in Korsakoff's patients: Mimura et al, 1998; recency judgements 

in frontal lobe patients: Butters, Kaszniak, Glisky, Eslinger, & Schacter, 

1994; McAndrews & Milner, 1991). 

The size and resilience of the enactment effect would seem to 

indicate that memory traces encoded under participant action are distinctive 
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and more detailed than those fomied during solely verbal encoding. In 

particular, several investigators have hypothesized that action memories 

contain a specific motor component that differentiates them from other 

episodic memories (Backman, 1985; Engelkamp & Zimmer, 1985, 1994). 

Even if this hypothesis is connect, we think it is likely that both the strength 

and the specificity of the enactment effect have been overestimated, since 

the "motor" and baseline encoding tasks have differed in more ways than 

the presence or absence of a motor component. For example, the typical 

baseline encoding task where participants simply listen to action phrases, 

not only lacks a motor component, but is also less effortful than action 

tasks. 

In the present experiment, the efficacy of action as a memory aid is 

assessed by comparing it with another encoding task that is cognitively 

effortful, but has no motor component. On Perform trials, participants are 

asked to perform a typical action with a real object; on Cosf trials, they are 

asked to verî alize their estimate of the object's cost. Both encoding tasks 

thus require that the object be identified and involve retrieval of some 

information about its typical attributes. Both encoding tasks also involve a 

self-initiated strategy to produce an acceptable response. The actions to be 

perfomied are selected by the participant rather than the experimenter, and 

it is similariy left to the participant to detennine the basis of a cost estimate. 
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However, while both tasks qualify as "deep" encoding tasks, only the 

Perfomn task requires analysis of an object's somatomotor properties (e.g., 

object's affordances, grip prehension and aperture analysis), selection of a 

typical action and associated motor program, and execution of that motor 

program. 

The present experiment also includes two recognition tests, both 

conducted on digital photographs of studied and unstudied objects. In the 

item recognition test, participants are asked to whether the photo is of an 

object from the study task (old/new judgement). In the source recognition 

test, participants have three response options of "old-perfomn", "old-cost", 

and "new". Based on previous findings, we expect both item recognition 

and source memory to be superior for objects originally encoded with the 

Perfomi task compared to the Cost task. 

Event-related brain potentials (ERRs) are recorded during both 

recognition tests. Non-invasive scalp ERR recordings consist of 

electroencephalogram (EEG) changes time-locked to motor, sensory, or 

cognitive events (see Coles, 1989; Coles, Gratton, & Fabiani, 1990; Hillyard 

& Ricton, 1987; Kutas & Van Petten, 1994; Nunez, 1990 for reviews). To 

the degree that motor perfomnance at study adds a qualitatively distinct 

attribute to the memory trace (and this information is represented in 

neocortical activity), the brain electrical activity accompanying successful 
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retrieval of Perform objects should differ from Cost objects during both item 

and/or source recognition. Moreover, by comparing the ERPs elicited by 

item versus source recognition decisions we may be able to determine 

whether all the operations perfonned during initial encoding (action, cost 

estimate) are retrieved automatically during subsequent recognition of the 

object, or are retrieved only when source information is explicitly queried. 

Differential retrieval of item and source infonnation, or Perform and Cost 

infonnation, may elicit quantitative ERP differences reflecting differential 

task difficulty (amplitude or latency effects), and/or qualitative ERP 

differences (changes in polarity or scalp topography) implicating the 

engagement of different neural circuits. 

Previous wori< from our laboratory, among others, has shown that 

scalp-recorded ERPs reflect the retrieval of both item and source 

infonnation, and that these differ quantitatively and qualitatively from each 

other. We briefly review these studies, noting how they differ from the 

present experiment. 

Numerous researchers have found that within explicit recognition 

tests conrectly identified old items (hits) elicit more positive ERPs than do 

correctly identified new items (correct rejections, CR) whether the items are 

printed words, spoken words, line drawings of familiar objects, novel 

geometric shapes, photographs, or environmental sounds (Allen & Rugg, 
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1997; Berman, Friedman, & Cramer, 1991; Chao, Nielsen-Bohlman, & 

Knight, 1995; Friedman, 1990a, 1990b; Kazmerski & Friedman, 1997; 

Neville, Kutas, Chesney, & Schmidt, 1986; Paller & Kutas, 1992; Rugg & 

Doyle, 1992; Rugg & Nagy, 1989; Schloerscheidt & Rugg, 1997; Senkfor & 

Van Petten, 1998; Smith & Guster, 1993; Smith & Halgren, 1989; Swick & 

Knight, 1997; Van Petten & Senkfor, 1996). Such old/new effects (hit versus 

CR) typically begin around 300-400 ms post-stimulus onset, are seen at 

most scalp sites, and tend to be of greatest amplitude over temporal sites. 

A similar, sometimes identical, effect is obsen/ed when hits are compared 

with recognition en'ors (false alanns), suggesting that the positivity elicited 

by hits reflects successful retrieval of an old item (Rubin, Van Petten, 

Glisky, & Newberg, 1999; Van Petten & Senkfor, 1996). The old/new effect 

during explicit item recognition has been relatively consistent across 

stimulus types, although there have been some reports that its distribution 

across the scalp may be material specific; this topic is taken up in the 

Discussion. To date, no ERP or neuroimaging studies have investigated 

memory for real three-dimensional objects as opposed to line drawings or 

photos. 

More recently, a few researchers have used ERPs to examine 

source recognition. In these studies, participants render a decision about 

some aspect of the context in which they initially studied a item rather than 
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about the item itself; for example, whether a word at test was spoken in the 

same or different voice as at study, whether a line drawing occun^ed in the 

same or a different spatial location as it had at study, in which modality 

(printed or spoken) a word was presented at study, and which study list a 

word belonged to (Senkfor & Van Petten, 1996, 1998; Trott, Friedman, 

Ritter, & Fabiani, 1997; Van Petten, Senkfor, & Newberg, in press; Wilding, 

Doyle, & Rugg, 1995; Wilding & Rugg, 1997). These studies have shown 

that source memory tests engage an additional neural circuit not evident (or 

much less so) in traditional, studied/unstudied (old/New) recognition tests. 

In addition to the standard broadly distributed old-new effect (greater 

positivity for hits than correct rejections between 400 and 800 ms), correct 

item and source judgements were associated with a later positivity largest 

over prefrontal scalp sites. As "old" items during a source recognition test 

elicit greater prefrontal positivity than even "old" items during an item 

recognition test, this prefrontal effect has been specifically linked to the 

requirement for a source judgement. 

The prefrontal locus of the ERP difference for comparisons of source 

versus item recognition accords well with neuropsychological data showing 

that patients with frontal damage have much larger impairments in source 

than item memory (Janowsky, Shimamura, & Squire, 1989). These findings 

are also in line with the relatively high conrelations between source memory 
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performance and tests sensitive to frontal function in healthy older adults 

(Glisky, Polster, & Routhieaux, 1995). 

The cun'ent paradigm is like our previous work in requiring a 

discrimination among new items and two different sorts of old items during 

the source recognition test (Senkfor & Van Petten, 1998; Van Petten, 

Senkfor, & Newberg, in press). We thus expected to see a large, late 

prefrontal positivity for old objects during source, but not item, recognition. 

At the same time, however, the cunrent paradigm also differs from all 

prior ERP studies and many behavioral investigations of source memory in 

one key regard, in the majority of source memory studies to date, study-

phase contexts (or sources) are typically in the same domain, differing only 

parametrically: for example, one voice versus another, one color ink or 

another, one list or another, etc. (see Spencer & Raz, 1995 for review). In 

the ERP literature, correct retrieval of these sorts of sources during a 

recognition memory test has not yielded different patterns of ERPs for the 

different sources. For instance, we observed essentially the same source 

ERP effects whether the test word was presented in a male or in female 

voice, and regardless of whether the voice was the same or different than it 

had been at initial study (Senkfor & Van Petten, 1998). 

In the present study, the physical characteristics of the stimuli 

(objects) to be remembered during the two different source conditions - that 
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is, the Perform and Cost trials • were identical. At the same time, however, 

the encoding operations engaged by these two sorts of encoding conditions 

differed dramatically. In this regard, the Perfomri versus Cost comparison 

closely resembles source memory experiments using a reality monitoring 

paradigm. In such studies, participants are asked to distinguish items that 

were presented during the study phase from those they had been asked to 

imagine (see Johnson, Hashtroudi, & Lindsay, 1993 for review of the variety 

of source memory paradigms). As in reality monitoring, the source 

discriminations called for in the present experiment depend on accurate 

memory for one's own behavior. Moreover, the two sources employed 

herein are much more distinct from one another rather than the small 

stimulus variations used in prior ERP studies. It will thus be of some interest 

to see whether objects initially encountered in the context of a motor action 

(Perfonn with objects) elicit different brain activity than those originally 

encountered during a semantic elaboration task (estimate Cost of objects). 

In so doing, we will be able to detennine whether differences in the content 

of the source infomnation leads to qualitatively different brain activity during 

item and/or source retrieval. 

Finally, the design of the present experiment will allow a more direct 

comparison of brain activity during item and source recognition than 

heretofore. Prior ERP investigations have used only a single recognition 
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test with instructions to retrieve both item and source information (Trott et 

al., 1997; Wilding & Rugg, 1995; Wilding et al., 1997), administered item 

and source tests to different participants (Johnson, Kounios, & Nolde, 

1997), or study lists of differing length for item and source tests 

administered to the same group of participants (Senkfor & Van Petten, 

1998; Van Petten, Senkfor, & Newberg, in press). These particular 

manipulations precluded direct examination of the influence of the type of 

recognition test itself. The present design is not subject to these limitations 

as the item and source recognition memory tests were delivered to the 

same participants, and differed only in task instructions. 

METHODS 

Participants. 

Eight men and eight women, between 18-30 years of age (mean = 

21 yrs.), were paid for their participation. All participants were right-handed 

(Oldfield, 1971) and three reported a left-handed family member. All had 

normal, or conrected to nonnal, vision and color vision. Data from four 

additional participants were not analyzed: one did not retum for the second 

session and three were eliminated during the first session due to eye strain. 
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Stimuli 

600 familiar objects or toy versions of familiar objects (e.g. stapler, 

sword, lawnmower) were presented during the study phases. An additional 

23 objects were used for practice. All objects were photographed in color 

and digitized via a Hewlett-Packard 4c Scanner. Digital color images were 

presented against a black background during recognition tests, at a 

distance of 111.8 cm subtending visual angles of 6° horizontally and 8° 

vertically. 

Electrophysiological methods 

The electroencephalogram (EEG) was recorded via tin electrodes 

embedded in a commercially available cap (Electrocap International). 

Recording sites included full head coverage via a geodesic spatial anray of 

26 equidistant electrodes (for relation to 10-20 system, see Ganis, Kutas, & 

Sereno, 1996). In addition, RL and PfR electrodes were placed above the 

nasion (5% of the nasion to inion distance) and 10% of the interaurai 

distance laterally. An additional active electrode was placed over the right 

mastoid. Vertical eye movements and blinks were monitored via electrodes 

placed below the right and left eye (Re, Le). The scalp sites and vertical 

EOG electrodes were referenced to the left mastoid during recording, but 

re-referenced off-line to an average of the left and right mastoids. Horizontal 
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eye movements were monitored via a right to left bipolar montage at the 

external canthi of the two eyes. The EEG was amplified by a Grass Model 

12 polygraph with half amplitude cutoffs of .01 to 100 Hz., digitized on-line 

at a sampling rate of 250 Hz, and stored on optical disk for subsequent 

averaging. Trials with artifacts due to eye movement or amplifier saturation 

were rejected prior to averaging. A digital bandpass filter of .01 - 5 Hz was 

applied to the averaged wavefonms. 

Procedure 

The experiment was conducted across two sessions, each lasting 

approximately four hours. The first session consisted of a study phase 

followed by an item recognition test phase. The item memory session was 

always conducted first, before participants were informed about the source 

memory aspect of the experiment. During the item study session 

participants were exposed to 150 objects placed one at a time on a table in 

front, to the right of, or left of the participant. As each object was presented, 

participants were instructed via a tape recorder, in random order, to 

estimate the object's cost ("Cost") or to perfonn a typical action with it 

("Perform"). Half of the objects were judged for Cost, and half were 

manipulated in the Perform condition. In the Perfonn condition, the right 

hand was used to manipulate objects on the participant's right, the left hand 
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for objects placed to the left, and both hands for objects placed in front of 

the participant. Participants were given 7 seconds to estimate the Cost or 

Perfonn an action at which time a tone signaled the object's removal by the 

experimenter. Another object was presented to the participant 

approximately four seconds later, resulting in an inter-stimulus-inten/al of 

about 11 seconds. Participants touched the object only in the Perfonn 

condition. 

The recognition test included digital images of all studied objects 

(150) intemiixed with an equal number of new objects. Images were 

presented for 300 ms, followed by a blank screen for 2700 ms, followed by 

a signal to respond. Participants made a verbal response ("OldVNew") to 

each image unless they could not identify the object in which case they 

responded "don't know". Before the actual study phase began, participants 

received a practice set of 12 objects for Perfonm/Cost encoding tasks; they 

were infomned of the upcoming recognition test but were not told about the 

relevance of the two encoding tasks. The few participants who inquired 

about the two encoding tasks were told that they would ensure the best 

possible memory for the objects. Participants also received a practice set of 

23 images just before the item recognition phase of the experiment. 

The second session employed the same study tasks as the first. 

Participants were infomned that they would be tested not only for their 
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memory of the object but also the accompanying encoding task; "if it was a 

studied object, did you Perfomn an action or estimate the Cost?". The 

recognition phase was also similar in that digital images of all the studied 

objects were included plus an equal number of new objects. When 

signaled, participants reported verbally whether the object was New or from 

the Perfonn/Cost tasks, the latter implying that they considered it an old 

object. 

Across the two sessions, there were two encoding tasks, studied 

objects placed to the left or right of the participant, and two test types (item 

or source recognition). Sixteen different stimulus lists were constructed from 

four sets of 150 items to counterbalance Encoding tasks (Perform/Cost), 

Encoding hands (Right/Left), Old/New objects, Item/Source recognition 

tests. 

RESULTS 

The results are presented in four sections describing memory 

perfomnance, ERPs at test elicited by studied versus unstudied objects, 

ERPs at test elicited by Perform versus Cost encoded objects, and finally a 

comparison of the ERPs elicited during the item versus source recognition 

memory tests. 
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Memory performance 

identification of objects as studied or unstudied (hits and connect 

rejections) was quite accurate overall and equivalent for the item and 

source recognition memory tests (see Table 2.1). An ANOVA using 

recognition test and Item type accuracy (Old-Perfonn, Old-Cost, New), 

revealed no main effect or interaction involving the task factor (Ps < 2.0). 

During both the item and source test, separate ANOVAs revealed that 

objects were remembered equally well, regardless of the encoding task (F's 

< 1.0). However, source accuracy was somewhat higher (93% versus 87%) 

for perform-encoded objects: recognized objects that had been studied in 

the perform task were more likely to receive a correct source judgment than 

were cost-encoded objects (Ff1,15)=15.01, g<.005). 

Given the relatively low en'or rates, it was not possible to fonm 

ERP averages for trials with inconrect responses. Consequently, the ERR 

analyses are based on trials with accurate memory judgments: (1) new 

objects (connect rejections, CR) in both item and source memory tests, (2) 

con'ect classifications of old objects in the item recognition test (hits), and 

(3) conrect classifications of both the object and its encoding task (hit/hits) in 

the source recognition test. 
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Table 2.1 

Mean percent (standard error) accuracy levels for Item and source 
recognition tests. 

Item test 

Hit 93(0.8) 
Perform 94 (0.9) 
Cost 92(1.2) 

CR 95(0.8) 

Source test 

Hit 94(0.5) 
Perform 94 (0.8) 
Cost 94(1.0) 

'Hit/Hit 90(3.0) 
Perform 93 (3.1) 
Cost 87 (3.2) 

CR 96(0.6) 

*Htt/Hit refers to correctly remembered studied objects' encoding task (Hit-
item/Hit-source). Percent Hit/Hit was derived from IHit/Hit divided by the sum 
of all conrectly remembered studied items(Hit). 
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ERPs elicited by studied versus unstudied objects 

The ERPs elicited by correctly identified objects during the item and 

source recognition test are shown in 2.1. In both recognition memory tests, 

hits elicited more positive ERPs than CRs between 300 and 1300 ms post-

stimulus onset (mean amplitude 300-1300 ms relative to a 100 ms baseline, 

item test: Ff1,15)=15.8, FIS.0001; source test FC1,15)=9.52 E<.01). In both 

memory tests, this Old/New effect was rather small at prefrontal and frontal 

scalp sites, and larger over more posterior central, parietal, temporal, and 

occipital scalp sites. All sites show an eariy positivity for both the item and 

source tests; in addition, there is a later positivity over the prefrontal/frontal 

sites but only in the source test. ANOVAs with factors of Old/New, Electrodes, 

and Time window (300-800/800-1300 ms) show that while the Old/New 

difference in the Item test remained constant over the epoch ( F < 2.5), the 

Old/New effect during the source test showed a second later positivity over 

prefrontal/frontal sites (Old/New x Timewindow x Electrodes: F(27,405)̂ 6.69, 

£<.001, e=.12\ see 2.1, middle column). This also can be seen in the third 

column of Figure 2.1, wherein the old-new effect (ERPs for Hits minus ERPs 

for conBct rejections) for the item and source recognition memory tests are 

overiapped. 
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(HIT - CR) 

Prefrontal 

Frontol 

Central 

Parietal 

CR CR Item Test 
Hit Hit/Hit Source Test 

Figure 2.1 Grand average ERPs elicited by correctly identified studied versus unstudied 
photographs of objects at four left dorsal sites. During the item test (left column), conrectly 
recognized studied trials (Hits) and con-ectly identified new trials (Con  ̂rejection: CR) are 
shown. During source recognition (middle column), Hit/Hit trials are only those trials in 
which the item was conectly identified as studied with the correct encoding task are 
compared to CR trials. Differences between studied and new trials from item and source 
tests are displayed in the right column. The difference waveforms are fomned by point-by-
point subtractions between two ERP waveforms. For the item test, the difference wave is 
Hit minus CR; for the source test the difference wave is Hit/Hit minus CR. Positive polarity 
is plotted down here and in all subsequent figures. 
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In our previous investigation (Senkfor & Van Petten, 1998), the 

ERPs elicited during item and source recognition tests differed in both their 

time courses and scalp distributions. Accordingly, we undertook more detailed 

analyses of both the temporal and topographic aspects of the ERR as a 

function of the encoding tasks and recognition memory tests. In these 

analyses, the old/new effect was divided into two epochs of 300-800 and 800-

1300 ms after stimulus onset. 

Perform versus Cost estimation 

Of greater interest are the comparisons between old objects 

originally encountered in the two different encoding tasks, given our woricing 

hypothesis that action engrams may contain information not present In the 

non-motor task of cost estimation. Taken together. Figures 2.2 and 2.3 show 

that encoding task (perform vs cost) has no impact on the ERPs during item 

recognition, but does have an impact on the ERPs during source recognition. 

Specifically, starting around 700-800 ms post stimulus onset, objects from 

Perfonn trials elicit a greater positivity than those from Cost trials. 
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Figure 2.2. Grand average ERPs elicited by photographs of correctly recognized studied 
objects plotted separately for objects encoded in the Perform task (Perfonn Hit), encoded 
in the Cost (Cost Hit), and correctly identified new (Correct Rejection) at all 28 scalp sites. 
The ERPs are plotted in an approximate 2-dimensional representation of the scalp 
electrode placements, with anterior (prefrontal) at the top and posterior (occipital) at the 
bottom; left in the figure corresponds to left on the scalp. 
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SOURCE RECOGNITION TEST 
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Rgure 2.3. Grand average ERPs elicited by photographs of correctly recognized studied 
objects in the Perform task (Perform Hit/Hit), Cost task (Cost Hit/Hit), and new photographs 
(Correct Rejection). 
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For each recognition test, the ERPs were analyzed via an initial 

ANOVA with encoding task (Perfomi/Cost) and electrode site (28 levels) as 

factors for early and late time windows (300-800, 800-1300 ms). No 

encoding task differences were observed during item recognition in either 

time window (F's < 1.0). In the source recognition test, the sensitivity of the 

ERPs to the two encoding tasks was revealed in an interaction of encoding 

task with time window, which also interacted with scalp location. Encoding 

task differences occun^ed during the late time window (Encoding Task x 

Window: Fp,15)=7.98, fi=.01). The Perfomi/Cost difference was larger at 

central, parietal, and occipital sites than prefrontal sites; moreover, this 

posterior difference was greater over the left than right hemisphere sites 

(Encoding Task x Window x Electrode: F(27,405)=5.02, p=.0005, ess.i7). 

Follow-up analyses focus on the topography of the Perform/Cost 

difference in the late time window. These analyses Include 24 lateral scalp 

sites with three spatial factors reflecting distance from the midline (medial 

versus dorsal versus lateral, MDL), anterior to posterior within the medial, 

dorsal, and lateral chains (4 levels), and hemisphere (left versus right). The 

Perfomn/Cost difference was larger posterioriy than anterioriy, with no 

difference over prefrontal sites (Encoding task x Anterior/Posterior 

F(3,45)s3.53, g<.05, 6= .̂84). Also, the Perfomn/Cost difference was largest 

over dorsal sites with maricedly greater differences over the left than right 
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hemisphere (Perfomi/Cost x MDL x Anterior/Posterior x Hemisphere: 

F(B,90)=2.40, fi<.05, e=.97). 

Encoding Hand 

The recognition ERRs elicited by objects from the Perfonm trials 

were also sorted according to which hand (right or left) was used during the 

initial action encoding. The motor recapitulation hypothesis would predict 

encoding hand differences for action-encoded objects, but not cost-encoded 

objects. Given the contralateral organization of motor cortex (right hemisphere 

controls the left hand and vice versa), this might take the fonn of encoding 

hand by hemisphere interactions. Moreover, given that both motor preparation 

and motor imagery have been associated with slow negative ERPs (e.g. 

Beisteiner, Holiinger, Lindinger, Lang & Berthoz, 1995; Kutas & Donchin, 

1974), the strong version of the motor recapitulation hypothesis would predict 

more negative potentials over the hemisphere contralateral to the encoding 

hand, most prominently over medial electrode sites over fronto-central scalp 

(closest to motor cortex). The encoding hand analyses were thus conducted 

on data from the medial sites, using Encoding hand (Right versus Left), 

Hemisphere (Right versus Left), and Anterior to Posterior (4 levels) as factors. 

However, as we had no a priori predictions about the timecourse of any hand 

effect, we examined each 100 ms time windows in both item and source 

recognition tests. This led to many ANOVAs with a potential for a false 
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positive result, so that these analyses should be regarded as exploratory. 

The analyses reveal several time windows with significant main 

effects of Hemisphere, reflecting standing hemispheric asymmetries which 

are tangential to our cunent interests. Similarly, main effects of Hand and 

Hand x Anterior/Posterior unaccompanied by Hand x Hemisphere interactions 

arose between 100-200 ms in the Perform condition only (main effect: 

(F(1,15)=7.10, b<.05; Hand x Anterior/Posterior F(3,45)=4.51, fi<.05). 

Perfonn trials encoded with the right hand evoked more positive ERPs than 

those with the left hand especially over prefrontal/frontal sites. Although no 

differences were seen in the same time window with Cost encoding, these 

effects are difficult to interpret. The effects may reflect general encoding 

differences between the two hands given that all participants were right-

handed or Type I enor. 

Not again until 600 ms did hand effects re-emerge in the Perform 

task during item recognition. From 600 - 800 ms, an interaction of Encoding 

hand and Hemisphere reflected an overall larger positivity over the left 

compared to the right hemisphere largely in^espective of encoding hand, 

though the asymmetry was greatest for object encoded with the left hand 

(600-700: F(1,15)=10.6, fi=.005; 700-800: F(1,15)s7.35, fi<.05. However, 

beginning around 800-900 ms (F(1,15)=3.12, E|S.09) and more cleariy at 900-

1000 ms poststimulus (F(1,15)s5.58, g<.05), the ERPs evoked over the 
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hemisphere contralateral to the encoding hand were more negative than 

those ERPs over the ipsilateral hemisphere notable at prefrontal/frontal sites. 

No such pattern was observed in the Cost task. 

Between 600-700 ms poststimulus, trials encoding with Cost 

instructions also revealed an Encoding Task by Hemisphere interaction 

though the asymmetries were rather different; objects that were presented to 

the right side at study later evoked more positive ERPs over the right 

hemisphere compared to the left (F(1,15)=4.4, q=.05). Later, betweenllOO-

1200, a hemispheric asymmetry re-emerged statistically with the opposite 

effect; more positive ERPs over the right hemisphere than the left 

hemisphere. The only significant effect in the source test was a main effect of 

encoding hand from 600-700 ms poststimulus; objects encoded with the left 

hand evoked more positive ERPs than those with the left hand (F(1,15)s4.74, 

fi<.05). 

Overall, the pattern of these exploratory analyses cannot be taken 

as an absolute (dis)confinnation of the motor recapitulation hypothesis. We do 

find an Encoding hand by Hemisphere interaction from the item recognition 

test around 800-1000 ms. The Encoding hand by Hemisphere interaction 

follows a contralateral/ipsliateral pattern suggestive of motor involvement over 

sites associated with motor processing. However, our results do not provide 

enough support to wan  ̂further discussion. 
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In sum, images of objects that participants had acted upon during 

initial exposure elicited more positive ERPs than did those which had 

originally called for cost estimates, but only when the participants were 

explicitly requested to remember the original source. Moreover, even in the 

source recognition test, the Perform/Cost difference occured substantially 

later than the initial divergence between old versus new objects. Finally, the 

content of the source infomriation retrieved • Perform versus Cost - modulated 

electrical brain activity recorded at posterior, but not prefrontal, scalp sites. 

Test effects: Item versus Source recognition 

The foregoing analyses compared ERPs to objects within each 

memory test separately. In this section, we evaluate task differences for each 

con'ectly judged object presented during recognition (new, perform, cost) 

independently and describe interactions of correctly judged objects with 

memory test. 

Figure 2.4 contrasts the ERPs elicited during the two recognition 

tests for new objects and studied objects with Perform and Cost instructions. 

Three influences of recognition test question are visible. Across all three types 

of conrect judgements, objects presented during source recognition elicited 

more negative ERPs than for item recognition during the first half of the 

epoch. During the second half of the epoch, objects presented for source 
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Rgure 2A. Grand average of ERPs elictted at four dorsal scalp sites. Hits from the item test 
are contrasted with Hit/Hit form the source test in the left and middle column for Perfonm-
encoded and Cost-encoded objects, respectively. The right column contrasts correctly 
identified new trials (Correct Rejection) in the two recognition tests. 
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recognition elicited more positive ERPs than those presented for item 

recognition at prefrontal scalp sites. At more posterior scalp sites, differential 

test effects were observed in the late portion of the epoch depending on 

recognition judgment. 

In both recognition tests, new items required a "New" response. If 

the nature of the source test itself did not influence how items are processed, 

then all new items would elicit the same brain activity regardless of the 

recognition test. Alternatively, if simply requesting source information changes 

how they are processed then this will be reflected in a recognition test effect. 

The left and middle columns of Figure 2.4 show the same test effect for 

Perfomi- and Cost-encoded items. The right column shows large differences 

beginning around 200 ms poststimulus onset in the ERPs elicited by new 

items. When the ERPs are negative relative to the prestimulus baseline (up 

until about 700 ms), the source test ERPs are more negative than the item 

test ERPs. The enhanced negativity during the source test was evaluated via 

ANOVAs taking recognition Test (Item versus Source), MDL (3 levels), 

Anterior/Posterior (4 levels), and Hemisphere as factors for the 300-800 ms 

latency window. The main effect of test was significant for all three types of 

conrect judgments (CR: F(1,15)=8.24, P<.01; Perform: F(1,15)=9.20, fi<.01; 

Cost: F(1,15)=11.0, £<.005). The negative potential was larger closer to the 
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midline (Test x MDL< CR: F(2,30)=3.74, b<.05, e=.98; Perform: F(2,30)=4.18, 

E<.05, 6 .̂90; Cost: F(2,30)=4.11, £<.05, 6^1.0), however, the enhanced 

negativity in the source test showed no anterior/posterior differences, nor 

hemispheric asymmetry. 

In the later time window (800-1300 ms), the scalp distributions for 

con'ectly identified new objects (CR) in the item and source recognition tests 

were indistinguishable (Fs < 2.0). By contrast, the distribution of the ERPs 

elicited by studied items differed as a function of the recognition test. The 

positivity which dominates the late epoch was largest centrally during the 

item test, but largest prefrontally during the source test for both Perform- and 

Cost-encoded items (Perfonn: Test x Anterior Posterior F(13,45)=11.4, 

jd<.005, es.45; Cost: F(3,45)=6.00, j3<.05®). 

Finally, an ANOVA directly comparing recognition Test, Encoding 

task, and Anterior/Posterior revealed a significant Test by Encoding task 

interaction (F(1,15)=6.98, g<.05) because Perform-encoded items elicited 

more positive ERP during the source test compared to the item test, whereas 

with Cost-encoded items elicited slightly less positive ERPs in the source test. 

In summary, direct comparison of the various types of con^ct 

responses (Perform, Cost, CR) across the two recognition tests showed both 

quantitative and qualitative influences of the assigned recognition test. In the 
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early window, the ERPs elicited during the source test were simply larger, for 

both studied and unstudied items (although hits always elicited more positive 

ERPs than CR). In the later epoch, the scalp topography varied as a function 

of both recognition test and encoding task. 

DISCUSSION 

The experiment investigated three general issues: 1) the efficacy of 

motoric versus nonmotoric encoding tasks for creating durable memories, 

2) the roles of prefrontal and posterior cortices in the retrieval of item and 

source information from episodic memory, and 3) the extent to which 

memory retrieval processes are content specific. These will be discussed in 

tum. 

Active movement versus cognitive effort during encoding 

On the whole, participants were very accurate at recognizing objects 

they had been exposed to during both the cost estimate and the motor 

tasks. Even with recognition lists of 300 images, 95% of the objects were 

con-ectly classified as studied or new. This high accuracy rate compares 

favorably with other recognition experiments using comparable list lengths 

or comparable materials, but more conventional semantic encoding tasks 

such as making "indoor/outdoor" or 'pleasant̂ unpleasanf judgements 
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about pictures, "large/small" judgements about concrete nouns, or 

"noun/verb/modifier" judgements about words (Paller & Kutas, 1992; Rubin 

et al, 1999; Senkfor & Van Petten, 1998; Van Petten, Senkfor, & Newberg, 

in press). The high accuracy rate observed here thus confirms the findings 

of the studies reviewed in the Introduction indicating that action is an 

effective encoding aid. However, our finding of equally high item recognition 

accuracy after Cost encoding suggests that there Is no special memory 

advantage due to active movement during study. Instead, the efficacy of 

both encoding tasks can more readily be attributed to the features they 

share. In particular, both tasks require a degree of self-initiation in that 

participants must select the particular action to be performed, or the best 

basis for a cost estimate themselves. These aspects of the task demands 

were not fully specified by the experimental stimuli or the encoding 

instructions, and, therefore they had to be generated by the participants. 

Moreover, both encoding tasks helped to distinguish individual objects from 

one another participants employed a large number of different actions 

within the Perfonm task, and offered many different cost estimates across 

objects as well. 

Because both encoding tasks yielded very high object recognition 

accuracy, it could be argued that a ceiling effect obscured a genuine benefit 

of action (Perform) over non-action based (Cost) encoding. This argument 
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is difficult to counter from the behavioral data alone. In pilot woric, lists of 

400 images (200 studied) did not reduce item recognition accuracy below 

94% after either encoding task. We believe that the superior accuracy 

observed across both encoding tasks, relative to prior studies, is in part due 

to having eliminated all verisal components during the test - participants 

were not asked to recognize verisal labels for objects or actions. In any 

case, it will be necessary to examine longer retention intervals in order to 

delineate the temporal limits of the efficacy of these two encoding tasks, 

and reduce the likelihood of ceiling effects. 

The ERPs recorded during the item recognition test, likewise, 

revealed no difference in brain activity elicited by objects studied under 

Perfomn versus Cost instructions, although both categories of old objects 

elicited more positive ERPs than did new objects. This lack of a difference 

is important in that several studies have shown that recognition ERPs are 

sensitive to the strength of a memory. For example, highly confident 

recognition hits and "remember" responses elicit more positive ERPs than 

less confident hits or "know" responses (Rubin et al, 1999; Smith, 1993). 

The absence of any such difference between Perform and Cost hits, 

therefore, implies equivalent processing and memory for objects from the 

two study tasks. In addition, since Perform and Cost-encoded objects 

elicited indistinguishable patterns of ERPs during the item recognition test, 
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we infer that information about the encoding context is not always, if ever, 

spontaneously accessed when it is not explicitly requested. 

Both encoding tasks also yielded relatively high source memory 

accuracy, averaging around 90%. This level of accuracy compares very 

favorably with source monitoring perfomnance in previous woric in our 

laboratory where the different sources were based on perceptual attributes 

of the stimuli rather than self-generated encoding tasks (Senkfor & Van 

Petten, 1998; Van Petten, Senkfor. & Newberg, in press). Superior 

discriminability of self-generated over perceptual sources also has been 

observed in other direct within-subject comparisons (e.g. Hashtroudi, 

Johnson, & Chrosniak, 1989; Senkfor, Van Petten, & Kutas, in preparation), 

although the source accuracy level obtained herein is higher than that 

typically reported in the literature on source monitoring. The same factors 

which made the Perform and Cost tasks effective for item encoding -

namely, self-initiation and a high degree object differentiation - are likely to 

make them effective for good encoding of source as well. 

Unlike item recognition performance, however, memory for source 

did receive a small, albeit reliable, benefit of action (Perform) over non

action (Cost) encoding. This result confirms, in part, the claim that motoric 

encoding yields particulariy vivid memories (Backman, 1985; Engelkamp & 

Zimmer, 1985, 1994). The confirmation is only partial, however, because 
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the advantage of action encoding over an effortful but nonmotoric cognitive 

task was observed only when infonnation about the encoding task was 

explicitly requested. All in ail, while it remains possible that the superiority of 

Perform encoding in these circumstances is due to the engagement of the 

motor system during encoding, our results do not rule out an altemative, 

more general account. Although both encoding tasks encouraged extensive 

processing, it is likely that there was greater variability (leading to greater 

distinctiveness) among the various actions perfonned than among the 

various cost estimates. We suggest that this difference in source 

distinctiveness, rather than the difference in the motor component per se 

may account for the better memory with Perfonn as opposed to Cost 

encoding. This altemative account cannot be evaluated at present because 

participants' responses during the study phase were not recorded  ̂Nor is it 

obvious how to establish comparable similarity scales for actions and 

prices. 

Paralleling the behavioral data, the ERP data also distinguished 

objects studied in the Perform versus Cost encoding tasks, but again only in 

the source memory test when this infonnation was explicitly requested. 

Source retrieval: roles of prefrontal and posterior cortex 

The present experimental design allowed a direct comparison of the 

impact of retrieval instmctions, unconfounded by differences in list length. 
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stimulus type, prior study, or performance accuracy. The contrast between 

new objects in the item and source memory tests provides perhaps the 

clearest indication of differences in retrieval mode invoked by the 

instructions to remember the item or the source. ERPs to new images 

under item and source recognition instructions differed in two ways. A 

negative potential between 200 and 700 ms post-stimulus onset was larger 

in the source than item memory test, across the scalp. A neariy identical 

effect of memory test was obsen/ed on this negativity for old items as well. 

To our knowledge no other ERP studies have been designed to show a 

pure effect of memory test. Although participants were equally accurate in 

rejecting new images in both retrieval tasks, it is tempting to equate the 

greater amplitude of the negative potential in the source test to its intuitively 

greater difficulty. Of course "difficulty" can arise for many different reasons, 

and it will require additional experiments to determine why it might have 

arisen here. 

The second reliable task difference was a larger pre-frontal positivity 

during the source than item memory test, beginning some 700 ms post-

stimulus onset. A similar effect, of about the same size, was evident for 

both types of old (studied) objects as well. The sensitivity of prefrontal 

ERPs to the nature of the retrieval task is consistent with our prior results 

using perceptual stimulus features (voice, spatial location) as "sources" 
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(Senkfor& Van Petten, 1998; Van Petten, Senkfor, & Newberg, in press). In 

those studies, we could not compare unstudied items across retrieval tasks 

because the item and source memory tests used study and test lists of 

differing lengths (unlike the present experiment). Still, instructions to 

retrieve either voice information for words, or spatial information for line 

drawings were associated with much larger differences between studied 

and unstudied items at prefrontal sites than were instructions to retrieve 

item information alone. We attributed these prefrontal old/new differences in 

source memory tests to retrieval effort because prefrontal ERPs were the 

same whether or not the retrieval was successful: that is, the prefrontal site 

responses to hit/hit and hit/miss trials were identical. The present results 

show that even the ERPs to new items - which lack any associated source 

infomnation - are sensitive to retrieval requirements. Recently, Ranganath 

and Paller (1999) also observed a larger prefrontal positivity for both new 

and studied images in a perceptual source memory test as compared to an 

item memory test. 

This pattem of results strongly suggests that prefrontal ERPs are 

sensitive to retrieval mode, but not to the content of the infomnation sought, 

or to the success or failure in retrieving that information (see also Nyberg et 

al., 1995). Our view of prefrontal cortex as a 'search engine" for source 

information is broadly consistent with neuropsychological theories that 
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ascribe an executive role in memory to the prefrontal cortex. On this view 

the prefrontal cortex is responsible for initiating and implementing retrieval 

strategies rather than subserving retrieval or storage in a more direct 

fashion (Luria, 1973; Moscovitch, 1994). 

Coincident with the equivalent activity over prefrontal sites, ERPs at 

more posterior scalp sites did distinguish objects encoded under Perform 

versus Cost instructions. This posteriorly-distributed Perfomi/Cost 

distinction was observed only when participants were asked to retrieve this 

infomiation in the source memory test, and not in the item recognition test. 

This pattern of results suggests that the retrieval of source infomiation was 

under conscious control, and was not automatically evoked by the image of 

a studied object. 

Within the source memory literature, it is commonly acknowledged 

that participants may sometimes recognize an item in the absence of any 

memory for the learning episode. Source monitoring failures of this sort may 

arise from memory traces which are adequate to support an old/new 

judgement, but are not sufficiently detailed enough to support a source 

judgement. In the present experiment, however, source monitoring 

accuracy was high enough to wan^ant the assumption that infomiation about 

the encoding context was in fact readily available. We thus take the 

absence of any sign of the source (i.e., a Peiform/Cost difference) during 
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the item recognition test to imply that information about the encoding 

context is not called up when it is in'elevant to the assigned task. In 

addition, the presence of the prefrontal positivity only in the source memory 

test leads us to conclude with high confidence that source retrieval relies on 

at least one additional neural circuit that is not engaged during item 

retrieval. It is important to note that optional recovery of source infomiation 

stands in contrast to the typical observation that new and repeated Items 

from study elicit different ERPs across a variety of tasks, including several 

that do not require explicit memory judgements (e.g., Olichney et al., 

submitted; Rugg, 1995; Swick & Knight, 1997; Van Petten, Kutas, Kluender, 

Mitchner, & Mclsaac, 1991; Van Petten & Senkfor, 1996). In other words, 

the distinction between source and item retrieval resides in the retrieval 

process, not in the existence of a stronger memory trace during one test 

versus another. 

The encoding task sensitivity of the retrieval ERPs observed in the 

interaction between retrieval instructions and encoding tasks show that 

different aspects of a single study episode can modulate the brain activity at 

retrieval. As a wori<ing hypothesis, we take the posterior scalp focus of the 

encoding task effect to mean that posterior cortical regions may be critically 

involved in the successful recovery of information about the encoding 

context. In contrast, we take the modulation of prefrontal ERPs by the 
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retrieval demands (Item vs source) Independent of trial content to mean that 

prefrontal cortex is critically involved in directing retrieval processes. 

Content-specificity of retrievai processes 

A final goal of the cun^ent experiment was to detemiine whether brain 

activity during memory retrieval would reflect the content of the infomnation 

retrieved, and in particular, whether remembering a self-generated action 

would produce a distinctive scalp signature. The idea that different regions 

of human cortex participate in the storage and retrieval of different domains 

of knowledge has received support from observations of category-specific 

semantic impaimrients after brain damage, and from differential regional 

blood flow patterns when nonmal participants make decisions about 

different object features from pictures (Farah, 1994; Hart & Gordon, 1992; 

Martin, Wiggs, Ungerieider, & Haxby, 1996; Mummery, Patterson, Hodges, 

& Price, 1998; Warrington & McCarthy, 1987). The category-specificity 

literature has focused on object or semantic memory stores acquired over a 

lifetime; very few studies in intact humans have addressed the content-

specificity of recently-formed episodic memories. 

A handful of ERP studies have compared the responses to different 

materials in simple old/new recognition tests, with mixed results. On the one 

hand, Muente and colleagues (1997) contrasted old/new effects for 
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concrete nouns with those for unfamiliar faces, and found no differences in 

amplitude, latency, or scalp distribution. We, on the other hand, observed 

differences in the scalp distribution of the old-new effect for words versus 

geometric shapes (Van Petten & Senkfor, 1996). However, the different 

scalp distributions in that study may have reflected greater pre-experimental 

familiarity and ease in recognizing words relative to geometric patterns, 

rather than differences in stimulus content. Schloerscheidt and Rugg (1997) 

also noted that the old/new effect for words and color photos objects 

differed in scalp topography; however, while the materials were matched in 

recognition accuracy, they too probably differed in pre-experimental 

familiarity. Finally, Mecklinger and colleagues compared ERPs associated 

with recognition memory for line drawings and spatial locations in a 

paradigm which circumvents possible confounds due to pre-experimental 

familiarity (Mecklinger, 1998; Mecklinger & Minshausen, 1998). Participants 

made old-new judgements concerning drawings (regardless of screen 

location) or about locations (regardless of which drawing appeared in that 

location during test). The associated old/new effects had different scalp 

topographies. However, even these last studies are susceptible to 

explanations which do not invoke material-specific memory processes. For 

instance, old drawings in new locations (or vice versa) may have promoted 

interference or response competition during the "old/new" decision, either of 
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which might have differentially affected the responses to locations and 

drawings. 

In the present study, the contrast between Perform and Cost objects 

allows a strong test of the idea that memory for different types of 

infomnation elicits different pattems of brain activity. Across participants the 

same objects appeared in the Perform and Cost trials. Each object was 

subjected to the same retrieval decision - did you estimate its cost, perfomfi 

some action with it, or is it new? And, the level of accuracy in remembering 

the two sorts of encoding contexts (sources) was about the same (93% for 

Perform, 87% for Cost). The Perfomi/Cost difference in the ERPs thus 

suggests that different neural processes were invoked by the successful 

retrieval of the two different study phase activities. This content-specific 

effect for the retrieval of these distinctly different sources contrasts with the 

null effects in our previous studies using more similar sources such as a 

male versus a female voice for spoken words, or different spatial locations 

for drawings (Senkfor & Van Petten, 1998; Van Petten, Senkfor, & 

Newberg, in press). The Perfomi/Cost ERP difference is compatible with 

the hypothesis that motoric infomnation becomes part of the memory 

representation for objects studied in an action task, and that this infomnation 

is recovered when mandated by the retrieval task. The present results do 

not force this conclusion, however, as the Perform and Cost study tasks 
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differed on multiple dimensions in addition to active movement. Among the 

possible differences are the presence or absence of visual motion, tactile 

versus purely visual experience, mental comparison to similariy priced 

objects in the Cost but not Perfonn task. In order to link brain activity at 

retrieval to the presence or absence of motoric infomnation, we will need to 

examine activity associated with several encoding tasks which make 

distinct contributions to action encoding; this strategy is being pursued in a 

follow-up study (Senkfor, et al., in preparation). 
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NOTES 

1. Huynh-Feldt epsilon correction for inhomogeneity of variance. 

2. The midline electrodes are excluded from analyses where scalp 

distribution is of interest because not all of the lateral sites are accompanied 

by a midline site. In addition, ERP effects tend to be largest at the midline 

sites (possibly because it is a summation of activity from left and right 

hemispheres), so that the asymmetry of the experimental effects is best 

assessed in analyses including only lateral sites. 

3. Note that the overall amplitude of the late positivity did not differ between 

item and source memory tests, only its topographic maximum. No main 

effect of test classification was present for either Perfonm or Cost objects; 

thus the differential scalp distribution of the positivity across tests can be 

evaluated without concem for an amplitude confound of the sort discussed 

by McCarthy and Wood (1985). 

4. Delivering objects at specified times in synchrony with the taped 

encoding instructions proved to be too demanding a task for the 

experimenter, precluding note-taking about the participants' activities. In 

follow-up studies, we videotaped the study phases for later analysis. 
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After serving as editor for fomner president Reagan's memoir, 

Michael Korda (1997) recounts that %ve had to convince Reagan not to 

include the story about how he had been with the United States Signal 

Corps at the German death camps and recorded the atrocities there (a 

story that he had told Yitzhak Shamir, bringing tears to Shamir's eyes), 

because it turned out that Reagan had spent the entire war in 

Hollywood...He had seen some of the first footage taken by Arniy 

cinematographers of the liberated camps and had somehow convinced 

himself that he'd been there." (pg 93). Such public scrutiny of one 

individual's memory is rare, but laboratory studies of source memory 

suggest that confusions among events watched, imagined, or actively 

participated in occur even in young healthy subject populations (see 

Henkel, Johnson, & DeLeonardis, 1998 for review). In informal questioning 

about real-life events, most people will admit to occasionally wondering if 

they really sent that e-mail, tumed off the garden hose, etc or only planned 

to. Documenting the similarities and differences in brain activity during the 

encoding and retrieval of performed, obsen/ed, and imagined actions may 

begin to clarify why such errors are possible, and yet not so prevalent as to 

make Reaganesque en'ors commonplace. 

Self-performed actions may share some visual perceptual attributes 

with observed actions, but will additionally include attributes associated with 
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agency - fonnulating goals, creating a motor program, and receiving 

proprioceptive and tactile feedback. Perfonned and imagined actions may 

differ in both the quality of sensory experience and the specificity of motor 

programs. When registered in memory, any of these sources of 

information may sen/e to discriminate among actions which were carried 

out, actions merely considered, and those observed. 

However, hemodynamic, event-related-potentiai, and single-unit 

measures have all demonstrated some degree of overiap in the brain 

activity engendered by performance and imagination of actions. 

Pioneering observations of regional cerebral blood flow indicated that 

premotor and supplementary motor areas (SMA) were activated by mental 

rehearsal of hand movements although primary motor cortex was not 

(Ingvar & Philipsson, 1977; Roland, Larsen, Lassen, & Skinhoj 1980). 

More recent neuroimaging studies have added inferior parietal cortex to the 

list of areas which respond similariy in performance and imagery tasks, 

suggested some (but not complete) differentiation between the specific 

premotor regions active across conditions, and finally suggested that even 

primary motor cortex may be engaged by motor imagery, though to a lesser 

extent than during active performance (Hallet, Feldman, Cohen, Sadato, & 

Pascual-Leone, 1994; Rizzolati etal., 1996; Roth etal., 1996; Stephan et 

ai, 1995; see Decety 1996a, 1996b for reviews). Event-related potential 
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(ERP) studies show similar (but not identical) slow negative potentials 

during preparation and "execution" of both actual and imagined motor 

sequences (Beisteiner, Hollinger, Lindinger, Lang, & Berthoz, 1995; 

Cunnington, Inasek, Bradshaw, & Phillips, 1996). 

Recent studies of brain activity in humans obsen/ing actions cam'ed 

out by others have been inspired by monkey single-unit data showing that 

neurons in inferior premotor cortex (rostral inferior frontal gyrus: Area 5a in 

macaque monkey) fire during both active grasping motions and observation 

of grasping motions (di Pelligrino, Fadiga, Fogassi, Gallese, & Rizzolati, 

1992; Rizzolati, Fadiga, Gallese, & Fogassi, 1996). The human studies 

have had mixed results in terms of suggesting whether or not brain areas 

active during action obsen/ation overiap with those active during execution 

or motor imagery. With magnetoencephalographic methods, Hari and 

colleagues report that execution, imagery, and observation lead to common 

changes in the excitability of precentral motor cortex (Hari, Forss, 

Avikainen, Kin/eskari, Salenius, & Rizzolati, 1998; Schnitzler, Salenius, 

Salmelin, Jousmaki, & Hari, 1997). Grafton and colleagues report increased 

blood flow in dorsolateral prefrontal cortex during imagination but not 

observation, but also that both tasks activated the SMA when compared to 

merely viewing objects (Grafton, Arbib, Fadiga, & Rizzolati, 1996). In 

another positron emission tomography (PET) study Rizzolati et a! (1996) 
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report overlap between observation and execution in posterior parietal 

cortex (Area 7), but no common regions in the frontal lobe. This issue is not 

yet settled, but overall, the existing literature can be taken to indicate both 

commonalties and differences among brain activity during motor execution, 

motor imagery, and action obsen/ation as compared to control tasks which 

do not include actions. 

The focus of the present study is on memory for actions, specifically 

electrical brain activity elicited when participants retrieve a prior study 

episode and decide if they performed an action {Perform task), imagined an 

action {Imagine task), or watched the experimenter perfomi an action 

{Watch task). The recall cues at test are color images of three-dimensional 

objects presented during the study phase. In a fourth, non-motoric study 

condition, participants view the objects in order to make a realistic estimate 

of their purchase prices {Cost task;. The Cost task is a demanding one 

which forces attention to semantic attributes of an object, but not to 

specifically somatomotor properties such as weight or shape relative to 

one's hand. 

Given the results suggesting commonalties among initial brain 

activity during performance, imagination, and obsen/ation, we hypothesized 

that subjects would make memory en-ors in discriminating among these 

three encoding conditions, but relatively few enrors in picking out cost 
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estimation objects which laclced an action component during the initial study 

phase. However, the pattem of event-related potentials (ERPs) across the 

four conditions will be of greater interest when retrieval is successful. 

During the test phase, accurate memory performance can only reflect 

recovery and differentiation of infonnation encoded during the study phase. 

To the extent that brain activity during accurate retrieval recapitulates brain 

activity at encoding, we may observe a clustering of the ERPs elicited by 

objects previously associated with action performance, imagination, and 

observation which reflects a reactivation of cortical motor association areas 

engaged during the study phase. The cost estimation encoding condition 

serves as an important control for evaluating the proposal of some 

investigators that motoric encoding yields distinctive memory traces 

(Backman, 1985; Engelkamp & Zimmer, 1985; Heil, Roike, Engelkamp, 

Roesler, Oezcan, & Hennighausen, 1999). In its strongest fomri, the motor 

recapitulation hypothesis predicts that ERPs recorded during retrieval will 

differ between objects originally manipulated with the right and left hands. 

Regardless of whether the data prove consistent with any version of 

the motor recapitulation hypothesis, the pattem of results across the four 

conditions may shed light on the content-specificity of memory retrieval. 

When subjects accurately recall their study phase activities, memories for 

the four experimental conditions will contain qualitatively different sensory, 
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semantic, and motoric infonnation which should be reflected in different 

patterns of brain activity. Even the strongest claims of overiap between 

motor execution and motor imagery acknowledge differences as well (see 

also Johnson, 1988 for review of the phenomenology of experienced versus 

imagined events). The null hypothesis is, of course, that accurate retrieval 

from episodic memory is a unitary amodal process which does not vary with 

content, or at least that the noninvasive ERP methodology will be 

insensitive to subtle variations in patterns of neural activity dependent on 

content. 

The present paradigm bears much in common with prior behavioral 

studies of reality monitoring, in which subjects were asked to judge whether 

pictures were perceived or only imagined in response to words (Johnson, 

Kounios, & Reeder, 1994), whether words were spoken aloud, covertly 

spoken (motor imagery) or merely heard (Hashtroudi, Johnson, & 

Chrosniak, 1989), and whether action commands like "break the toothpick* 

were perfomied, imagined, or obsen/ed (Cohen & Faulkner, 1989). Reality 

monitoring paradigms are one variant of a more general class of source 

memory paradigms in which subjects are asked to remember the 

relationship between a core item and the context in which it was initially 

studied. Other source memory paradigms may request infonnation about 

the perceptual, spatial, or temporal context of an item rather than about 
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one's own activities. However, Johnson and colleagues have suggested 

that "self versus other" is one important dimension in making source 

monitoring judgements, so that it is easier to distinguish between an intemal 

and an external event (such as imagination and observation) than between 

two intemal events (Hashtroudi et al., 1989; Johnson, Hashtroudi, & 

Lindsay, 1993). For the present study, a "self versus other" dichotomy 

makes different predictions than those of the motor literature reviewed 

above. Specifically, the "self versus other" contrast predicts a clustering of 

the Perfomi, Imagine, and Cost estimation conditions which all demand 

some effort on the part of the subject, as compared to the passive Watch 

condition. Finally, yet other alternatives can be envisioned: both Perfomi 

and Watch conditions include visual motion as objects are actively 

manipulated by the subject or the experimenter, whereas the Imagine and 

Cost conditions include only stationary objects. Overall, the pattem of 

commonalties and differences among conditions may begin to reveal how 

and when different memory attributes are used to differentiate similar past 

events. 

Previous woric from our laboratory has shown that scalp-recorded 

ERPs reflect the retrieval of both object and encoding-task infomiation, and 

that these differ both qualitatively and quantitatively. Below, we briefly 

review these previous findings, but also note the differences between the 
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present paradigm and previous studies of electrical brain activity during 

retrieval of episodic memories. 

Noninvasive ERP recordings during explicit recognition tests 

consistently show that correctly identified old items (hits) elicit more positive 

ERPs than correctly identified new items (connect rejections, CRs), whether 

the items are printed words, spoken words, line drawings, photographs, 

novel geometric shapes, or environmental sounds (Allen & Rugg, 1997; 

Berman, Friedman, & Cramer, 1991; Chao, Nielsen-Bohlman, & Knight, 

1995; Friedman. 1990; Kazmerski & Friedman, 1997; Paller & Kutas, 1992; 

Rugg & Doyle, 1992; Rugg & Nagy, 1989; Schloerscheidt & Rugg, 1997; 

Senkfor& Van Petten, 1998; Smith & Halgren, 1989; Swick & Knight, 1997; 

Van Petten & Senkfor, 1996). Several studies have also indicated that the 

late positivity distinguishes hits from both unrecognized old items (misses) 

and falsely-recognized new items (false alarms; Neville, Kutas, Chesney, & 

Schmidt, 1986; Rubin, Van Petten, Glisky, & Newberg, 1999; Van Petten & 

Senkfor, 1996; Wilding & Rugg, 1996). Old/new differences in the ERP 

typically begin around 300-400 ms poststimulus onset, and have a broad 

distribution across the scalp although they tend to be largest over temporal-

parietal sites, and show a small left-sided asymmetry at least for verbal 

materials in right-handed subjects. 

A few recent ERP studies have documented a second, distinctive 
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old/new effect which is most prominent at recording sites over prefrontal 

cortex. This prefrontal effect arises in source memory tests in which 

participants are asked to retrieve some aspect of the context in which a 

stimulus was initially studied; whether a spoken word occurred in the same 

or different voice as at study, whether a line drawing occurred in the same 

or different spatial location as at study, whether a word was presented in 

the same modality (printed or spoken), or which study list a word belonged 

to (Senkfor & Van Petten, 1996, 1998; Trott, Friedman, Ritter, & Fabiani, 

1997; Van Petten, Senkfor, & Newberg, in press; Wilding, Doyle, & Rugg, 

1995; Wilding & Rugg, 1996, 1997). As compared to new items, 

recognized items in these experiments elicited the standard, spatially 

widespread positivity obsen/ed in simple old/new recognition tests, but also 

a prefrontal positivity of substantially longer duration. Old items in a source 

recognition test also elicit larger prefrontal positivities than old items in 

simple recognition tests, so that the prefrontal effect has been specifically 

tied to the requirement of source discrimination. The prefrontal scalp focus 

of this task difference is in good accord with neuropsychological results 

indicating that patients with frontal damage suffer much larger impainnents 

in source than item memory (Janowsky, Shimamura, & Squire, 1989), and 

with correlations between source memory perfomnance and tests sensitive 

to frontal function in healthy elderiy adults (Glisky, Polster, & Routhieaux, 
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1995). 

Source memory paradigms offer an excellent opportunity for 

examining the content-specificity of retrieval processes, because the same 

physical stimuli can be used to evoke memories of encoding episodes 

which are qualitatively different. However, this opportunity has not been 

well exploited. In the studies cited above, the "sources" differed only 

parametrically. One would not expect retrieval of a male voice and retrieval 

of a female voice to engage distinct neural processes, and indeed prior 

studies using perceptual attributes as "sources" have shown no differences 

among con'ect trials associated with different sources (Senkfor & Van 

Petten, 1998; Van Petten et al., in press; Wilding, 1999). 

A more recent experiment (Senkfor, Van Petten, & Kutas, submitted) 

investigated memory for qualitatively distinct aspects of encoding episodes. 

In a simple old/new recognition test, the ERPs elicited by photos of three-

dimension objects differed depending on whether the objects had been 

studied or were new. But the ERPs at test did not distinguish objects 

encoded in an action task versus a cost estimation task. This result 

suggested that encoding-task infomiation was not accessed when not 

requested. In contrast, when participants were asked to discriminate action-

encoded and cost-encoded objects (a source memory test), ERPs over 

posterior cortical regions differed between the two class of studied objects. 
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This result indicated that successful retrieval of different types of 

information yielded different brain activity. ERPs over prefrontal cortex 

were sensitive primarily to retrieval demands (old/new versus source 

memory test), but did not differentiate action- and cost-encoded objects. 

However, the comparison of only two encoding tasks - Perfomn and Cost -

was insufficient to specify the exact reasons for the differences in brain 

activity posterior to prefrontal cortex. The Perfonn and Cost tasks differ 

along several dimensions besides the engagement of the motor system. 

The four encoding conditions of the present experiment - Perform, Imagine, 

Obsen^e, and Cost - will provide a more complete picture that may help to 

distinguish the contributions of motor activity (Perfonn and Imagine, 

periiaps Obsen/e), visual motion (Perform and Observe), tactile contact 

(Perfonn only), and self-initiated activity (Perform, Imagine, and Cost). 

METHODS 

Participants 

Eight men and eight women, ranging in age from 18-30 years (mean 

age = 20), were paid for their participation. All participants were right-

handed (Oldfield, 1971) with all right-handed family members, had nonnal 

or corrected to normal vision, normal color perception, and reported no 
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history of neurological disorder. 

Stimuli 

Four hundred and forty-four familiar objects (e.g. fork, stapler) or toy 

versions of familiar objects (e.g. sword, lawnmower) were presented during 

the study phases of the experiment. 

All objects were photographed in color and digitized via a Hewlett-

Packard 4c Scanner. Digital color images were presented with a black 

background during the recognition test, 111.8 cm in distance with visual 

angles of 6° horizontally and 8° vertically. 

Procedure 

The experiment was conducted across two sessions lasting 

approximately three and a half hours each. Both sessions consisted of one 

study/test cycle. During each study phase participants viewed 216 objects 

placed one at a time on a table to the participant's right or left side. As each 

object was presented, participants heard one of four randomly Intemiixed 

encoding task instructions from a tape recorder a) generate and perfonii a 

common action with the object ("Perform"), b) generate and Imagine a 

common action with the object ("imagine"), c) watch the experimenter 

perform a common action ("Watch"), or d) generate and veribalize a 
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thoughtful and realistic cost estimate of the object ("Cosf). Half of the 

objects were presented on the participants right side and half on the left -

the presentation side indicated which hand to manipulate the object with 

when an action was required. Participants had 7 seconds to conduct the 

encoding task. At the end of 7 seconds, a tone signaled the removal of the 

object by the experimenter. A new object was presented 4 seconds later for 

a total inter-stimulus-interval of 11 seconds. 

The principle task requirement for the Perfomn condition was that the 

participant contact and manipulate the object with the designated hand. 

Participants selected their own lypical action" for each object, but were 

instructed not to pantomime activities with materials not physically present 

(e.g. for the wastebasket, picking it up and turning it over to empty it was an 

allowable action, but throwing imaginary trash in it was not). The 

instructions specified that if a participant could not think of an action quickly, 

the object should be at least picked up and inspected (this occurred in 

approximately 1% of the total trials). Instructions for the Imagine task were 

similar to the Perform condition, except that participants were instructed to 

only imagine conducting a typical action with as much vividness and clarity 

as possible. On Watch trials, the experimenter performed a typical action 

with the object using the hand con^esponding to the side the object was 

located. In the Cost task, participants veri[)ally provided a cost estimate for 
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the object (or its real-life counterpart in the case of toy objects like the car). 

Participants were instnjcted not to contact the objects except during 

Perfomn trials and requested to maintain their vigilance (especially for 

Imagine trials) after about 50% and 75% of the objects had been presented. 

The study sessions were videotaped for later review; objects for which the 

participant performed an atypical action or the wrong encoding task 

(approximately 1% of the total trials) were excluded from all data analysis. 

In each of the two sessions, the recognition test included digital 

images of all studied objects (no new objects). Object images were 

presented for 300 msec with an interstimulus inten/al of 5000 msec. For 

each image, participants made one of four responses ("Perfonn", "Imagine", 

"Watch", "Cost") on two keypads, using the index and middle fingers of 

each hand. Participants were encouraged to balance speed and accuracy. 

Before the study list, participants received a practice set of 12 objects for 

Perfomi/lmagine/Watch/Cost encoding tasks and a practice source 

recognition test using digital object images. 

Across the study/test cycles, there were four encoding tasks, studied 

objects placed to the left or right of the participant, and four button 

responses at test. Eight different stimulus lists were constructed from the 

432 items to counterbalance encoding task, (Perfonm/Watch/lmagine/Cost), 

encoding hands (right/left), and session order (which half of the objects 
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were included in the first and second sessions) across subjects. The 

mapping between responses and the four fingers were counterbalanced 

within-subject. 

Electrophysiological methods 

Electroencephalograms (EEG) were recorded from tin electrodes 

secured in a commercially available cap (Electrocap Intemational). 

Recording sites included full head coverage via a geodesic spatial an'ay of 

26 equidistant electrodes (for mapping onto 10-20 system, see Ganis, 

Kutas, & Sereno, 1996). Two additional prefrontal sites were placed above 

the nasion (5% of the nasion to inion distance) and 10% of the interaural 

distance laterally. An additional active electrode was placed over the right 

mastoid. Vertical eye movements and blinks were monitored via electrodes 

placed below the right and left eyes (Re, Le). The scalp sites and vertical 

EOG electrodes were referenced to the left mastoid during recording, and 

re-referenced off-line to an average of the left and right mastoids. Horizontal 

eye movements were monitored via a right to left bipolar montage at the 

extemal canthi of the two eyes. The EEG was amplified by a Grass Model 

12 polygraph with half amplitude cutoffs of .01 to 100 Hz., digitized on-line 

at a sampling rate of 250 Hz., and stored on compact disc along with 

stimulus codes for subsequent averaging. Trials with artifacts due to eye 
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movement or amplifier saturation were rejected prior to averaging. 

RESULTS 

Accuracy and reaction times 

Source accuracy and reaction times are summarized in Table 3.1. 

Objects encoded in the Perfomi task received more accurate source 

attributions than objects from the other three tasks (Perform vs. Watch, 

F(1,15)=19.8, g=.0005; Perfomi vs. Imagine, F(1,15)=22.5, J2_< .0005; 

Perfomi vs. Cost, F(1,15)M1.4, fi < .0001]. Judgements about Watch-

encoded objects were more accurate than Imagine and Cost (Fs(1,15) = 

9.23, 19.3; g's < .01, .0005, respectively). Accuracy for Imagine and Cost 

items were equivalent (F < 2.0). The reaction times followed a similar 

gradient. Corect Perfomi judgements were faster than conrect judgements 

about Watch, Imagine, or Cost-encoded items (F's(1,15) = 9.03, 46.4,34.8; 

j9's < .01, .0001, .0001 respectively). Conrect Watch judgements were faster 

than Imagine and Cost (F's(1,15) = 33.3, 5.52; g's < .0001, .05, 

respectively). Finally, although the Cost and Imagine encoding tasks led to 

equivalent accuracies, connect Cost judgements were faster than Imagine 

(F(1,15) s 21.7, g < .0005). No accuracy or reaction time differences were 

obsen/ed for objects presented to the right and left hands (F's < 1.5). 
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Table 3.1. 

Reaction times and accuracy in tiie memory test 

Encoding Reaction 
Tasic Time Accuracy 

Perform 1546(47) 93(1.1) 

Right 1548(48) 93(1.7) 
Left 1537(43) 94(1.4) 

Watch 1651 (58) 88(1.1) 

Right 1658(62) 89(1.2) 
Left 1645(57) 88(1.5) 

Imagine 2072 (99) 82 (2.5) 

Right 2082 (93) 83 (2.4) 
Left 2124(90) 81 (2.5) 

Cost 1762(59) 78(2.6) 

Right 1753 (57) 77 (3.0) 
Left 1787(67) 78(2.3) 

Accuracies in percent, reaction times in ms, standard error in parentheses. 
Right and left refer to the location of objects during the study phase, which 
correspond to the hand used for object manipulation (or imagined 
manipulation) in the three action tasks. 
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Table 3.2 summarizes the erroneous responses across all trials in all 

the participants. Correct responses lie on the diagonal. Log linear models 

(Brown, 1988) were used to examine the pattem of errors after excluding 

the correct responses from consideration. The first model using factors of 

encoding task, responses at test, and their interaction indicated that errors 

were not unifomnly distributed across the cells in Table 3.2. The encoding 

task factor was significant (chi-square = 160.8, df=3, p<.0001), indicating 

that some encoding conditions elicited fewer source erors than others. This 

conclusion simply echoes the accuracy analyses reported above, and need 

not be considered in more detail. The significant effect of the response 

factor (chi-square = 110.9, df= ,̂ p<.0001) indicated that en'oneous 

responses were not equally distributed across the three altemative 

response options: participants were most likely to respond "Imagine" when 

wrong, and least likely to respond "Cosf when wrong. Finally, a significant 

encoding task by response task interaction indicated that some particular 

source confusions were more likely than others (chi-square s 56.3, df=5, 

p<.0001). Additional log linear models using only the encoding task factor, 

or only the response factor were evaluated in order to clarify the source of 

this interaction (e.g. to identify which source confusions were most 

prevalent, given the overall accuracy differences among conditions, or 

given the bias to respond "Imagine" when in enror). Both models picked out 



Table 3.2 

Response frequencies by encoding task across all participants. 

Response 

Perform Watch Imaalne Cost Total Errors 
Encodlna task 
Perform 1507 44 34 30 1615 108 
Watch 65 1399 86 27 1577 178 
imagine 82 135 1302 61 1580 278 
Cost 77 62 205 1236 1580 344 

Total 1731 1640 1627 1354 6352 
Errors 224 241 325 118 
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two particular confusions as the least likely to occur by chance: Cost-

encoded Items judged as imagined (G2's > 68.2, df=7, p<.00001) and 

Imagine-encoded items judged as watched (G2's > 40.7, df=6, p<.00001). 

The two models did not converge in identifying any other source of 

confusions as unusually frequent. 

Event-related potentials 

Figure 3.1 shows the ERPs elicited by object images which received 

correct source memory judgements versus objects accompanied by 

erroneous source memory responses. Conrect and incon'ect source trials 

elicited similar ERPS at prefrontal scalp sites, but at more posterior sites 

conrect source trials elicited more positive ERPs beginning around 600 ms 

poststimuius onset. The data were quantified as mean amplitudes from 600 

to 1400 ms, relative to a 100 ms prestimulus baseline. Measurements from 

the 24 lateral electrode sites were analyzed via a repeated-measure 

analysis of variance (ANOVA) taking accuracy (source hits versus misses), 

electrode site along the Anterior-Posterior axis (AP, 4 levels), electrode site 

along the lateral axis (medial, dorsal, lateral, MDL), and Hemisphere (right 

versus left) as factors. While the main effect of source accuracy merely 

tended toward significance (F(1,15)s:3.45, p<.10), accuracy did indeed 
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Figure 3.1. Grand average of ERPs elicited by photographs of correctly (Source Hit) and 
incorrectly (Source Miss) recognized studied objects at four left dorsal sites. Positive 
polarity is plotted down here and in all subsequent figures. 
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interact with AP (F(3,45)=7.69, p=.01, es.48). The absence of this accuracy 

effect at prefrontal sites yielded this AP interaction. The latency and scalp 

distribution of the source accuracy effect are very similar to those of our 

previous studies testing source memory for perceptual features of words 

and line drawings (Senkfor & Van Petten, 1998; Van Petten, Senkfor. & 

Newberg, in press). 

ERPs elicited by the object images accompanied by correct 

behavioral responses as a function of encoding task are shown in Figure 

3.2. From stimulus onset until about 600 ms later, the four ERPs were 

indistinguishable. After this time, each of the four conditions differed from 

the other conditions, but the pattem of differences was contingent on scalp 

location. At the most anterior (prefrontal) sites, Imagine-encoded objects 

elicited more positive ERPs than any of the other conditions. At fronto-

central sites, ERPs elicited by the Cost-encoded items are distinct from the 

other three conditions (which resemble one another). Posterior parietal, 

temporal, and occipital sites show a clustering of Perfonn and Watch versus 

Imagine and Cost. The pattem of relationships among the conditions also 

varied by time poststimulus. Although the ERPs elicited by Perfonn and 

Watch items were much the same by the end of the epoch, the Perform 

ERPs were the first to diverge from the other three conditions, and differed 

from the Watch condition initially. 
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Figura 3.2. Grand average ERPs elicited by photographs of conrectly identified objects 
encoded with Perfonn, Watch. Imagine, or Cost tasks, at all 28 scalp sites. The ERPs are 
plotted in an approximate 2-dimensional representation of the scalp electrode placements, 
with anterior (prefrontal) at the top and posterior (occipital) at the bottom; left in the figure 
conesponds to left on the scalp. 
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The complex pattern of results shown in Figure 3.2 is inconsistent 

with the simplest prediction about the ERP data. Previous studies in which 

participants discriminate studied from unstudied items have suggested that 

stronger memories result in more positive waveforms (high confidence hits 

more positive than low confidence hits, Rubin et al, 1999; "remember̂  hits 

more positive than "know" hits, Smith, 1993). The behavioral data here 

showed a clear gradient of memorability across the four encoding tasks -

Perfonn > Watch > Imagine > Cost - but the ERPs do not show a simple 

four-way gradient of positivity when all of the latency ranges and scalp 

regions are considered. Mean amplitudes were thus measured in 200 ms 

latency windows, beginning at 600 ms and ending at 1400 ms poststimulus 

onset, all relative to the 100 ms prestimulus baseline. Analyses of variance 

(ANOVAs) were used to compare each condition to each other condition, 

separately for three chains of electrode sites defined by their distance from 

the midline (medial, dorsal, and lateral). Each analysis used repeated-

measures factors of Task, Anterior-to-Posterior scalp location (AP, 4 

levels), and Hemisphere (right versus left), together with Subjects (16) as 

the random factor. The significant F-ratios and probability levels from these 

analyses are shown in Tables 3.3 through 3.6 for the four latency windows 

of 600-800 ms, 800-1000 ms, 1000-1200 ms, and 1200-1400 ms. Each 

table shows the main effect of encoding task on the left, and interactions 
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between encoding task and the anterior/posterior factor on the right. 

Results involving the third ANOVA factor of hemisphere (right versus left) 

are taken up under "Influence of encoding hand". Below, we initially 

summarize the results according to timeframe (which largely follow what is 

evident in Figure 3.2), and then address how much support they lend to 

specific hypotheses about the similarities and differences among retrieval of 

the four sorts of encoding episodes. 



Table 3.3 

ANOVA results from two-way Task comparisons for Medial (M), Dorsal (D) and Lateral (L) sites from 
600-800 ms poststimulus onset time window. 

Main effect of Task 12 levels) rFd.lsn Task (2 levels) x Anterior/Posterior (4 levels) rF(3.45)1 

Watch Imagine Cost Watch Imagine Cost 

Perform Perform 
M 6.34* i4.r" 10.6* M 4.07* ,e=.44 ns ns 
D ns 13.7* 7.31 D ns 4.39,e=.58 ns 
L ns 17.9** 6.34 L ns ns ns 

Watch Watch 
M — ns ns M 5.93*,e=.52 ns 
D ns 5.88 D ns ns 
L ns 4.9 L ns ns 

Imagine Imagine 
M ns M ns 
D ns D ns 
L ns L ns 

Note: ns is non-significant, e is Huyhn-Feldt correction for non-sphericity of variance used for tests with more 
than one degree of freedom in the numerator. All F-ratios shown significant at p < .05), * p < .01, ** p < .001, 
• • • p ^ . 0 0 0 1 .  



Table 3.4. 

ANOVA results from two-way Task comparisons for Medial (M), Dorsal (D) and Lateral (L) sites in 800-
1000 ms poststimulus onset time window. 

Main effect of Task (2 levels  ̂fFfl.ISM 

Watch Imagine Cost 

Perform 

Task (2 levels) x Anterior/Posterior f4 levels  ̂rFf3.45>1 

Watch 

Watch Imagine 

Perform 

Cost 

M ns 9.52" 17.3** M ns 4.53 ns 
D ns 4.31 15.0** D ns 9.18**,e=.59 7.06*,e=.56 
L 4.8 9.02* 19.5** L ns 6.60,e=.44 ns 

1 Watch 
M 4.15(.06) 16. r* M ns ns 
D ns 15.5** D 8.90**,e=.51 5.02,e=.49 
L ns 16.5** L 8.24*,e=.41 ns 

ie Imagine 
M 6.2 M ns 
D 13.6* D ns 
L 7.8 L 4.37,e=.45 

Note: ns is non-significant, e is Huyhn-Feldt conrection for non-sphericity of variance used for tests with more 

than one degree of freedom in the numerator. All F-ratios shown significant at p < .05), * p < .01, p < .001, 



Table 3.5 

ANOVA results from two-way Task comparisons for Medial (M), Dorsal (D) and Lateral (L) sites in 1000 
-1200 ms poststimuius onset time window. 

Main effect of Task (2 levels) rF(1.15)1 Task 12 levels) x Anterior/Posterior (4 levels) rF(3.45)1 
• 

Watch Imagine Cost Watch Imagine Cost 

Perform 
M 
D 
L 

ns 
ns 
ns 

5.32 
ns 
4.6 

30.7'" 
25.3*" 
28.7"* 

Perform 
M 
D 
L 

ns 
ns 
ns 

11.4* 
18.5*",e=.58 
11.2*,e=.43 

10.4" 
9.86*,e=.45 
ns 

Watch 
M 
D 
L 

7.42 
ns 
ns 

17.8" 
22.8" 
29.5*** 

Watch 
M 
D 
L 

13.8**,e=.46 
21.4*",e=.53 
24.7**',e=.45 

7.66*,e=.56 
9.87*,e=.41 
6.20,e=.46 

Imagine 
M 
D 
L 

7.28 
21.6" 
10.3* 

Imagine 
M 
D 
L 

ns 
ns 
8.68*,e=.49 

Note; ns is non-significant, e is l-luhyn-Feldt correction for non-sphericity of variance used for tests with more 
than one degree of freedom in the numerator. All F-ratios shown significant at p < .05), * p < .01, p < .001, 
"*p<.0001. 



Table 3.6. 

ANOVA results from two-way Task comparisons for Medial (M), Dorsal (D) and Lateral (L) sites in 1200 
-1400 ms poststimulus onset time window 

Main effect of Tasic (2 levels) IFM.IS)! Task (2 levels) x Anterior/Posterior (4 levels) rF(3.45)1 

Watch imagine Cost Watch Imagine Cost 

Perform 
M 
D 
L 

ns 
ns 
ns 

11.3** 19.9** 
ns 12.8* 
4.2(.06) 15.0** 

Perform 
M 
D 
L 

ns 
ns 
ns 

19,0** 
25.1 ***,©=.77 
14.8***,©=.53 

10,8** 
10.7*,©=.41 

ns 

Watch 
M 
D 
L 

ns 11.8* 
ns 10.6* 
ns 16.3** 

Watch 
M 
D 
L 

23.0***,©=.50 
23.3***,e=.55 
32.3***,©=.56 

5.15*,©=.53 
7.53*,©=.40 

ns 

Imagine 
M 
D 
L 

10.1* 
19.8** 
5.62 

Imagine 
M 
D 
L 

7.12*,©=.53 
ns 

5.86,©=.44 

Note; ns is non-significant, e is Huliyn-Feldt correction for non-sphericity of variance used for tests with more 

than one degree of freedom in the numerator. All F-ratios shown significant at p < .05), * p < .01, p < .001, 
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Preliminary summary 

The most notable event during the 600-800 ms latency window was 

the divergence of the ERPs during connect Perfomn judgements from the 

other three conditions. Table 3.3 thus shows a significant main effect of 

Task when Perfomn is compared to any of the other three conditions. Figure 

3.3 shows that the eariy positivity in the Perfomn condition was most evident 

at posterior sites, and largest in the medial chain of electrode sites. In the 

same 600-800 ms latency window, the Watch condition was just beginning 

to elicit more positive ERPs than the Imagine or Cost conditions, leading to 

small but significant differences between Watch and these other two 

conditions (Table 3.3). 

The 800-1000 ms latency window showed a complex pattem of 

results varying across the scalp, a pattem quite distinct from the eariier 

latency window. At prefrontal sites only, Imagine trials elicit more positive 

ERPs than any of the other three conditions (evident as Task x 

Anterior/Posterior interactions in Table 3.4). At frontocentral sites only, Cost 

trials are distinct from the three conditions which involved actions during the 

study phase - performed, imagined, or watched. Finally, at parietal, 

temporal and occipital sites, the eariy positivity for Perform continues, but 

Perform and Watch are no longer distinguishable. Instead both Perfomn and 

Watch elicit more positive ERPs than Imagine and Cost at these posterior 
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Rgura 3.3. Grand average ERPs elicited by photographs of correctly identified objects 
encoded with Perform, Watch. Imagine, or Cost tasks, collapsed across right and left 
hemisphere sites. Medial, dorsal, and lateral sites, averaged across right and left electrode 
pairs, are displayed over prefrontal, frontal, central and occipital sites. 
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sites. 
In the 1000-1200 ms window, the patterns which began to emerge 

in the previous timeframe have stabilized: 1) at the prefrontal sites, Imagine 

trials distinct from all others; 2) at frontocentral sites, a differentiation 

between Cost and the three non-action conditions; and 3) at parietal, 

temporal and occipital sites, a two-way grouping of Perform and Watch 

versus Imagine and Cost. The final latency window of 1200-1400 ms 

showed essentially the same statistical outcomes as the 1000-1200 ms 

window (Tables 3.5 and 3.6). 

Memory for self-generated activities versus external events 

A plausible idea advanced by Johnson and colleagues is that 

intemally generated activities forni a natural class, in contrast to events 

which arise without self-agency (Hashtroudi et al, 1989; Johnson et al, 

1993). A "self versus other" dichotomy in retrieval of the encoding episodes 

predicts a clustering of Perfonn, Imagine, and Cost trials, all In contrast to 

Watch trials which involved only passive observation of the experimenter's 

actions. However, the results provide no support for such a dichotomy. 

The behavioral data were not dominated by confusions among the three 

tasks involving self-generated activity; instead judging watched actions as 

imagined was one of the most prevalent enror types. Tables 3.3-3.6 show 

that although the ERPs elicited in the Watch condition were distinct from 
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both Imagine and Cost in all four latency windows, the Watch condition was 

indistinguishable from Perfomi in the 1000-1200 and 1200-1400 ms latency 

windows. The similarity of Watch and Perfomn is inconsistent with a "self 

versus other" dichotomy. 

Memory for events with and without actions 

Some of the studies reviewed in the Introduction suggest that the 

initial encoding of actions - whether perfomned, imagined, or observed -

elicit similiar neural activity. One prediction about the ERPs elicited during 

retrieval was thus that successful recovery of the initial encoding episodes 

would show similar patterns of brain activity for the three sets of objects 

originally encountered during action tasks, in contrast to the Cost condition. 

The results provided partial confirmation of this hypothesis: at frontal scalp 

sites, the Perfonn, Watch, and Imagine trials elicited similar ERPs, all of 

which were distinct from the Cost trials (see third row of electrode sites in 

Figure 3.2, and frontal sites in Figure 3.3). Followup tests compared the 

Cost condition to an average of the three action conditions at the six frontal 

sites alone. The results confirmed that the Cost condition differed from the 

other three conditions combined in the 800-1000 ms, 1000-1200 ms, and 

1200-1400 ms latency windows (F's (1,15)  ̂11.3, p < .005, 20.9, p 

<.0005, 20.7, p<.0005), but not in the 600-800 ms range (F(1,15)̂ 2.51, p 
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>.10). 

Memory for events with and without visuai motion 

Although the Perform, Imagine, and Watch tasks can be broadly 

construed as all Involving actions, only the Perfonn and Watch tasks involve 

overt actions. Only these two conditions included moving objects and 

moving hands, in contrast to the stationary objects of the Imagine and Cost 

tasks. The results provide clear support for a division of Perfomi and 

Watch versus Imagine and Cost over the posterior half of the scalp (the 

bottom half of Figure 3.1). Tables 3.3-3.6 show that Perform and Watch are 

statistically indistinguishable from 1000-1400 ms poststimulus onset, 

although both differ from the Imagine and Cost conditions. A follow up 

ANOVA test on the 10 sites spanning posterior temporal, parietal, and 

occipital scalp confimn the division of conditions into those which included 

visual motion during encoding versus those without, in the 800-1400 ms 

epoch (Perform and Watch versus Imagine and Cost, F(1,15)̂ 39.81, £ < 

.0001). In contrast. Imagine and Cost were not different at these sites 

(F(1,15) <1.5). 

Itllemory for self-performed actions 

Although some prior research might suggest overiap among the 
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three encoding tasks involving actions, only the Perfomri encoding task 

involved execution of a motor plan, visuomotor coordination between object 

and hand, and tactile feedback from contacting the object. Over the 

posterior half of the head, ERPs elicited during correct judgements about 

Perfomi-encoded objects differed from the other three conditions in eliciting 

more positive potentials. However, this separation of Perfonn from the 

other conditions was short-lived (occurring primarily in the 600-800 ms 

epoch); a few hundred milliseconds later the Perfonm and Watch conditions 

elicited identical ERPs. Given that more positive ERPs are usually 

associated with more accurate retrieval, the transient advantage of the 

Periomn condition may well be associated with the higher accuracies and 

shorter reaction times on these trials, rather than recovery of information 

specifically related to motor execution. 

Influences of encoding hand: hemispheric differences 

Comparisons between the conditions with and without actions during 

the encoding phase offered some support for the hypothesis that brain 

activity during memory retrieval honored this distinction, at least over frontal 

scalp sites. However, the motor recapitulation hypothesis additionally 

predicts hemispheric differences contingent on whether the right or left 

hands were used to perform an action during the study phase. Depending 
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on the specificity of motor imagery, such differences may also be observed 

when remembering imagined actions. Finally, if merely obsen/ing an action 

also engages contralaterally organized motor association cortex, the Watch 

condition may also elicit asymmetric activity depending on whether the 

experimenter's right or left hands were obsen/ed manipulating objects. 

Before subdividing the retrieval conditions according to encoding 

hand, it will be useful to examine overall hemispheric asymmetries 

collapsed across encoding hand. Figure 3.4 shows that all four conditions 

elicited strikingly asymmetric ERPs, and that the left/right differences varied 

along the anterior/posterior axis. At prefrontal and frontal sites, the ERPs 

were more positive over the right than left hemisphere, but only after about 

900 ms poststimulus onset. At central, parietal, temporal and occipital 

sites, ERPs over the left hemisphere were more positive, beginning by 400 

ms poststimulus onset. Both asymmetries were weak at the medial sites 

closest to the midline, and stronger at dorsal and lateral sites, so that 

ANOVAs including all four tasks yielded interactions between the 

Hemisphere factor and the Medial/Dorsal/Lateral factor in the 600-800,800-

1000, and 1000-1200 ms latency windows (F's (2,30) = 21.5, 34.4, and 12.0 

respectively, e's s 1.00, all g's < .0001). The differential asymmetries over 

anterior and posterior regions yielded interactions of Hemisphere by 
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Rgure 3.4. Grand average of ERPs elicited by con^ctiy remembered trials encoded with 
Perfomi, Watch, Imagine, and Cost tasks at electrode sites over right and left 
hemispheres. 
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Anterior/Posterior by Medial/Dorsal/Lateral in all latency windows (F's(6,90) 

> 3.55, e's > .75, jg's < .01). However, these analyses included no 

suggestion of differential asymmetries across the Perform, Watch, Imagine 

and Cost conditions; all interactions involving Task and Hemisphere were 

nonsignificant. There were thus no obstacles to examining the influence of 

encoding hand in a parallel manner for each of the four conditions. 

The data from each encoding task were quantified using mean 

amplitudes from 600-1400 ms poststimulus onset, and analyzed via 

ANOVAs with factors of Encoding Hand and Hemisphere (both right versus 

left). Table 3.7 shows the main effects and interactions. The motor 

recapitulation hypothesis predicted a Hand by Hemisphere interaction, In 

that right encoding hand and left hemisphere should be similar to left hand 

and right hemisphere, but both different from the ipsilateral pairings of hand 

and hemisphere. The predicted interaction emerged at prefrontal sites for 

the Perform and Watch conditions, and at frontal sites in the Watch 

condition. No such contralateral/ipsilateral pattems of ERP activity were 

seen in the Imagine condition. 

Inspection of the mean amplitudes of the ERPs by hemisphere and 

encoding hand shown in Figure 3.5 indicates that the 

contralateral/ipsilateral pattems producing the hemisphere by hand 

interactions above were grounded in very small amplitude differences. A 
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Table 3.7 

ANOVA results from two-way Encoding Hand comparisons for medial 
prefrontal, frontal, central/parietal, and occipital sites in 600 -1400 ms 
poststlmulus onset time window 

Main effect of Hand Hand x Hemisphere 
12 ievelsWFfl.lS Î (2 levels) x (2 levels) fFM .15^1 

Perform 
Prefrontal 8.94* 2.82 
Frontal 7.66* ns 
Central 3.05, p<.10 ns 
Occipital ns ns 

Watch 
Prefrontal 2.57, p=.12 3.18, p<.10 
Frontal 2.54, p=.13 3.57, p<. 10 
Central 2.74, p=.11 ns 
Occipital ns ns 

Imagine 
Prefrontal ns ns 
Frontal 11.2* ns 
Central 16.7** ns 
Occipital 6.86 ns 

Cost 
Prefrontal ns ns 
Frontal ns ns 
Central ns ns 
Occipital ns ns 

Note: ns is non-significant, e is Huhyn-Feldt correction for non-sphericity of 
variance used for tests with more than one degree of freedom in the 
numerator. All F-ratios shown significant at p < .05, * p < .01, ** p < .001, 
*** p < .0001, actual p values for trends. 
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more robust finding was the presence of pure hand effects: objects 

encoded by the right hand tended to elicit more positive ERPs than objects 

encoded with the left hand, regardless of hemisphere (see significant main 

effects of Hand in Table 3.7). An influence of encoding hand during 

retrieval, or hand tag, was apparent for each of the three action tasks, but 

not for the Cost task. For the Cost condition, "encoding hand" served as a 

dummy variable reflecting only the location of an object during the study 

phase (half of the objects were placed on the table to a participant's right, 

and half to the left in ail of the study phase conditions, but only in the action 

tasks was location tied to hand). A main effect of encoding hand was 

observed over prefrontal sites during retrieval of both Perfonn- and Watch-

encoded items, but only over occipital sites for Imagine-encoded objects. 
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Rgure 3.5. Correct encoding task judgments are shown here sorted by encoding hand at 
study. Mean amplitude measures from 600-1400 ms poststimulus onset at medial sites 
from left and right hemispheres are displayed. 
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DISCUSSION 

The most general goal of the experiment was to evaluate whether 

qualitatively different experiences during the initial encoding of objects 

would result in qualitatively different brain activity when participants 

attempted to remember the events of the study phase. As in a previous 

experiment (Senkfor, Van Petten, & Kutas, submitted), the nature of the 

encoding tasks did influence the ERPs elicited during retrieval. However, 

the previous experiment only included two encoding tasks (action 

petfonnance and cost estimation). The use of four encoding tasks allows 

more detailed examination of the overiap between encoding and retrieval 

operations. Some aspects of the encoding episodes which were common 

to a pair of conditions led to similar brain activity during retrieval, whereas 

other hypothesized dimensions of similarity were not reflected by the ERPs 

at test. 

Actions: Performed, Watched, and Imagined 

Based on the motor imagery and action perception literature 

reviewed in the Introduction, our strongest prediction was that successful 

retrieval of episodes with perfomned, watched and imagined actions would 

elicit similar ERPs over motor, premotor and perhaps parietal cortical areas, 

as compared to the cost-encoded objects with no motoric attributes. A 
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corollary prediction was that the three action tasks would prove most 

confusable in the memory performance data. This proposal was supported 

by the results, albeit in a limited fashion. The pattem of errors was not 

dominated by confusions among the three action tasks; indeed, the 

subjects were unlikely to judge Perform-encoded objects as anything other 

than Perfomi as these trials resulted in the highest accuracy level. 

However, the three conditions involving memory for actions did elicit very 

similar ERRs over frontocentral scalp sites approximately over promoter 

cortex, where all three differed from the Cost condition. Clustering of the 

three action conditions was not observed at parietal scalp sites, although 

some PET studies suggest parietal activations for both motor performance 

and motor imagery (it is a matter of debate whether these are the same 

parietal regions; Rizzolatti et al, 1996; Stephen et al, 1995) However, the 

authors of one PET study have suggested that object identification per se 

(required by all four encoding tasks) elicits analysis of an object's spatial 

properties in parietal regions regardless of the assigned motor task 

(Faillenot, Toni, Decety, Gregoire, & Jeannerod, 1997). 

Other scalp sites showed differences among the three action tasks, 

which is likely to reflect the nature of the task demands. The subjects were 

explicitly asked to differentiate among the four encoding tasks at test (and 

were quite successful), so that the assigned source task emphasized 
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retrieval of differences rather than commonalties among the three action 

conditions. One attribute which distinguished both Perform and Watch trials 

from Imagine trials during the encoding phase was the presence of overt 

actions, or moving objects. At test, the Perfonn and Watch conditions 

elicited strikingly similar ERPs at all scalp sites. At parietal, posterior 

temporal, and occipital sites which could be expected to be sensitive to 

visual memory attributes, these two conditions were cleariy distinct from the 

Imagine and Cost conditions with stationary objects. 

Overall, the data showed quantitative differences between the 

Perfomri and Watch conditions; Perform-encoded objects elicited more 

accurate judgements, faster reaction times, and more positive ERPs during 

a 200 ms epoch when memory effects first became apparent in the 

waveforms (600-800 ms poststimulus onset). No qualitative differences in 

the scalp distribution or polarity of the ERPs distinguished these two 

conditions, although subjects were able to discriminate Perfonn- and 

Watch-encoded objects with fairiy high accuracy. The qualitative similarity 

of the Perform and Watch conditions was pertiaps surprising in light of 

studies indicating that brain-damaged patients show a memory benefit from 

self-performed actions as compared to other encoding tasks. McAndrews 

and Milner (1991) compared memory for temporal order in normal controls, 

and in patients with right frontal, left frontal, right temporal, and left temporal 
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damage after perform-encoding and object naming. After naming, both 

frontal groups showed impaired recency judgements as compared to the 

other groups, but this deficit was alleviated by perform-encoding. Butters 

and colleagues extended this study in controls and frontal patients by 

adding Watch and Imagine tasks similar to those used here, together with a 

task of rating how frequently they used each object in everyday life (Butters, 

Kaszniak, Glisky, Esiinger, & Schacter, 1994). In the nomnal control group, 

temporal order judgements were highly accurate (indistinguishable) across 

encoding tasks. Patient performance was depressed after all encoding 

tasks except for Perfonn, which led to accuracy as high as in the control 

group. These authors thus concluded that overt execution of motor 

programs confenred a unique benefit for subsequent memory. In contrast, 

the present data revealed no qualitative distinction between overt 

perfonnance and watching the experimenter perfonm an action, although 

the results did show a quantitative accuracy benefit and earlier ERP 

latencies. It is possible that the memory benefit from Perform-encoding in 

frontal patients is similariy quantitative in nature. However, it is also 

important to note that both of the neuropsychological studies evaluated 

recency judgements rather than judgements about the encoding task itself. 

The patients and controls in these studies were also substantially older than 

the young adult subjects here. Manipulations of both memory test and 
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subject age will be necessary to determine if the benefits of Perform-

encoding over other action tasks are ever accompanied by qualitative 

differences in brain activity. 

Recapitulation of motor encoding 

During the memory test, subjects were not asked to indicate which 

hand they (or the experimenter) used during any of the action-encoding 

tasks. Nonetheless, source memory tests may elicit retrieval of such detail 

about the study episodes. A strong version of the hypothesis that retrieval 

recapitulates encoding would have predicted a contralateral/ipsilateral 

pattem of ERPs over the two hemispheres at test, depending on which 

hand was used (or obsen/ed) during the study phase. Some suggestion of 

such a pattem emerged after Perform- and Watch-encoding, but the 

amplitude differences between the hemispheres contralateral and ipsilateral 

to the encoding hand were very small. Overall, the hypothesis of a motor 

memory trace contralateral to the encoding hand did not receive strong 

support from the present data, but neither did it receive absolute 

disconfimnation. Although scalp-recorded ERPs possess sufficient spatial 

resolution to yield robust hemispheric asymmetries during and immediately 

prior to active movement (e.g., Kutas & Oonchin, 1980; Knosche, 

Praamstra, Stegeman, & Peters, 1996), they may be unable to distinguish 
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left and right cortical regions close to the midline (such as the 

supplementary motor areas). A more definitive conclusion regarding the 

contralateral memory trace hypothesis may be possible with hemodynamic 

brain imaging methods which offer better spatial resolution. 

A more robust and unexpected finding was that images of objects 

originally manipulated with the right hand elicited more positive ERPs than 

"left-hand" objects, over both hemispheres. Some evidence of a hand tag 

during retrieval was observed after all three action tasks, but not after Cost-

encoding. The absence of a right/left encoding difference in the Cost task 

suggests that it cannot be attributed to the spatial location of the objects 

during the study phase: objects delivered for cost estimation were placed 

on subjects' right and left sides just as in the action tasks, but no effects of 

study location were observed during retrieval. Moreover, the encoding 

hand effect was in the same direction (right hand more positive) during the 

Perfonn and Watch conditions, although objects delivered to the subject's 

right side triggered right-handed subject movements during Perform-

encoding, but left-handed experimenter movements during Watch-

encoding. 

One plausible interpretation of retrieval differences according to 

encoding hand is that objects manipulated with the dominant hand (all of 

the subjects were right-handed) are simply more memorable. However, the 
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memory perfomiance data did not include an accuracy or reaction time 

benefit for "right-hand" objects, nor is it easy to account for the encoding 

hand effect in the Watch condition by this explanation. Additionally, the 

different scalp distributions of the encoding hand effects across the 

Perfomn, Watch, and Imagine conditions suggest some caution as these do 

not have a priori interpretations. We may speculate that the impact of 

encoding hand was driven by the handedness of all participants in the study 

episodes, but that these influences were subtly different for each action 

task: effortful and dysfluent manipulations when the right-handed subjects 

were asked to perfonn with their left hands, observation of similariy 

dysfluent actions when the right-handed experimenter used the left hand, 

and greater effort in imagining actions with the nondominant hand in the 

Imagine condition (Mamff, Wilson, De Fazio, Cemtelli, Hedt, & Cunrie, 

1999). The influence of encoding hand, independent of hemisphere, does 

not require a specifically motoric interpretation of retrieval operations, but 

does suggest that very specific details of an encoding episode - including a 

"hand tag" - are recovered at test. 

Memory for self- versus other-generated events 

The notion that memory for our own behavior should be indelible 

sometimes leads people to say "I know what I did", but may also lead to a 
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nagging doubt: "Did I do it or only think about it?". It has been suggested 

that self-generated events (perfomned or imagined) are inherently more 

similar and confusable with one another than with extemally-generated 

events. The present data do not present a self versus other dichotomy 

however. The sole "extemal" encoding task of watching the experimenter 

perfonn actions yielded the second-best memory accuracy, rather than the 

best or the worst of the four conditions. Source confusions similariy cut 

across the self versus other categories. Although confusions between two 

self-generated tasks (Cost and Imagine) were the most common, judging 

an imagined action as a watched action was the next most typical enror. 

Finally, the two conditions with the most similar ERPs were those with a 

self-generated overt action (Perfonn) and an other-generated overt action 

(Watch). Overall, the ERPs associated with conrect source memory 

judgements did not fall into a self versus other dichtomy, but rather aligned 

with more concrete attributes of the encoding episodes. Memory for events 

including actions (perfonned, imagined, or watched) elicited similar ERPs at 

frontocentral sites, while memory for events including moving hands and 

objects elicited similar ERPs over posterior scalp. It is possible that self-

generation is not a fundamental event attribute stored in memory, but rather 

one that must be computed from a combination of more elementary 

attributes which include the perceptual, motoric, and cognitive operations 
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invoked during the original episode. 

Motor imagery versus other encoding tastes 

At prefrontal scalp sites only, trials with accurate memory for 

Imagined actions were differentiated from all other conditions. In contrast, 

the Perfomn, Watch and Cost conditions did not differ at prefrontal sites. 

The enhanced positivity for Imagine trials began about 900 ms poststimulus 

onset, well after more posterior ERPs had distinguished accurate from 

inaccurate trials, and begun to show differences among the four encoding 

tasks. A purely quantitative account of this distinctive prefrontal effect 

seems untenable, as judgements about imagine-encoded objects were no 

less accurate than those for cost-encoded objects. 

In previous studies investigating source memory for perceptual or 

motoric aspects of study episodes, we and others have observed larger 

prefrontal positivities when subjects are asked to make source memory 

judgements rather than simple old/new recognition judgements (Ranganath 

& Paller, 1999; Senkfor & Van Petten, 1998; Senkfor et al., submitted; Van 

Petten et al, in press). Prefrontal ERPs in these studies have been similar 

across content domains, and have not differentiated trials with connect and 

incorrect source judgements. We have thus argued that prefrontal 

positivities during source memory tests index retrieval mode, but are 
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insensitive to both the nature of the infonnation to be remembered, and to 

the success or failure of retrieving that infonnation. Consideration of only 

the Perfomi, Watch, and Cost conditions of the present study is in accord 

with our previous reports that only ERPs posterior to prefrontal sites are 

sensitive to retrieval success (Figure 3.1) or retrieval content (Figure 3.2). 

The results of the Imagine condition pose a challenge to this view that 

prefrontal ERPs are insensitive to memory content. 

But a more encompassing view of the present results is that the 

scalp distributions of ERPs elicited during successful retrieval are linked to 

the brain regions which were engaged during initial study. By this view, the 

prefrontal positivity elicited during the retrieval of imagined actions Implies a 

greater role for prefrontal areas during motor imagery than during motor 

perfomiance or obsen/ation. The small number of hemodynamic imaging 

studies making these comparisons have indeed suggested that imagining 

an action elicits greater blood flow in prefrontal cortex, although different 

prefrontal regions have been reported across studies (Grafton et al, 1996; 

Ingvar & Phillipson, 1977; Stephen et al., 1995). Frith and Dolan (1996) 

have argued that frontal activity is a critical component of motor 

imagery...because in order to imagine something we have to 'hold it in 

mind'" (pg 177), and postulate a similarity between imagined action and 

other tasks involving woridng memory. It is equally possible that motor 
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imagery, as compared to execution, involves an active inhibitory process to 

prevent the imagined action from being cam'ed out. Under any view of the 

neural processes specific to motor imagery itself, it was a novel and 

unexpected finding that merely remembering an imagined action was 

con'elated with brain electrical activity over prefrontal cortex. 

Conclusions 

The most general finding of the present study was that pattems of 

brain electrical activity during episodic memory retrieval varied with the 

content of the Information retrieved. During the retrieval phase of the 

experiment, the stimuli of the four conditions were distinguished only by the 

subjects' past experiences with particular objects, not by any physical 

characteristics of the objects themselves. Few previous studies have been 

able to isolate material-specific retrieval processes in this way. For 

instance, Wagner and colleagues have compared memory for words versus 

non-nameable visual pattems, and Fletcher ef a/have compared imageable 

and nonimageable words, but both studies used different material across 

retrieval conditions, so that the contrasts necessarily include differences in 

initial perceptual and semantic processes as well as different retrieval 

processes (Fletcher, Shailice, Frith, Frackowiak, &Dolan, 1996; Wagner, 

Poldrack, Eldridge, Desmond, Glover, & Gabrieli, 1998). In their comparison 
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of memory for object identity and object location, Koiiler and colleagues 

were able to avoid this confound by using a two-altemative forced choice 

recognition test in which the test stimuli were much the same across trials, 

and only the instructions about which stimulus dimension was relevant 

varied (Kohler, Moscovitch, Winocur, Houle, & Mcintosh, 1998). In the 

present design, a separation between stimulus characteristics and retrieval 

processes during the test phase was achieved by using a source memory 

test - querying subjects about how they previously experienced an object, 

rather than about the object itself (see Nyberg, Mcintosh, Cabeza, Habib, 

Houle, & Tulving, 1996 for a similar design using a PET measure). 

Three material-specific pattems emerged during the memory test: 1) 

episodes involving actions on objects elicited similar ERPs at frontal sites 

close to premotor cortex, but all were distinct from memory for the non

action task of cost estimation; 2) episodes with and without overt actions 

were cleariy separated at parietal, posterior temporal, and occipital sites; 

and 3) memory for imagined movements elicited a larger prefrontal 

positivity than memory for executed actions, observed actions, or the 

cognitive task of cost estimation. These varying pattems of brain activity 

during retrieval are largely interpretable as isomorphic with processes 

engaged differentially during the initial study phase: the engagement of 

motor association cortex during action tasks, visual processing of moving 
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hands and moving objects during overt actions, and the participation of 

prefrontal cortex in motor imagery. The puzzling exception to this general 

conclusion of overiap between encoding and retrieval was that memory for 

self-performed actions elicited no distinctive ERP signature although this 

was the only encoding task which required active movement on the part of 

the subject. Perform-encoding yielded the highest level of memory 

accuracy, and the associated ERRs diverged from the other conditions 

eariiest in time, but these trials were otherwise much like Watch-encoded 

Items. Perform and Watch trials at test were likewise similar in 

differentiating objects manipulated with the right and left hands in the study 

phase (a "hand tag"), but this similarity leads to the curious conclusion that 

the subject's right hand and the experimenter's right hand were treated 

equivalently. It is possible that the limited spatial resolution of our 

dependent measure precluded observation of a memory trace specifically 

related to motor execution; this question remains to be resolved. 
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